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-This research evslved as part of a coor6ixated Xationai A~ronsutics 
rnd @ace Adminia-tration investigation of cer^ & teqeratuc regulation 
aspects of man in a s_me environment. Hhen pre3nhm-y work on this 
task vas fiist Wtiated in I* three aethds af wtasaticaily 
co~tzo 'Lbg a omvo&culsr astmnaut's f iquid cco- gament inlet 
*at- taqerat~~c! or flus rate had been gropcsed or investigated. 
These W e e  methds utilized metabiic o q a  consu.;j3ti~n rate, rate of 
net&oUc heat rermml via the fiquid cml ing  germat  iff? =an skin 
tespent-~~c: feedback, anti heart m e .  It - bellevet! st that time that 
there & rjht be other physiologicaf parmeters, not ye t  f Gentified f G r  
them& contmfler r,qoses, which correspodeed to h u r ~ ~ ~  cmt i r rg  needs 
in i? 2 e z t  fashion en5 vhi& would requ i re  iess modificetim +,c the 
2esim t.: &rsvehicu2.az crew eqlipnem. T ~ i s  r e s e s c i  was then c ~ e n c e t l  
u',tii a g& Qr de te rmin ing  I f  sup3 o t h w  p=smeters exLsL w d  also  of 
d a ~ ~ a s - t z & i @ g  the feasrbkUt.l; of their use IT any were ieeiitified. 
A review O? l i ' i e d  cmW .ament controLier research and d e ~ - ? h p -  
ment i s  presentd in ~hapter II t o  prtede a b a c m o ~ m d  of recent. 
deveiopmects in the field. This is f o l l o w 6  hy a discussion of thermal 
xegiiation in man at ~t iwel of detail pertinent to the understa~Sng 
or' the responses evoked in m a  by his working in a s?ace environsent. 
Ym's tkmregulalxry responses are ticedepeadent md highly 
interreactive. They are  responsive to influences 7f heredity, adap ta -  
& -  , i ~ n ,  hy&aticc, electrolyt~ balance and many other factcrs. 3 u s  
C h a ~ t e r  111 i s  :ki ted to a slimmary cf those aspects vfiich were 
believed to be interest in detemi~ing a~tomatic c o n t r o l l e r  
feasiLility f r o a  a physi~lcgical v5eqcir;t azu in iaentifyiy, candidate 
physiol~gical parameters. 
Controller design considerati~ns, constraints, and assmpti~ns 
~liscussed in C k a ~ t e r  IV which completes -.he bacicgro!z.ld coy.rerage 
3eding 30 control aisorithm spthesis. Discussions of nlve c.:~~~anci 
phifosnpby, teaperatwe measurement, system cmpuker simsLation and 
fluic! arl6 electronic systems breadboard designs m e  includeri. The 
simulation algorithp is ccnverted to a form useful for electronic 
breadboard deslgn ir, Cha?ter V and laboratory experimectal methois 
P--? outlined I n  Chapter VI. Material which coul6 be relegated %o 
Ap~endices without comproaishg the ma-Ln theme, e.g,, derivations, 
~auq?,e calcu2.zti-ow and equipment listicgs , a?-,ear tkere, 
Hous+,on, Texas 
December, :970 Clay W. G .  fileher 
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An improved temperature control concept is developed for liquid 
ce;;.',ing garments *xed durmg astronaut extrayehicuhu activity. Sev- 
modifications and extensions to ~revious3.y knnrn physiological pamneter 
measurement techniques and control approaches are implemented t o  provide 
cm aubmatic controller which responds directly to  ma's themno- 
regulatory reqyirements for cooling during work. 
The temperature of the wall of the externsl auditory meatus and 
fmz averaged, unweighted skin t a p r a t u r e s  are used as input s i w s  
to a contmlles of liquid cooling garment inlet water temperature. The 
absolute change i n  derived mean body temperature fhm a setpcint and 
i ts  time rate of change are sensed an& used t o  control the temperature 
of water to an ApoUo liquid cooling gannent. 
A crewman metabolic transient thermal coaputer simulation is  
conducted t o  demonstrate feasibi l i ty and t o  supply design garameters 
for a prototype system, The prototype contmller i s  described aad 
~;nn~uul& and manned t es t  &+A sre pravi&&. 
It is concluded that millimrzing variations in test subject %em 
b m  temperature f r o m  a thermally r i e ~ t r a l  s&?oidt during work provides 
subjective cumfort and low thermal strain. Stsndard aeviations in 
mean body temperature using thr: coatroller developed rsnge f'rcm 0.07 - 0.320F 
for one hour treadmill t es t s  at high and moderate working levels and 
selected controller WG. 
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Among the significant medical resul ts  which were reported following 
the & m i n i  space prcgram were recoguition of a moderate loss of exercise 
capacity and a high etabolic- cost of extravehicular activity i n  the 
zero-grn.vity environment (Berry, 2.9691. Natisnal Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) sc jsa t i s t s  observed an inabili ty of ac2,ro- 
muts  t o  judge the i r  awn bcrdjr th~r ina l  state -when working i n  reduced 
gravity space envirorbments, particularly when extrav~h2cular, and the 
f?ussians verjf-led the problem following ex'ravehicular transfer of 
cosmc-aauts between spece vehj cles (~illingham, 1310). The Gemini 
space sui t  wss gas-cwled, however, and was designed for  lower levels 
of mtabol: - heat production than the system was subjected t o  during 
some exkraveSicular ctctivities  elso son, Brown and Krumland, 1.964). 
Coqlications which included heavy sweating and visor fogging eventu- 
ally resulteC i n  early termination of Gemini extravehicular s c t i r i t y  
ia two instances. 
The first report that  water cooling could be used effectively t o  
overcame sane of the deficiencies of gas-cooled sui ts  (~u r ton  and Collier, 
1964) was f o l l m d  by several studies which developed the technology 
used i n  designing an Apollo liquid cooling gmnent. !I!hese early liquid 
cooling garment researchers include Crocksr, Webb and Jennings (1.964) ; 
Burtoxi and Collier (1965) ; Waligora WA< Michel (1%) and others. me 
technique of water coolicg proved t o  be 2ffeetZve a t  a l l  wark ra+ues 
l ikely t o  be encountered during lunar surface act ivi t ies  and intensive 
development - a s  initiatzd. The present Apollo gar?nent features : net- 
work of polyvinyl chloride tubing stitched t o  the inside of a long- 
sleeved undergarment worn by the crewman b e ~ e a ~ h  his pressure sui t ,  
A cm-tinuous flow of temperature-controlled water i s  supplied t o  the! 
liquid cooling garmect by the Apollo Portak'e Life Support System (PLSS). 
Temperature control of the inlet water t o  the liquid cooling gameirk i s  
achieved using a manually conCJrolied three-position valve. 
Discussions were held with mm'ers of the Manned Spacecraft Center's 
Medical Research znd Operations director at^ Late in 1968 t o  identify a 
research topic having potentid. benefits t o  the space program, and 
aub&ic control of in le t  water teqera ture  t o  an extravehicular sstro- 
naut's liquid cooling garmen-s suggested as a research problem of 
current interest. Webb has done defini3ive work i n  identirying bio- 
thermal responses of working men caring liquid cooling garments   ebb 
and Annis, 1%) a d  has iilvestigeted a~dmmatic liquid cooling garment 
in le t  water temperature control. Concepts stud%eb by Ye5b incl~ide the 
use of oxygen cousunption ir: ~3 open loop fashion i~ m e  case and rate 
of heat removal via the liquid cooling garmerrt a ~ d  mean :;kin temperature 
i n  a second investigation   ebb, U s  and Trodman, 1968). An exten- 
sion of t h i s  work led tc. development of an automstic sui t  cooliw 
corrtroller using heart rate input (-outman and Webb, 19'70). Conkem- 
portlry developments include a IioneywelJ. Systems and Research Division 
fluidic iievice for control of liquid coc' ed flight suits. X review of 
these investigations is in  Chapter II. 
The scrpe o f  the investigation t o  be conducted in t h i s  nsv eEor t  
was mre decr m d h g  in that i t  r;sqSred the ide& ~fication of ?hysio- 
logical parameters which could be used as c e m l l e r  inputs but &ick 
would have a lesser impact an present and futurr life support systtrns and 
suit asseuibu designs and  rich =re less TSkely t o  be influenced by 
Cisturbance functions such as emotional state - Wore  canciselg, the 
objective af the investigation was to d e t ~ r d n e  if there were p-iu- 
lcgicril parameters which could be weaswed easily and used and a& 
were &rec+,ly related t o  man's coolhg needs, kirrimizing the Z a p a c t  im 
A p l l o  desim was desirable t o  cw--Lance the possibiEty of c-t 
e-m1tItion nwi develqaemt of flight-prototype kamhare, 
Test results otrtaked by Webb and Annis (I*) suggest a need fcr 
-roved. cooling ccntrol, Fremature or  excessive rooling causes cutan- 
eous vasoconslrictlon and sensations cf e l i h g  cirmbwd vith subjective 
feelings of excessive hk&Pal heat buildup sanetines a c c q d e d  by 
heavy mat* anvor crmping of zascles. 3 jmmcierrt cooling is 
supplied or i? sufficient cooling is  not qplLed in t h e  by a t e s t  
su5fezt heat s-i;omge begins ane sweating and discomfort build uy, auickly, - 
It is clear thst the hwmn body together w i t h  its subjecti-ve Liks and 
dislikes and feelinpa of ~omL*orZI a . 3  discanfor3 constitutes a very em- 
plex plant kbose control, in the broadest senst, is being attempted. To 
synthesize an effective man-machim s y a t e ~  -edge of %he '%M" is
In this case the >laat" is the hman boity, PhiPosophiczlb one 
mst ask: 'Mhat should a Equid cooling prment inlet weter teqemture 
codroller try to  accqfish? ' In seeking an answer this question 
me ntigtrt c<msiaer that Were are many e q l e s  of '~,hysiologifid ccmta 
syalas within 'Lk huraa;r: bodg a d  all tbe physiologiczl processes which 
dea3 via exchanges of a~~terials  sad ePergy seers b:3uci together and 
1aext~cab3q linked to idea of h u a e o s ~ i s ,  According to T-o 
(1965) the cluster of ideas mrhg aboat th is  vcrd has s strong claim 
to being of the "few tmly geseral and basic prhciples of ysiologg," 
Berry (lw! s t a , s ,  AAhn's plvsiology is such that it i s  constantly 
stfivhg to atai.nb.5.n a State of balaPce and w e l l  be- in the -vaz3ms bo$r 
system t lms a state of  sta as is.'' 
Hc~~=ostasls bss c<;lae t~ have two in @rysiology, either tc 
designate the stability a c f ?  t l ~  'h3y aab&&ns, mkabl.y 7511 *the c- 
sizion of its flu2&s, or the PZOC~SS~S by &hi& such canstancy is ?re- 
s e r v e C .  Man ewlved i3-m a prM?Z= state and phgsiologically ~ a k b g  
5s a produd of his e ~ ~ : n t ,  Many c q l e x  anat&& elements 
fmction as ~ & s  of Lnkrrflated control and regulation systems to  
presc~me rasn's gen&ically derived heostas i s  follouimg ecd-j.o-nCYal 
chmges and/or intmduct-im af dist;mbane fbctians such as mrk. 
Gtmerslly s p e w  the liquid coo- gar~ent knaal controller can be 
-&wed as an aid to haneostasis, i,e., tk-9 controller shod.2 
promde or assist those 3iological ,Cm&iozis a w i n g  to nmbtain the 
state of balmce and wel l  being in the &ous body systems, 
The mechanisms cf t h e m  regulation are discussed i r 3  Chapter III 
and a mat chinp. of technclogical control concepts ~ 5 t h  physiological 
t h e m  regulation prhciples leacis to a caeept for contrcll5 ng the 
liquid cooling -ntts inlet water terzpereture as a f b c t i a n  aP 
physiological ~ e e d .  The coverage whicfi follows is rep.rcesenta5ive of a 
"systems engineering appr~bi~h'' to design. Available data is analyzed; 
c&=-t and design criteria are incorporated; a simulation is  conCucted 
to  demnstrate feas ib i l i ty  ami a breadboard or protutype systen i s  
desZgned, fsbricated and iested. 
CRITICAL REXIEM OF rJAIW3C COH?ROIUR IX!F5Rkm 
Unpublished HASA data c(~ali.gora, 1%7b) hdicstes that both control 
af cooling water f l o w  rate 'o the 13-quid cool* mnt at canstant 
temperature ( f l o w  control) aad control of cmlillg nter inl& emper- 
- 
ature at a constant flw rate (tenqpemture control) are ar~qtabie 
methods of astronaut thermal cjrnfort control. Based wpm subjective 
carrments of test subjects, temperature cnrtrol k i t k  a constant flow 
rate was rec-ded by Yaligora for all applicetions of the liquid 
cooling gamerrt, This mode of coaE1-01 was selectd,  by i;he mB for- its 
Apollo portable life support s y s t e m  and is the ax% used in A&s reseamb. 
The A i r  Force and thg Hairy (e-g,, Starr and ?4errill, 1 w )  are 
generally coacemed with the c d o r t  of crew air m b e r s  nat engaged 
in the levels sf &ivities encountered by extm&cular aStranauts 
although unpublished classirtea data fraaa the Air Force's Mame3 
Orhiting Laboratory prograni and the 3avyf s fe-~~lqrment of deep sutwer- 
gence l i fe  support systems prcbably exists, 
In saue of Webb's early work for  IWX Headquarters   ebb and m s ,  
1%) removal of metabolic heat resulting fran heavy work using w&er 
cooled c l d W  was investigated. Cooling reguirements for several 
work levels up to 3600 ~tu/hr, us* iixed flw rates oP 3.3 lbsjmin 
were studied, Water in le t  temperatcres we= w u s t e d  manually so that 
t e s t  subject: "neither sweated nor beceme dfl led."  Webb observed that 
6 
cooling applied too sparin& ur too late resulted in test subject heet 
storage early sweating. Conversely, coaling appZe8 too generously 
or too soon caused u v e r c - ~ l i q  hiphzighted by cutanecus cunstriction, 
serisstiaas uf chilling and occasitnal muscle C R E E S .  A sirmifieant 
findiag oy W e b b  as far as this research is con~cmed is repor%ikd in a 
single &team& in E s sumeuy, Leo,  "Man body tenp~^,C,-zzes c q u t e d  
Fran rectal axS =an skin teqemtures show thet in most -riments the 
- 
he& 2- f.ZS kld c O Z S ~ & , ~  !f!hk =bias CG!&&, 
Webb used as a -basis for c~oling camamds, to a Ihe& state.  
(1969) reports ttLat bcth coaafart md them& sensatim are rekted to  
rise in a e a ~  boCg teapemtum dw5mg 'themd transients at the be- 
of exercise. In hbcmh,rfr e@%icmt ests dlth test subjects dressed -h 
shorts, 1-@ found that after 3O&l a u k s  cf exercise L~~ 
sensatiars -ranging from ncooln to "hot" were related primwily ro skin 
and M~ient air +qratures and unrelated ta z&abdLic rate, w c l e  ard 
rectal tengemhms- YCY Zk~uSori i ~ G L &  t 3  be related primariu 
+A skin ,svesi;ing end ?zkin con6uctance and is zifYected either by air 
kqeratum & zetabalisn: or by both skin a rectal tenper&+,ure, 
coxxI&d that during steady state exercise juwnrt of teqem- 
is d-kd by sensor mechanisms -3 We skin snd that wma discaafoi-t 
is governed grbarZlg by them-regulatory effector mxhanisms, i .e - , 
sweating and skin bZOOd flw, 
W e  feature of Webb's early experiments w a r s  fn retrospect t o  
have influenced t e s t  subject c&&. *is 5s th fact that the test  
subject's head was cooled, Apollo l i q l i d  cooling ganae~t; used in 
the find stages of this reseerch covers arms, legs and torso and l i t t l e  
significance was attached t o  Webb's head cooling when t b i s  project was 
cornnrenced. M n g  memed tests, however, t es t  subjects occasionally 
reported that the treadmill room seemed "stuffy," that  they f e l t  they 
needed nmore cooling," an6 perspiration s 'out the head was occasioeally 
he&..-,-, e z n  when l i t t l e  if any heat storage had occurred and skin 
tempersture vas quite lw. When the astronaut is wearing a carxplete 
pressure game~t vitn his helaset a, a steady TAW a? oxygen is directed 
t o  t h e  -&side of his helmet, sad the absence of %h5s air flow was notice- 
able t o  t5st s33jec.i;~. - reason for the different subjective feelings 
is cleaz -*n .the work done by Shv~il.~ ( 1 ~ )  is censi3ered. Shvartz 
work& his t e s t  subjects i n  a hot environment wfth no cwling, wearing 
a ccoling hood, or we- the haat and a Liquid cmlfnn gamed. He 
found that use of the h a  a l o ~  redwed physiological strain by one- 
half caupared with the hcod and suit although the liquid cooling garment 
alone covered about of the body whereas the hood covere3 only 2-39 
of tfie body, He cancluded that cooling the head and seek i s  mare effec- 
t i v e  a;rd eff ic ied  than cmling other parts of the body. 
In general, this work 5y Webb (~$6) is helpful i n  creeting both a 
ap l i t a t ive  and quantitative feel  for cooling gamed coxtrol requS re- 
naea;ts. 
Webb (1w) comnenked on efisteace of a device in the portable Life 
suppork system for continu~usly monitoring oxyges consmption tad propos eC 
that the si-gml from this cievice be used t o  r .~nt iool  cooling as t3e 
rtference input Lo an open loop control syitem. There i s  in  fact only 
an oxygen bottle pressure sensor f i c h  i ; unsuitable f ~ r  the pcrpose 
suggested 3ut due t o  more general cons -deratians Vebbrs initial -mrk 
was followed '5y detailed analysis, <:sign, fab-rication and testing 3f 
such an oxygen consq t ion  cmtrol',er   ebb, 1968). A motor driven 
blower draws azbied a i r  throug? the test; subject's face-mask assembly. 
The blower ,speed is  servo- :or',!rolled bj a polarographic ce l l  (oq-gen 
sensor] located in  the 7.8 .-.I of the eq i red  sir-ambient air mixture. 
A s  the oxygen p a r t i d  gmssure sensed by the ce l l  decreases, the blower 
i s  made t o  speed up, increasing the ambient air f l o w  into the face-mask 
and thereby raising the expired six-ambient air ooryger. part ial  pressure 
t m d  that of amk.-eat air. Th.3 'L;:-ower speed and it:, input voltage 
proporbional t o  t !e volume f l o w  and oxyg;en conswption. This witwe 
signal i s  then used t o  control inlet  water teraperatrlre and ;yielc5s good 
overall thermal coirtrol of t e s t  subjects e w - e d  in a variety of tasks, 
Use of the oxygen consumption controller in space lacks feasibili ty at 
the present time, howlever. Sampling of the oxygen part ial  pressure 
difference 'between inspired and expired gas wauld f>e necessary since 
the present l i f e  support system oxygen Loop rccirculates expired gas 
through a lithium hydroxide canister. !Be  resulting C02 partial  pressure 
i n  the loop varies with work rate, IfthiS.m 'hydroxide age and 'history, 
and elapsed time of extravehicular a&j.vity. Coo-, however, should 
be indeper;dent of everything except o-qgen crmsmptim o f t h e  astronaut, 
If rate of make-up axygen supplied by the demand regulator could be 
sensed, it could be usea i n  sach a control technique under ideal condi- 
tions. Astronaut pressure garments leak, however, a t  rates depending 
upon suit age, usage, astronaut activity and whether a hole has been 
int,r&gced une.xpectedl.y, and coclljmg must be independent of these 
features. The oxygen controller tends towazd instabili ty if it i s  set 
far  slight overcooling when the t e s t  subject is at rest. Shivering, 
which eventually results, causes increased cxygen consumption and a 
command for additional c~oling,  Finally, since the controller is an open 
loop system, neither dr i f t  nor accumulative error are corrected. In  
short, it is not practical t o  introduce the equipment necessary t o  
measure actual oxygen uptake at ' a s  ti=, and secondary tec-aiques 
of measuring oxygen ccnsumption by the crewman are, a t  best, indirect 
measurements of his metabolic activity and subject t o  unacceptab'le error. 
Webb recognized most of these shortcomings and has inveztigated 
three alternate controllers ('lfroutroan and Webb, lm). One i s  based 
upm c m  5x1 coolirrg water tengeratm across the man with a sk2n 
temperature feeGback; ozle i s  based upon heart rate with feedback propor- 
tional t o  change i n  cooling water -Lemperature across the man, and the 
f inal  approach uses heart rate alone. Tests of these three concepts 
inciueed use of an Apollo liquid cooling garment Kii;hcd a water cooled 
hood, Six cubic feet per minute air flow was introduced into the outer 
garment assembu helmet directly ab~ve the test subject's forehead and 
towsrd his  fac~. In  contrast, the Apcllo Dresswe helmet vent pad and 
and duct assembly acks a; a ventilator flow memifold directing the flow 
of gas around the sides and d~wn over +,he tap  of the insic'ie of the hel- 
met t o  the oral-nasal mea. Although l i t t l e  heat i s  actually removed by 
the gas flow it i s  l ikely t h ~ t  it is  a factor i n  subjective comfort 
evaluation based upon t e s t  subject coarments. The f i r s t  two controller 
concepts were tested >J- Webb md repcrted t o  be satisfactory. 
Webb's resuzts t o  date for  two controllers have been summarized 
(~e?io, e t  al, l$?70) with the AT controller, i .em, the concept usjng 
change of emling loop water tempera3m-e across the astronaut, being of 
~as t i cu la i -  fnterest. Suppression of m a t i n g  even at hi@ work rates 
was reported while t e s t  stibjects remained subjectively comfortable. This 
i s  sj-gnificant and in co~kras t  o  the obsemations of Chato, et a1 (1969) 
-dm found that test subjects engaged io mch lower levels of activity 
(1330 ~t.u/hr. vs 3600 %u/hr.) had meat rates which were above Webb's 
desired minimal and in at least m e  case sweating was very hea-ry despite 
ef fec t iw vater cooling which was accomplished using twelve shower heads 
t o  obtain Full body &enching (with the test subject dressed i n  a light- 
weight wat;3rproc,f garment). -to concludes tha t  a t  ;exst occasionsl 
sweating of astronauts should be expected and profisions fo r  handling 
the situation provided. He reports that the individual responsible fo r  
heavy sweating i n  his t e s t s  was part ial ly acclimated t o  heat through 
concurrent participaticm i n  hot room studies and suggests that the 
heavier sweating may have been due t o  that fact. 
- 
dome of th i s  investigator's early manned t e s t s  shcwed that thermal 
comfort had t o  5e sacrified t o  a large degree, upon occasion, i n  order 
t o  inhibit s ~ a t i n g  with certain t e s t  subjects, Pulrii m e  of these 
t e s t s  skin temperature was  dropped t o  the point that  the t es t  subject 
shivering yet he observed that  he "could f ee l  ilrtez-181 heat bdldirg 
up" an4 moderate sweatiw took place, The same t e s t  pad work c~ndi5ions 
a t  a i a te r  date resulted i n  the t e s t  subject feeling comfortz;ole wi-~h- 
out significant sweating even with a higher skin temper~ture, This may 
indicate t e s t  subject pre-test history (e-g., h is  alcohol consumption 
the emning Sefore, his degree of training for the  par+,ic911ar exercise 
imposed during a tes t ,  his psychological outlook, ani! his s ta te  of health 
a t  the t ine  of the t e s t )  and other factors may bf'l.uence subjective 
feelings of camfort and ~ e r s p i r a t i ~ n  rates during a tes t .  Wurster and 
McCook (1969), for example, reported inhibitior. of sweating by rapid 
decrease i n  skin temperature but observed cases in which sweating 
occurred despite 1m skin temperatures and declining c e n t r d  temper- 
atures as the rate of decline af skin te-qerature approached zero. 
They also observed cases &ere total smres s ion  of m a t i n g  was effected 
and others i n  which the suppression was only temporary. I n  shori;, re l i -  
able achievement of subjective comfort with an automztic device is most 
difficult  t o  a t ta in  due t o  complexities of tae huntin body wllich are not 
w e l l  understood. 
Conceptually, Webb's AT controller  ebb, e t  al, 19C) appcars t o  
have some of' the undesirable fcatures of 'the oxygen c o n s q ~ t i o n  controller 
although it appears t o  have psrfo~rmed well in laboratory t e s t s  conducted 
by Webb. The main objection would seen! t o  be that  the --ontoller bases 
i t s  operation upon a measurement which can be related t o  a need for 
-- 
cooling under certain circumstances bd. which i s  not reliable as a 
direct measurement of cooling requirements. F i r s t  of a l l ,  failures i n  
system insulation i n  the space environment, thermal shorts, and other 
factors can change the in le t  and outlet water AT without m w d  t o  meta- 
bolic ac t i d ty .  Changes i n  heat transfer t o  the liquid cooling gmerrt 
can occur due t o  changes i n  astroacrut body ettitude or changes i n  overall 
heat transfer ccefficient due t o  moisture. la cJcher words, the temper- 
ature differexice used i s  1=& a direct measurement of changing t h e m 1  
stress i n  the astronaut. The heart rate c o n t r ~ l l e r  being in-estigated 
by Webb (1970) does not seen appropriate for  use outside a spacecraft 
either for  several reasons. Under working conditions which astronauts 
ha-re faced and can be expected t o  face i n  tne mure  emotional. -t ,, ress 
c a  significantly affect heart rate for  appreciable lengths ~f time. 
Dezonditioning i n  a Low gravity envir-nt during long teym missions 
can also make correlation between heart rate and metatjol',~ activity 
difficult  t o  predict i n  F l-rance. Again, heart rate  i s  n d  a direct 
measurement oZ thermal stress. 
A n  Meres t ing  application of fluidic device principles i s  described 
by Zoerb (1968) who discusses n Navy-sponsored devel~ment for  the con- 
t r o l  of liquid cooling garment in le t  water temperature. The devize 
tested i s  capable of controlling cooliw garment in le t  water tamper-- 
ature i n  such a fashion that  skin temperature i s  maintained essent ia l l j  
constant. Unmanned t e s t s  s h m d  tha t  it could control inlet  water 
tempersture of a liquid cooling garment f i t t ed  t o  a copper manikin SO 
that simulated skic temperature was maintained within ZOF of a desired 
value over a heat rejectfon range of 500 t o  1500 Btu/hr. mnimurn inlet  
water temperature was 5 ' f i  whi ch together with heat transfer coefficients 
between sanfkin and garmeat set  the kpper L i m i t .  Duril-4 manned tes t s  
involving a s:.ngle t e s t  subject skin temperature of e9O4 was 6esired md 
"during an exercise period o? 15 minutes, i n  which the sutject exercised 
unt i l  near ex?laustion, the skin temperetve was repllated a t  89°~.11 
Most remarkably, i n  light of research previously discussed, ' ' t h r ~ u ~ o u t  
this period and particularly at the time of peak exercise the subject 
commented fa\-orably on how comfortable he felt ."  A sinilar device 
developed fo r  the Ayollo Applications Program appeare to be eff5ctive 
i n  z x t i n t a i n i ~  skin temperature at whatever -ralue %he crewma selects, 
but one of the objects i n  developing an a1Ycmiatic contolier i s  t o  supply 
cooling according t o  physiologic -il temperature regulation needs instead 
of what a crewmas thinks his needs are for  reasons previously disc1 ;ed. 
The definiticn of  tenpmx%ure reguiation wbich stems to m s t  
closely fit here is %a+- cf Sardy and IEenmel !1%3): 
maintenance of a taaperat-are wi*hi;l a prescribed 
range wid-er c~nditiors of wrying thcms~I loads can be 
teneed temperature r=aa%icri. m a  does aot xcessarily 
mean mrrinten~nc~ of a mastant heat content, i-e., m 
teat storage. n 
Tbe nears by rWck s m t s  tn~+ammegul,etcq~ systesa remasas to heat 
and c93d stress, i- e. , any deviatioc from smie n at&laL coeition, 3 
- '@meat cosrtmXLer research. It leads dixectly to appEcation cf ten- 
trol #eor~- to s3mulate and s h 3 y  bmw1 reqmnses a d  to c~ntru,l asn8 s 
emrkonmeat +a satisfy his needs. 
The c ~ ~ i i m c C ~  ~12thanisms concern& with beat; loss in EW.I are 
reLate3 to his ability to -&late the vessels in the SEX, fo store 
heat in t&e body, a&a to sweat. TD-regdakim is concjaed e % h  the 
of these uectsnisms wfii& will be e x m h d  b r i e P 3 -  
Heat Storane 
Barb constant body temperat-are is u&ntained i n  msn by the 
rcg~latioz of heat prductiofi and of heat loss. Changes In the envimm- 
mental temperature induce &mges In heat productinn an3 heat loss. As 
the external temperature is lowered both heat produc.i;iou and hea% loss 
af%-z3 d * r &  to w- t k  sasl *-=s9 Zn a1 tissues used 
s- ard ca&m i f i d d e  prochcd, BXher 7alue depemds m f&cL%ors 
s- as *&-en- b t u r e ,  tbe species, d - t h e  
- 
- 
** C j f  the body- - 
- 
-: -- _ 
- - 
- * 
Meal t ~ ~ t j l o a  is ZlaCzwrsed 3s the t = p - s t e  
is 1 c ~ e d .  TE 5 t  be three to four ti=s higher t h e  the U 
- 
aebkolic rate, Bmal metabolic Fate is c-idered to-be tbe * 
- 
~ ~ l % s a  m u r e d  at tbe tmprature af ~lleutrz&i%y in a 
resting hareotkrm w i t h  nomil lmdy teqmxture several burs  after 
a rwrb and mrt s w t e l y  aFter -miam Becent invet&igatioaw 
consider the basal retsbolic rate as a s m  of basic energy r e q m s  
H a t  loss fra rm *curs Py radiatiop, dy d u c t i o n  and con- - 
- 
vectian, sad by emqmmtian OQ uater f h a  the body smface6. The 
- 
_ relati- -s uf hest transfer by each mde depend upon the 
man's own c tgs8c te r i s t . i~~ .  Physical thennoregulation consists of 
control of these heat transfer precesses, m d  of the cirzulation rate 
by constricting or diluting a smaller or a greater number of peripheral 
blood vessels engaged i~ i;k transport of heat t o  the body surface. 
Man's thermoregulatory system operates scheaatically as sham by 
Hgure 1 (Gelineo, 19). The deep body temperature varies with 
exterd temperatures. F%xn the upper t o  the lcwer c r i t i c a l  temperature, 
it is normal (homeothermy). The zone of byperthemia is above the upper 
c r i t i c a l  temperature where zpan lnay die frcm heat, Belw the lower 
c r i t i c a l  teuperature lies u e  zone- of bypathernia where he may die 
from cold. 
Seat production varies as follows. In the'.zorie of t'nern;al neu- 
t-ty, a resting and fasting man l ives at his basal ~ t a b c l i c  rate. 
Above thermal neutrality v l p  t<o the upper critical temperature, there 
i s  a n a m  zone in which the body successfully fights against over- 
heating by sweating. There is also a transitory redudion ~f heat 
production h a m  as the "second chemie  t'nermoregulation" of Wolpert. 
Prom the thermal. neutrality t o  lower temperatures the body preserves 
its tempemture wst - l y  by chemical tbrmoregulation. A t  the point 
belw which the body temperature begins to fall, man develops his peak 
metabolism. The highest. heat production i n  the  cold, the so-called 
nwr id  metdmllsar, is developed by man in the zone of hypothermia. 
The zone of predominantly pQysical thermreguLation begins some- 
what above the zone of thermai zm&rality and ex%eds into tpe zone 
of hyperthermia, Panting and sweating are the predaninant mxhmisuis 
is t h i s  zone, but bady temperature may still rise above no-. 
FIGURE 1. GENERAL CURVE OF THERMOGENESIS I W  
HOMEOTHERMS (GELINEO, 1964) 
Elan's body terqperatm is mhta9ed at a relatively c- 
level in h5s normal envirozmmt because at tbe balance which nominally 
exists between *mt poduction and heat loss, Contributing rsechmistas 
include those shgWp by mle 1, 
Factors Bat Productian Ower &sa3. MztabQlic Bste 
1, Exercise and shivering 
2. -ible mcle  tensing 
3- C w c a l  base af et,abolic rate 
4, gating 
5- F'ever 
mchrs mectixtg Hgat Loss a d  Gain 
1, in blood distribatian, iZllClUdiPg those caused by 
vasodilation, vasocosrstridian, counter-current heat 
e=h-s 
2. Chspgea in tissue conductance 
B ,  EmmmImeIxtal humidity 
5. Insensible water loss 
6, changes in radiating sU]PPace area 
7. Changes in air aarmeerent 
!Phe mechanism af storing body heat i s  illustrated i n  the extreme 
circumstances by men being exposed t o  heat and d e w a t i o n  at the same 
time; their  body temperatures r ise  quickly. After as l i t t l e  as 1-2 
pt -cent reduction of body weight due t o  dehydratioa the rectal temper- 
ature af man increases i n  a linear manner with prcrgressing water deficit 
(~obinson, 1s3). Although some investigators consider that this in- 
crease in body temperature with progressing dehydration is a failure i n  
heat dissipation, Schmidt-Rielsen takes the view that a r ise  i n  
temperature reduces the heat laad in a hot environment because the 
difYerence i n  temperature between the environmnt and cmler body is 
diminished (~dolph, 1947) The heat f l o w  from t k  envirommmb is 
roughly proportional t o  the temperature diffkrence and goes down as 
the difference gets snrsller, He points out that the r ise in body 
temperature has both advantages and disadvantages, but it is probably 
better t o  avcid classifyiDg it as a failure of heat regulation. 
In general, the mechanisms far heat storage are reciprocal measures 
for heat loss: peripheral blood f l o w  is reduced which in turn reduces 
c-ctive heat transfer t o  the skin surface, and/or perspiration i s  
reduced which in turn reduces evqorative transfer. I.3 the case of a 
resting man in a liquid cooling m n t ,  onset of exercise ma, yield a 
w i d  drop in skin temperature (perspiration may or may not take place) 
as blood is shunted t o  the major muscles. Ccnnrective transfer by the 
blood t o  the emrironwtnt i s  thereby reduced, but conductive transfer 
may tend t o  reduce t h ~  loss of transport capacity t o  sane extent i n  a 
cool enviroment due t o  the resulting increased temperature gradients 
acrcss tbe hdy, Variations i n  respiration rate and depth of breathing 
m also -'actors in heat storage, 
Sweating i s  a costly physiological event and leads t o  sstronaut 
and test subject dis@&ort at best, Elevation of body t-mperatures 
and increased heart rates can result if dehydrstion &curs, For these 
reasons a criterion t o  be considered during the& garment temperature 
controller developmeat is ~iinimizntirn or elimination of percqtible 
sweating due t o  praper cooling wlater temperature control, 
Perspiration consists of insensible water loss (difhsion and 
expiration), mthermal sweat an3 thermal sweat, ?:he first two are 
rather subtle uben ext- heat is coccemed and wi l l  nut be consiaered 
further here, The production of thermal sweat, however, is the conspic- 
uous and costly physiological event referred t o  which can be a factor 
i n  the upset of homeostasis, It is  costly i n  the sense that large 
q@ities of b e  water are involved, Investigators report p r sp i r -  
a s o n  rates varying f r o m  0.5 t o  4.2 liters per hour tmde~ hot conditions, 
where the la t te r  rate is o f t h e  same order of magnitude as the tota l  
amount of water i n  the body. These rates are nut maintaine.3 (and the 
mechan5sm of reduction is  an interesting area of investigatian i t se l f ) ,  
but researchers have observed men i n  go@ condition after a?ea,ting at 
rates of 3 l i t e r s  per hour for  4 hours, Atthough this water is taken 
from the blood as it passes through th5 capillaries of the sweat glacds, 
the loss is replaced indirectly from other body conrpartments. Such a 
high loss of - i t e r  canno', be sustained without replaceVxent in the form 
of drinking water, Xevertheless the rate of sweating i s  nat modified 
by moderate dehydration, but is adjusted according t o  the need for heat 
dissipation, Furthermore, drinking Ln excess does nut increase the rate 
of sweating. 
Hert~lran (1963) has studied and discussed sweat- and blood flw 
and %he ef'fects of d e w a t i o n  cn circulakion, He reports tha t  the r ise  
in body k z p r a t u r e  during deb-dration ~ccompanying heat exposure is 
attributed by Adolph, et al (1847) t o  a failure of the peripheral 
circulation, Bert- assigns the principle role in heat s t o w  t o  a 
rising threshold of sweat- and d<scod;s peripheral circulatory failures 
as directly related t o  the increase in  body temperature, He reports 
that there i s  n3 rvideme that cutanems blood flow decreases sufYiciently 
t o  prevent an adeCIua& vast-: s-ction of heat. The failure of the 
cutaneous blood flow t o  -crease as body temperatures rise indicated t o  
him t'nat +Ae vascdilatiag etYect of heat was being offset by a m3o- 
canstrictor influencs which was not identified. The fact that a r ise 
i n  skin and corz teqedatures failed t o  e l i c i t  further cutaneous -0- 
dilation and as would have been true in the normally hydrated 
subject expsed .i;o the same vnbient teuperature probably i s  sigpificant, 
H e r t a r a n  reirerates suggedions by other researchers that the information 
supp?ied by fahe t;iemoreceptors, oswreceptors, and volume receptors 
m?y be mutually cmt,radictcmy and correspondingly modify the influ- 
ences of the sudamator and vasomotor systems, 
Randall (1963) has published a definitive paper, "Sweating and 
Its &wal ~ant ro l , "  related t o  the thermoregulatory functions of 
sweating. He observed appearance of swe~ting apparing on different 
parts of the body and with varying levels of profusion depsnding upon 
the state of heat stress, These and other responses led h i m  t o  conclude 
tht mediation occi;rs a t  spinaJ. lei-1s as opposed t o  the hypothalamus 
selectively activating sweat glands of different skin regions in an 
ascending fashion over the body surface. 
As heat stress increases, Randall observed tha t  there occurs 
w i t h i n  a given area an increase in the n-r uf active sweat glands, 
ard additional glands are recruited i n  previously nonsweating sreas. 
Still mre severe stress leads t o  recruitment of mating on all skin 
surfaces, am3 those glands which are already activz may show greater 
output of sweat per ~ru i t  ime, Sweating was observed t o  be a discon- 
tinuous process, marked by high rsd l o w  levels of sweating aCtivi%y. 
Wide variations i n  skin temperature can be measured from one 
region t o  another, even though sweating may be general, and it i s  
cansidered doubtful that  local siteating is govern. i exclusively by 
local sldn temperature. 
It i s  generally agreed t h a t  the main control of those mechanisms 
associated with heat loss is regulated by the anterior hypothalamus. 
The bypothalamus is  normally cooled by arterial  blood, and being sensi- 
%ive t o  an elevated temperature, it apparently increases nerve impulse 
t raff ic  t o  the s e a t  glands a d  decreases t raff ic  t o  cutaneous blood 
vessels by w:ay of the sympathetic nervous system. Randall repor*,s that 
there is sme evidence that the hypotha1amu.c nay act t o  diiate direct 
shunt vessels between skeletal, muscles and the overlyiai3 sktn. 
In S-, Randall suggests that thermomgufstory sweating is  
elicited ia two -ws: 
(1) By impulses e m t i n g  from the anterior ~ o t h a l a r n u s  which 
acts as internal thermal sensing orgau, wrd 
(2) by afferent nerve impulses, arriving from the peri?hery, 
w h i c h  stimulate the same centers via long reflex mechanismsm 
The second mechanism has been cha,lleaged in  the literature. Randall 
qyotes F'ilehne as having observed that thenaal sweating cen be st17_nped 
by placing me's hands in cold water with no Setectable change, id bGdg 
temperature, mii as having cmcluded +%hat cutaneous receptors 
responsible, Hi l l  (1'920) believed that  the blood was cooled, however, 
which *lied that  mere& impulses were not a neczssary assumption. 
A t  least one grollp of resezrchers has concluded tht cutaneaus receptors 
e l i c i t  reflex sweating and the hypothalams controls the intensity 
( ~ o l k ,  1966). 
Randell found thst sweating is recruited sticcessively From the 
lower extremities upuards and tbt the sensation of heat f i r s t  appears 
on the head and then successively on lower axeas. The various obser- 
vations argue for more than a sSgle  type of heat receptor but much 
crp; arently s t i l l  remains t 2 be learned regarding their  exact nature. 
The effect of rate of change of skin temperature i n  heat storage and 
sweat inhibition is  of importance i n  the stua- of thermal control concepts. 
Wurster a d  'McCook (1969) cavsed perspiration rates i n  resting subjects 
t o  approach zero for nry5ra t i m e  increments by introducing step changes 
i n  the i r  eariromerrtal temperatures. As r a h s  of decline of skin 
temperatwe approached zero, sweating increased despite lowered skin 
temperatures and decl-inin@; t y m p a c  membrane ar;d oral  temperatures. 
!i% authors explain the observed responses -on the basis of central 
teqera ture  senso-,.s, the i r  relativs sensit ivit ies,  rate  of change of 
skin temperature and steady state  skin temperature attained a f te r  the 
step change .i,n environmect, 
One thing t h a t  i s  clear i s  tkt at the point of incipient t h e m  
sweating a need exists  fo r  the shin blood flow t o  increase as the heat 
load rise;; t o  traaspo* more heat from the core t o  the periphery where 
it :an 'be ass?-pated t o  tie environment, This leads naturally into the 
cardiovascular system although there are areas d secondary interest  
with respect t o  this research which have not Seen discussed, e-g,, the 
sweat glands, functions of electrolytes and required levels, so-called 
sweat gland fatique, fluid demand priority, f lu id  replacement, and 
osmotiz pressure, In short, the sweating mchanj-sm i s  considered by 
scm t o  be the key t o  e.Wective themaregulation i n  man. As t e s t  
subjects become acclime,kd t o  work in the heat they produce up t o  10$ 
more sweat, i t s  onset i s  sooner and a t  lower body temperature, heart 
rates are lower (discussed next), skin tempera+;ures are lower, rectal  
temperatures are laer a d  the subjects consume less oxygen. Even if 
acclimation exists a t  the beginning of an extended space mission it 
w i l 1 - h  lost  as the: crewmiln adjusts t o  work i n  a. covxtr~lled en.slronmenJ;, 
i.e., the space stat5on or h is  space suit .  P4ysiological responses can 
be expected t o  change witb time .anC if thermal control f a i l s  or p r m s  
inadequi t e  during a mission, classfcsl symptoms of heat stress car, be 
. - 
anticipated. 
Blood i s  the primary t zs t  transport medium between the major 
muscles and inner elements and man's external environment., and i t s  
temperature stimulates groi~ps of neurons t h a t  respond directly t o  
temperature. These neurons are 'Located i n  the hypothalapms which c a  3e 
divided into two major functional areas: The &erior portion, i n  the 
preoptic area, causes the body t o  respond t o  reduce stored heat by vaso- 
a-reased muscle tone whezl it i s  stirnulz%ed dilation, sweating and/or d, 
and it -is lnam as the ' hea-c losing center." The posterior portlcn 
causes the body t o  store htat  by vasoconstriction, increased mc:t~bolism, 
shivering, and/or decreased sweating when stimulated and it is  known as 
the "heat promoting cent,er." When blood temperature changes, the ratze 
(vf discharge of these cel ls  also change. The precise relationships 
between groups of ce l l s  withbn one center or the cther and the i r  communi- 
cation codes are nat understood. Wl?.at i s  known i s  that &en blood at 
below normal tempersrture i s  passed. through the ;?reoptic region of the 
hypothalamus the heat promcLi.ng region i s  strongly activated and the 
mechani- described are automatically activated, Conversely, external 
hea%ing of the -s cr p-%sage GP blooll at a m  nonaal %~eger- 
a5u~e through ehz preuptic region s t i m h t e s  the heat lots-hg center and 
its corresponding mechsllfsas are aji%ivated, The camScvlascul9~ qsitetzi 
therefare involves management of the primary heat traasfer aediua~ vhr>se 
*--erasure zu poss%bly temperature rate irutiate certain 
t,hamore,tllat~ry contml actions. For tbat reason eve&.s which aPfert 
ci-rculaticm are of ixtereit h c- gsl.ieent c&mlLer research. 
.- factors affect circ~d.a4Ssa directly and =ly - the 
twr> fdars which are perhaps the most kporkzk to m z x t  coptroller 
=sea=& are t e s t  subject plqrsical camEi;imhg, trPd active vasodihkor 
conGp01 oZ 31wd flw to thn periphery d q e n d h g  to s ~ ~ e  degr e an local 
surface teqel.kmre. Benzinger's tat af'fezemt patbays f2-m the 
&in to the do Jmat eest  c~n t rd5c ts  the interpretations 
, /- 
oP *r reseamhers a& has b n  the qb3ec-t of =pat& M e r r p ~  
(R?ubddl, ?%3). 
Re- the csrdiovascular aspects of acelh&ioa Bass (1s3) is 
represerrlatlve af much of the litemture, In general, upn Srst 
sure to wurk -3 hest nmq undergoes excessive vascular bea expansion 
wi,thout adequate blood y01me increase, Erect posturz and exercise 
both exaggerate the deficiency %n b7-ood v o 1 ~ l e  because of pooliug and 
increased flow to the muscles, Card iovascu lar  inadequacy with subjec- 
tive stress and rapid pulse ltay be present even w i t h  moderate work, 
Thz heart is capable of increasiag - fts o&put hut does not, and Bass 
- 
suggests that inhibitory influences ; ~ a y  be at wrh. Piuid dislocaticm 
srtcouIuages water and salt retention by the kidneys until plasna and 
extracellular fluZd -1-s raised vit- a few days t o  levels 
+re proper f lu id  distribution is experienced during -rctse, T&e 
sweating nrechanisa is inadequate dur5-q this perid and t t u s  cmsbined 
with hadequate comtxtiool blood flov follcwbg poem probably &ri- 
-s ta distress, and bypertberda in ertrerre ~ t i a o s . .  !fhe cbxzl.+ 
tory &- disappears cm mpeakd eqcmmes to work  umkr hot 
cmliticins, bat &---tion is Zodi if mme thzm a fetl dgvs pass vithmt 
expmm once 5.t is attsiped. i n v e s t Q p t i a ~  Og var iw 
tempemtare control -mi situsti- ineviwu me' 
inadeqp&e coo- is pmv3ded, If +h t e s t  Spbjects do & m a b x t d n  
-Mi-, the classical @ysiolo@eal reqmses descri3ed 
- 
A l k e ~ p g t i w e l y ,  since an e s t m d  -& -mt be expect& to rnintain 
acclimation in the rao& terperahre regulation dnring an erteaded 
space dssim, the ftmctian of the S g Z d  cooiixg becaaaes that 
of - - hoaeostasis and "appropriate" cuofort during escEra- - 
~*hicuLar activity, Appivia+% is e w i z e d  here since %here az-e 
indicstims that a m?latim&ip exists betueen stured ImQr beat snd wwh 
rate ( ~ a l i g c m ,  l s ~ a )  a be_cause there are differences -between the 
degrees of v a s o c ~ r i c t i o n  ~nl sweat- des-d and/or copsidered 
acceptable by different per?ple during work. Stl;=cien% irnfomstian 
concerning the nature of the pIq@ologi-@al reqames to wark and 
'responses observed d w  &her game& controller investigatfons 
exists at this point, however, to malce necessary assunptions and 
identiFy controller design reqyLmmeuts. 
DESIGN c==m 
!be first consideratian which vill be addressed in this chapter is 
- 
contml philosophy- (hce a conk01 philosophy is established, it is 
f keper t ly  useful to de~g~nstrate feasibility %ith a computer simulation, 
so 9 t h ~  cossideretions to  be exaained in this section will be require- 
mct-ir iqosed for c-ter shuht ioa  and ul&tely a br- design. 
Such a des- must  be -le of simulating with hardwme the total 
system operation accurate enough to reveal aay major problem ar-. 
Rmdbomd deaonstnrtio~, therefore, is the secd step in  demosstrating 
feasibility and aatisf'ies the Wectgves of this res- project. 
me ne!xt step in the desi2 pmcess, as- satisfkctory per- 
famaace during the first two steps, is reduction of the elechmic 
m%r023er sad water control valve to flight prototype & e m  
and hardware and inA@-gration of these elments into an sc.tual life suppart 
system Tar ummzed and m m r d  testing. 
Control i'hilosopQ 
and &pen (1963j review the work of BlOckley, m t c h a n  aoi 
-3nr (I*) a d  m e y ,  et el (I*) and conclude Uat chru.p.e in me= 
. .- 
body -a-e, %, is an efYec5ive index of heat tolerance -since, 
U e r  lmmsiemt heat la,&, r i ses  as a linear -.ction of heat, 
sizess. !i!k nmn body ir;eaperature referred to by E d  snd fs 
calc1Aated fram the fc;rrmula of Burton (1935): 
Tm = 0.67 T~ + 0.33 Ts, 
k = rectal teep-ture 
Q = umeighted - of ten skin tewperatures. 
Consideration in detail of the pb&siological NDetions of thermregulation 
discussed in &apter III, a Lage amant o? research related t o  man's 
respaoses t o  work under different enviro-tal conditions, and Webb's 
data ( l a ) ,  1- to ttte c d k s i o n  that -able control of man's 
mini-, i.e., the liqyid cooling gcuaaenrt, should he keyed to 
ainiarizing Wt stress, changes of which aze reflect& by changes in 
mean body terperature. Reliability in W context Mers to  the control 
of ~ ) r ) l i t >  t o  actual physiological needs vithaat sensitivity 
to astronaut wt ions  (ukich csn affect heart ami respiration ~ites) and 
other variables which h l i r e c t  &&hods are subj -xt to. 
A degree of ankicipation is needed in the cooling comad tc counter 
t h e r m l  fnertia of the hmsn body which am lead to buildup of stored heat 
and sweating if cooling is Cel- sufficiectly srter onzet of work. !the 
control philosophy investigated therefore incnrpnrates control of liquid 
cooling gamumt inlet water i%mperatame baaed upon - body temperature 
and its ti& rate of change. 
Other considerations include -inions of the astronauts that ~mfnml 
and electronic w m f d e  features should be available far emergency use 
ma fin2 adjustment and tha% there slid3 be pxovisioas t o  aceanmodate 
to ?Ely and week to week metabo3ic vasiations, In terms of the 
control philosophy described these variations can be inferpreted as 
variations in mean body tenpram c o l z r e ~ z ~  t o  subjective emaJua- 
tions of therraal neutrality and m e  relaw t o  variables such as embient 
hanidity, ambient g& cc.position and other factors. Imrestigation of 
'this feature -in detail represents a matter of mane interest and cowplcxity, 
hut the abi l i ty  t o  provide different .ra~lur Bodg temperature set  points in 
the controller can be aud is prwideii. In a %ml f l i g h t  ccnfiguration 
it is desirable t o  hare no mre Ulrun a single sscreudriver" or null 
adjustpent required tc make +kz system operational, and the setpoint *-era- 
- ~ 
l a re  or "Preset" adjustaef~t is admissible, 
Par a breaboard version it is desirable to be ahle to *just 
- 
i ~ o r t a n t  S-l_ gains and tiPle constants during a feasibili ty sttidy, 
x s  reqpi.remeat is imposed yiel- a greatly enlarged version of what 
could be a cigarette package-sized device for fl&ht. P, micro- 
miniaturized version of the contmller studied wuulci  be c-tible with 
partable life support system power and packaging constraints. 
V a l v e  Camand 
Figure 2 shows the liquid cooling ganwnt Xqdd loop in schematic 
with the present m m u l  diverter valve. D i f f e r e n t  valve caawnds which 
are possible in  an sutaaatic system include an infinitely modulating val-re, 
i e., one that w i e s  continuously fkan  zero t o  fUl f l aw through V..e 
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bypass; a stepping-valve which would o p n  and close in discrete incre- 
ments; and a two position valve capable only of fhll-open or full-closed 
positions. In the computer simulation the valve is made t o  open and 
close in discrete mounts at prescribed rates, but in  the breadbm-d 
simulation an air-controlled mLve capable of smooth operation was 
chosen since it was available in t h . ~  laboratory and its operational mode 
was of interest. Any Qne of the three mdes 3s acceptable i n  a functional 
sense and other modes a.re possible. Fram a pwzr duty-cycle viewpoint, 
a stepping lltode or full-open and full-closed mode with spprqr ia te  s- 
integrating features and time-functioms may be desirable. 
Bere ase many different "core" ar "central" t.ugeraimre measure- 
ments in the  bmau body d the same applies t o  s k a  tesprature. !l!4ey 
are different not only in Wue,  but they rezspond in  diFfertut ways and 
w i t h  merent rates t o  disturbance functiom sud. as work, external 
cooling, aad athi% factors. Burton (1935) and lt ;er investigators generally 
use rectal temperature i n  es that ing mean boCy temperature, but rectal 
t2ngera5ae instru~~tz . tLon promotes a feeling zf discomfort and there 
are 1x14 aue desfep problems i n  providing flight equipment. Benzinger (1963); 
cooper, e t  al (1964); Strgl'lan, e t  ai (I*); ant, -~bbons (1967) are among 
invea'cigat~ws who have studled use of the W i c  membrane, external 
auditory neatus and oral te!mperatures for assessing heat stress %n humans. 
%her possibilities exist for measuring central temperatures but they are 
not practical for use i n  space activities. Coagper, e t  al, found that there 
is  cons id^:-a )le temperature gradient dorm the wall of the meatus, whi~h  
negates j ts lsefulness for certain purposes, but changes in eKn 
ttvlperat me correlated well with cutaneous vasomo*~~ responses lnrtuced 
by body heat-. Ear temperature measurement is more comfortable thm 
either tppanic membrane or rectal nseasurements and more zvliab1.c chszi 
o r a l  m:ssuresents which are affected by respiration and talking. Since 
use c* ' 69 ear mold, similar t o  that of a hearing aid, has been pz-oposed 
for. se in advanced ess ion  extravehicular activity, and adat ion of 
a m a l l  thermistor is a relatively simple mat te r ,  change ifi ear tempera- 
tur? was selected as the means for detecting changes induced by body 
het;ting. A schematic diagram of an e m  w i t h  ear nold in place is shown 
by Pigure 3. The very first manne- tests using a similar &vice show& 
+.bat system response is  very sensitive t o  changes in ear canal tenperatrre 
causedtv ambient air mov-t across the face and the astronaxt's 
c ~ c a t ~ . c , n  cap was introduced as an item of test subject cIokh.hg to 
stabilize rhe system. For computer simulations the &sting cauputer 
prograas's "core temperaturen was used t o  calculate 1 ~ 8 8 ~ 1  tenqerature 
without difficulty. 
Several skin temperature locations beneath the l iquid cooling 
gament were tried early i n  t h i s  project's manned testing without tc;o 
much detectable difference in system response. Par operational reasons 
it is desirable t o  minimize -the number of skin sensors used t o  establish 
"averaqe" skin temperature, and the numbers generally used by othw 
investigators were &rb?jtmrUy reduced *am 10-20 t~ focr, It was 
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FIGURE 3. SCHEMATIC OF THE EARMOLD AND THERMISTOR USED 
TO MEASURE TEEAPERATURE OF THE EAR CANAL 
theorized i n  fdentifying both skin and core temperature measurement 
locations that  par t  of the f'unction of the controller electronics, or 
b r e a d b ~ ~ d ,  should the compdter simulations prove t o  be effective, wmld 
be t o  sow investigation of temperature signaJ, gains and time constants 
fo r  overall sat isfactory performance. This proved t o  be a valid assamp- 
tion. 
Electronic System Breadboard 
The prototype Liquid cooling garment water temperature controller, 
o r  breadboard, shown by Figure 4 was fabricated and tested as descrLbed 
im ChapterVI. Functionally, the  system senses ear canal temperature 
with a single standard precision PeU-ow Spr iqs  Instm.mest Cmpany No. 
a0L i  -i;hermistor (TR 1) and skin temperature with four of the same 
thermistors in ser ies  (TR 2). The YSI no. 44011 thermistor lras a time 
constant of one second or  l e s s  when suspended by its leads i n  a w e l l -  
s t i r r ed  o i l  bath and a maximum of ten seconds when suspended by i t s  
leads in still dr. Its dissipi~.5iian constant, or the  amount; of power 
in mill ivolts  reqirired t o  x e s e  tbe thermistor 1°c above the surromding 
temperature i s  8 ~ / O C  for a well-stirred o i l  bath and 1 rmr/'~ for s t i l l  
air. The thermistor t i p  is sealed in  epoxy and the leails axe #32 tinned 
copper wire. Resistance i s  100,000 ohms at 25'~. 
Bridge circuit cutput signals are  amplified by elements U6 and U 5  and 
amplified and sumed by ~4 t o  yield s voltage proportional t o  "nean body 
taperature." The weighting given each tempercture, ear and skin, i s  

de%ennineA 3y the 6ain .:igS 2m Uj anC fJd. ' -1cs fcz setting 
a f i  circuit @.as axe 3ven i n  Appendix 4, 
A voltege proportional t~ tbe desired meem ?x@ t-a perature set- 
pomt is pmtvirjl& by tfie "Preset" cf3writ sham by Figure 4, !Be output 
of the sumaing ampli.f"ier, I%, is fed into aa~ilifiu uhose output is 
yroporicional t~ tiae rate of change of lpegn m y  t-ature anti into 
CI whose wtput 2s pxomioDal to body temperafxre. Tte output 
of Ul anri U? are  sum^^ 3t the %put to U3, aa 3nvert%ng msplifier. 
A "arar~ta l~  iaput," bi,as, can be introduced by the p o t e n t i e  It'?. 
The output of is f d  i.n*& electropiematic transducer vhose a t p u t  
is & 3-15 p e g  air source w i t h  pressure praiMntioca;l to hpu% voltage, 
'Yhis 2i.r source con:so:s the flo, thr- a t&ree-wqy diaphragm c p e m + A  
m v e  wh5 ;h si_mu'rat=s the a.ct2on cf the portable life asport system 
Sverter value. C i s s  in ear axv3 core taapemsture are azlq?XZi&, 
s-smaed, .ind converted to s div&er - m e  comaad proyortionsl to the 
deviation of the s-: signal fksm a retpaict v&ie and to the rate 
of change of the summed si@ f h m  its set-y*t. The air valve acts 
as the 7in3r beween L'1e controller and the heat trsnsport .cystem iiescribed 
in the next se:t-ion. 
F1.zid System Test Stand 
-
Bmilton Standm3 Division of United Aircraft, dss-aer and nan~.~- 
f a c n u l ~  ri the Apcl3.0 portable 3 We 9 p r t  system,, designed and bsilt  
- flui . system t e ~ + .  stand. ccyrs'.*le o? silml'lating the water trarspor* ioog 
of the PAS. A schematic of the system 4s i l h d r a t e d  by Pigure 5. The 

electropneunratic transducer, a Poxbaro W e 1  69!J!A-2~ c u r r e r k - t o 4  
-Lmducer,  receives c o n t r ~ l l d -  coamands f k o m  the electronic breadboard 
and converts t i e m  t o  air valve pressure commands. The a5z e v e  i s  a 
Precisim Prducts anci C3nt101s, Inc. Type 7 3 l i - m M  3-rsy valve. 
'&en the Lu, ~r Civperter, t-alve is closed, fU.l flow 3ypasses the heat 
=&anger s-ting the PISS sublhator and recirculates through the 
cremants liquid cooling gannenB, As the valve is opened on comaand, flm 
i n  the b-s loop is closeti cZf proportional t o  the f l o w  passing tbrough 
the fieat exchmgw. Shen the val- is Arlfy open, all f lav passes through 
the heat exchanger which is chilled w i t h  liquid dtwgen.  Digital flow- 
are provided in t'-2 bypass loop and downstream fram the water - 
circulzrthg pump. %e flowmeters are Cax Dutmment Livisfon, De t ro i t ,  
K&igan, W e 1  I&-l*s, seriaJ numbers 9732 sLnd 3734- Thee outputs are 
supglied t o  Foxbcro Aequency-to-DC Convertas, rcodel FR-320-3-5, serial 
r;mbers azhd 37293. The linear r9sporrse and flow rate versus output 
voltage of each Tlowmeter and its coxxvertex were verified by the MSC 
Brown a;ld Root-Rcrtbq Instrument Laboratory, Power was sqpl ied  t o  the 
f lcwmeter  converters by a Hamison Laboratories, inc., Berkeley He~ghts, 
B. 3.: 0-36 v., 0-5 amp, W e 1  808A power m g p I ~ ,  seriai Ro. W i 7 .  
An air trap, air b k e d  valve, water recharge PZtting, end miscelhmeo~rs 
t h ~ o u p l e s  and pressure transducers complete the brsic t e s t  stand 
el-ts. outiet flaw rate h mmhaUy - 1.6 pounds/mnfnute. ~ t e r  
bath temperature in. the heat exchanger was mainteed at the freez+ng 
point. 
An effective method testing the feasibility of the ?ropos& 
crincept was devised us* a Rational Aercnautics and Space Administration 
digital cuapiter, fourteecll nodie slrmll- tio on of the heat transfer witW 
a lpen and the heat exchange betuee~ an astmnaut and his env5roment. 
B e  emriromeatal zlades Znclude shirt-sleeve, suited, suited extravebicu- 
lar and suited wit& helmet aff. In the program, tftieci Transient Metaboli: 
Saulatior Pr-, the use of the liquid COO- m t  and postlm3ing 
env5menta3 condZtions 81.e optiow2. Psogrammed in Fortran IV for the 
BAS/KS Wvac U08, the simulation accepts as inputs ~ o l i c  and 
a--rirommstal dets and the em7ironmenta1 nmde desired, The transient 
themmi properties of the man and his environment are calculated and the 
atput is 2rinted at sdheduled iaterrrals. The autput aescribes ";he 
response of the astronaut +a the W o ~ r m e ~ i t  a d  the response of the 
avimment to the astmlyult, This program w a s  modified t o  simuhx- a. 
portable l i fe  support system diverter valve capable of W t i z g  flw 
lArcm@ t3e  s u b ~ t o r  _?rm zero to full flow, !be przsent vq'Lve, and 
the arighal s%mAa:ion, is capable 9f e e c t S a  f l o w  tbmugh le sublima- 
tor at only three different ratrs, 
The prolg;ram was also changed so that, when directed, it would cause 
the ~Uverter valve open and close bt specified mtes as required 
'a laRlntailr sstranaut stored body heat with twenty B'lU of the c d o r t  
t3lerance midpoint dcfbed by Wal-igara (P- 1, 1967a) far each specified 
work rate. In this mode of o-ge-~tion the sinallation generates data 
for identification of coefficients by regression analysis as described 
i n  the following section and Appendices 1 and 2. 
Diagrammatically the porta5le .Life sipport system cooling water 
loop is shown by Figure 5 .  Def in- "By-pass Ratio," 0, as the ra t io  
of sublimator t o  to ta l  I b ,  It,/Wt, %he control algorithm descrj bed 
previously becomes 
where, 
Ci = CoefTicients t o  be identified 
=h- Tm, change in mean ym temperature, 3MR, fram 
a specified meaa body temperature setpoint, 
"343s 
Tm = 4 + C5 ( T ~ I  
r, = core tempera.iture 
TS = Unwei@ted man sldn temperature 
i = rate of cha3ge of T 
To 3 b t a . i ~  approximations of coefficientr " and - for subsequent 
'4 i 
simwlations, the modified !kaasient MeAaboLi,~ SimuLation was r u n  using 
a n- of differen* -work profiles. In each case values sf core 
temperature and skh t eqemhws ~%s=-i#. at  interval^ thraughoi~~t the 
progaa w e  used +A calculate C)+ and C5 yi.z& regression analysis as 
&§crib& by P 2 p a L i x  1. 
Derived values of core and skin temperature and the dive..er 
valve settiqg at each calcdetion interval were then used t o  identifjr 
coefficipnts Cl, C;! and C3 using regression mslysis as shown by 
Appendix 2. l k e  coefficients, C i ,  u e ~ c  thus derived for a  umber of 
different work profiles. The values were then used as inputs for a series 
of compruter simulatioss using new work profiles t o  verify that the valve 
caernwnd algorithm, based upon the astronaut's simulated mean body tempera- 
ture, providc-d stable oper r t i~n  u5tb fbr - physiological recovery and 
aczeptable heat storage. Append-x f; :0&-5ns typical simulation output 
elms. Smm are a metabolic rate profile imposed for a two hour 
simulated lumz surface activity and the physiological and c r i t i ca l  system 
variables. Core snd average skin tcaperatures, heat stored, liquid cooling 
garment inlet anB outlet temperatures, and valve bypass ra t io  versus 
time are &om. &rform!nce was excellent and an electronic c o ~ ~ e r  
breadboard was designed util izing the razges of values for the coeffi,cients 
derived the simulations plus same additional leevay to allow for 
differences -between t e s t  aAjects and other variables. Pigure 4 is a 
schematic of the breadboard desieped t=o collect act-cual core sr3. skin 
temperature sad provide Water  valve cmnand ster5gmls a c c o ~  to  the control 
aJ4w.i- 
The control philosophy proposed in Chapter IV incorporated a mixing 
valve coasasnd proportional t o  change i~ mean body temperature from a set- 
point and time rate of change of that temperature difference. This 
relationship is shown in Appendix 2 as 
e = C o + C l T + C 2 T  
where the coefficients Ci are derived i n  simulati~ns by regression tech- 
niques, Analysis and cosq~uter simulations suggested values of Ci - 
9 .  
0 is dimensionless. Ihe units of T and T are 9 apd ?/min., respectively, 
so that the units of S1 an6 f+ are 1 3lh. F OP -IZ- . .ctivsly. IWe that 
9 
where T and T are both zero 13.8$ of the to t a l  ICG flaw is  st i l l  passing 
thrmgh the s u b ~ t o r .  Since the upper 'Limi+. of 0 is  unity, Arll sclblima- 
tor flow is achieved when $ = 0.65Op/min and there is a zero tenpera+,ure 
difference (T = 0). Likewise, w ~ t h  !i!.= 0 ,  a tenperature difference of 
T = 0. yields fu'l flow through the subIlmntor. 
Setting the electropneumatic transducer so that  f . t  is f\llly closed 
unt i l  the voltage at l e s t  17 (TP 17), el7 = 2.6 v. and so that it 
opera -early unt i l  e17 = 6.6 v., the voltage span i s  4.0 volts. 
Thus 0 = 1 corresponds t o  4.0 volts. Writing 0 as a vo l tqe ,  
8, = 4 8  + 2.6 
This sqys that with T = 0 and = l%'/min. 8, = 5.3 v.. neg;ecting the 
3.15 v. bias. Referring t o  the mEuimlm gains derived iri Appendix 4 for 
l l ~ / m i n .  increase in core sad @F/lain. increase i n  skin tenp-tmes 
with P = 0 no Preset bias or lkmal T-t, 
where the increased @n caupa;ced to the simulations was fouod t o  be 
necessary during manned runs. This corresponds t o  Arll s u b ~ t o r  flow 
w i t h  T = (6.6b5.6) = O.l5%/min. at the nmt imm ga%.. settings and no bias. 
With i = 0, snd T = 19, correspondiog t o  a 19 increase in  core tapera- 
ture and no change 'A skin temperature, reglecting Preset Input and IhmaJ 
5- - 
- 
Input, 
with minirmm! gain settings. U i t h  nuximum gain 
which leaves adequate leeway for  optimizing propofcional si- gain. A 
combination of gains cmmmm u s d  during m837.ed t e s t s  w ~ t h  good results 
was AS fofiows: 
Tore: Gc = L5 
Core s=: Gcs = 6 
For the same tempeatus r i s e  
= (0.05) (15\(6) 4.5 V. 
coupced t 3  the simula.t.ion value of 4.1 -. . 
Tests conducted during this research can 'bs classifid .'as mar~ed 
and unmanned, referring t o  whether the t e s t  procedures rqure tempera- 
ture signal inputs t o  the controller Prom a t e s t  s-ibject in  a l iquid 
cooling ~t or not. I n  manned tests,  the controller output is 
translated into control of water teaperature at the liquid coohug g ~ z n t  
inlet  Iranifold. 
- 
- 
Unmanned t es t s  can be classified &-her as Initial Sgstem Test, 
- 
Overall  System Test, and Performance Verification Test. All manned and 
unmanned tes ts  are precedei3 by PreUmbary Adjustments t o  protect the 
system frm overloads and surges. 
me purpose of the I n i t i d  System Test is to  assure that  the 
Manual Input and Preset Input bias circuits are properly zeroed and. thsk 
the output signal of each amplifier circuit is zezo for zerc inp)1+,. 
The f ?wall uQ-stem Test pruvides a short series of checks t o  arsure 
that  given sigml m u t s  of the brcdge circuits, Preset Input and ,ular;ua,l 
Zqut are properly amplified and transmitted throughout- the con-$roller 
electronics. 
!Che controller Performa~ce Veriffcation Test i s  a- longer, more 
&tailed tes t  which verifies proper operatio2 and long .;.em stability of 
the electronic circuitry. 
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Manned tests  which were conducted during t h i s  research can be divided 
into three categories. PTine t e s t  subjects -,-rere used t o  investigate cou- 
t1:oUcr actLon and %est subject responses. Twe'lty early tes ts  were 
relatively ~ t ~ c t ~ e d  and consisted mainly of working tes t  subjects on 
a bicyc!.e ergometer or treadmill while o b s m >  system, physiological and 
subjective rewonses wi%\ different combinstl.ons of controller settings, 
wlorbrest profiles smJ. gmments. mey a r ~  referred t o  i n  this research 
as Pre lh2 rx iq  EaEuvled Te&s and they served t o  nru~ow dawn the wide 
-ranges and hrge number 03 combi.mtions of controller settings to  2ractica.l 
levels. 
The second category of mci3 Cests was stmcturzd to  maximize the 
usefulness- of the expwimental d a t : ~  collected ciuring a series of ei&t tes ts  
rex'cmed t o  as the Quarter Repli :ate Test. The Quarter Iieplicate Tex t  was 
follcvwed by three ~ m e d  tes t s  +,.ef.zrred t o  as Final Tests. 
Each m e d  tes t  was  receded by the -2reliminexy Adjustments and by 
one or more of the -lnmnnned system tes ts  5.f required. 
The methods ased in eachtes t  are described i n  the balance of this 
secticn as w e l l  as the method used t o  design a gmrter replicate 2 5 
experiment. 
Ear and skin thermistor voltage-teugerature relrtionships were 
established using Arthur H. Thomas Ccmpany's Constant Temperature Bath, 
Infrared Research Ebdel, Model 992 6-D, accurate t o  within f 0.005'~. 
Temperature-voltage relationships: indicated by the mercury-in-glass 
bath thermometer and a digital voltmeter sensing voltages a t  TP 5 and TP 6, 
Figure 4, were linear t o  the level of accuracy desired and axe given in 
Appendix 4. 
Ear tenperatwe is used-as a conml l ez  Wdut signal and i s  recorded 
continuously on a lknborn s t r ip  rlcorder. Eaz temperature was measured 
using a Y e l l v  Springs No. 4 h . l  thermistor encapmated i n  epoxy b;- the 
MSC Crew .Systems Jivision Bioinstrumentatian Laboratory. A M d  States 
Jlaboratories, Inc. ( ~ i c h i t a ,  ~ansas) earmold, custom mlded for each t e s t  
subject, was dri l led out by the Crew Systems Division Bioinstr~mentatioli 
Laboratory and the thermistor inserted as shown by figure 3. The thermistor 
bead was allawed t n  prokide *om the ernmold approximately 1/16 inch t o  
es-e firm contact with the canal w a l l .  Slight disconfort due t o  bead 
i r r i t a t ion  was report& by two t e s t  subjects ths first time the aarneold I.= 
worn end the bead was hthdrawn sliatly t o  relisve discomf'ort. Bo degrada- 
tj.ci of response was noted. 
Controller output voltages c W  chaages in air pressure transmitted 
t9 the fife support. system d i v e t e r  vaive. The diverter valve controls the 
proportion of ' a1 flow passing through the liquid cooling ga rme~ t  which is 
shunted throb@ a simulated subllmator (heat exchsnger) and cooled as shown 
by Figure 5 .  Early t e s t s  revealed that  valve action was affected by 
=iations i n  ambient air flow p&qsing by the t e s t  subject ' s eas, and 
subsequent t e s t s  were conducted with t e s t  subjects wear it.^ the astronaut'o 
cd.catiua cap which comected the problem. The ees;r~rwld should be 
inserted into  the t e s t  subject's enr at l eas t  30 minutes before test ing 
begins t o  UOW its  tenperatwe t o  stabil ize.  
Skin temperature was measured as an unweighted average of four Yellow 
Springs No. 4 b l l  1;Plerxi s tors  i n  ser ies  forming one leg  of the bridge 
c i rcu i t  s h m  by Figure 4. Each thermistor bead was encspscla+,ed i n  
cpoxy by the Crew Syster Divisiou Bioinstmentat ion Laboratory -and 
attached t o  the t e s t  subject with micro-pore adhesive-backed tape. 
Follawing each t e s t  the skin thermistor mplacements were inspectad tc, 
assure th2.t good skin contact was maintairred, Test subject movements 
and improper ?lacemel;t of wiriug resalted i n  thermistors being puller' 
---. :lase from the skin i n  earl3 t e s t s ,  
- . 
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- - .?'our arrangeaents of the four -sJrin t h d s 5 a r s  were us2d. A 
- 
'disp\?rse~ arravgemec'i%. is  shown by Figure 6. 0i;hzr rrrangements whereb:~ 
a l l  four thermistors were placed over the r ight  femoral vein, on the 
right b i c c ~ a ,  ana on the right u.pser chest t o  providc t5e s i s a l  change 
eq iva len t  t o  a single sensol: were &.so inveskiga5ed. This procedure was 
followed as the desirable al ternative t o  modirying the controller 
t,f:!&e design. The unweightcd mean skin temperature is used as a controller 
i.nput signal and was recorded continuoulj- on the Sanborn recorder. 
A variety cf liquid cooling garment desigls were tested witc the 
final series of eleven manned tents being crrnaucted using the c u r r a t  
.4pc 3 l o  EG, Model ~67-400000-1002A, Serial  No. 62 ( ~ s t r o n s u t  Tom StSff oxd' s j . 
Test sulJects donned t he  U X  over a pair of shorts or  bathing suit .  Cotton 
I'IGURE 6. LOCATION OF CONTROLLER SKIN TEMPERATURE THERMISTORS 
socks are sewn into the ICG and some t e s t  subjects donned a second pair  
of socks before putting on gym shoes. A three inch piece of adhesive- 
backed tape was wrapped around each t e s t  subject's miasection during 
l a t e r  t e s t s  t o  support the e lec t r ica l  harness and t o  assure good contact. 
between the LCG cooling tubes and skin i n  tha t  area. The ICG tends t o  
drape from the shoulders t o  the hips on sane subjects, reducing heat 
transfer where the cooling tubing does not make contact with the skin, i f  
provisions are  not made. 
With the t e s t  subject s i t t i n g  q l i e t l y  i n  a chak on the treadmill, 
ear and skin temperatures were observed 50 assure re ia t ive  s t a b i l i t y  
before a t e s t  was commenced. The first  time a t e s t  subject is  used it i s  
usef'ul t o  a l l o w  him t o  si t  long enough, and t o  vary the  ambient tempera- 
ture as required, t o  achieve t h e m 1  neutrality. Controller voitage at 
TP 10 (Figure 4) i s  then nulled t o  zero using the Preset Input bias. The 
Preset Input voltage then corresponds t o  mean body temperature at thermal 
neutral i ty for  the controller core and skin gain set t ings  used. me sett ings 
cbserved were repeatable for  a given t e s t  subject over a period of time 
and a.r? identical  or very close for  most t e s t  subjects. Good resul ts  were 
ackieved ushq  t h i s  %eset value even when different  combinations of 
core and skin gain were used and considerable l i b e r t i e s  were taken i n  
sett ing it before a t e s t  as experience was gained. Unless a t e s t  subject 
was fairly overheated when he entered the treadmill room or began t o  over- 
heat while waiting for  a t e s t  t o  start, the TP 10 voltage was frequently 
nulled just  before a t ey t  began. If the other gains were optimum for the 
t e s t  subject, good resu l t s  were ackiieved. If the t e s t  subject was 
uncomfortably wasm when the TP 10 voltage was nulled, however, the controller 
tended t o  drive t o  tba t  point and response was not as good, even with 
optimum gains, and best resu l t s  were achieved with excessively wmm 
subjects using the predetermined value. 
Before the t e s t  subject's thermistor leads were connected t o  the 
controller,  and with dunnny loads connected t o  the controller i n  the i r  
place, the Manual Input was adjusted t o  cause the valve t o  be on the 
verge of opening as  revealed by the bypass flowmeter recording on the 
Sanborn. The potentiometer d i a l  reading was usually about 4.1 with 
the voltage relationship shown by Figure 7. The Preset Input voltage 
relationships are  given by Figure 8. 
When desired gains were s e t  in to  the controller,  md all equipment 
checks completed, t e s t s  wme conarenced. 
During early t e s t s  a compact heat exchanger u t i l iz ing  water from 
melting ice  was used as the heat sink t o  s i n d a t e  the  PLSS sublimator 
(Figure 5 )  and was quite adequate for  moderate work rates. For a f i n a l  
series of t e s t s  conducted at higher work ra tes ,  lower l iquid cooling garment 
i n l e t  water temperatures were needed t o  maintain t e s t  a b j e c t  comfort. A 
neh heat exchanger was fabricated with the  IXX; water now passing through 
coi l s  having several times p e a t e r  t o t a l  area and immersed i n  a water bath 
cooled t o  the freezing point using l iquid nitrogen. This proved t o  be 
satisfaztory in most circumstances. Some t e s t  subjects seem t o  need one 
or two t e s t s  t o  ad;:~st t o  the work prof i le  and t o  s e t t l e  what i s  perhaps 
an unconscious apprehension before consistent results are achieved. 
(a VOLTAGE AT TP20,VOLTS 
FIGURE 7. MANUAL INPUT DIAL READING AND TP-20 
VOLTAGE RELAT l ONSHI P 

Liquid nitrogen w a s  introduced i n t o  t h e  atmosphericallg vented 
ni t rogen c o i l s  about one hour before a t e s t  was begun. IXG water was 
ci rcula ted  occasionally o r  c o n t i n u o u s l ~ ~  through the  JXG loop t o  prevent 
f reez ing  of t h e  water using a shunted connector i n  p lace  of t h e  a c t u a l  
LCG. Before a t e s t  was begun, water c i r cu la t ion  was stopped, t h e  LCG 
connected t o  t h e  simulated PLSS, and water c i r c u l a t i o n  commenced con- 
current ly  with work onset. 
After  a prescribed work-rest p r o f i l e  was completed, t h e  t e s t  
subject  was allowed t o  s i t  i n  a chai r  u n t i l  recovery commenced m d  t h e  
valve began responding properly t o  t h e  reduction of work r a t e  and s tored  
heat. 
Two regulated 15  vdc power supplies, 250 m a  or l e s s  each,were 
required t o  operate the  control ler  breadboard, Preliminary adjustments 
a re  made before connection or  turn-on of the  power supplies t o  assure 
proper protection and operation of' the  system. Power supplies used during 
t e s t s  at the  Manned Spacecraft Center included 0-40 vdc, 0-500 ma, constant 
voltage/constaht current un i t s  with NASA s e r i a l  numbers 48399 and 46397. 
The following controls as designated on the  f ront  panel of the  bread- 
board are  s e t  as sp2cified: 
CONTROL DIAL SETTING 
Core gain 
Skin gain 
Core balance 
Skin balance 
"?reset" switch 
' TPreset'l 
Sum gain 
Sum balance 
Rate Diff 
Rate I n t  
Manual Input 
If an I n i t i a l  System Test i s  t o  be performed, the following 
elements are removed as indicated: 
1) Remov~ C2. Short across C1 .  
m) Remove (~l), (~2), (~4), (US) and ( ~ 6 ) .  
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Unmanned Tests 
I n i t i a l  System Test 
The following s teps  a r e  perfoimed i n  sequence a f t e r  completing 
(a) t h r ~ u g h  (m) of t h e  Preliminary Adjustments. 
Turn S2 power "on" switch t o  "on". 
Connect d i g i t a l  voltmeter t o  TP 17 - TP 14. 
Adjust ~ 1 6  Output N u l l  f o r  Ov fl mv. 
Turn S2 "off". 
I n s e r t  U1. 
Turn S2 "on". 
Place d i g i t a l  voltmeter between TP 19 - TP 14. 
Turn Manual Input d i a l  u n t i l  voltmeter reads Ov f 1 mv. 
If Ilzcessary center  Manual Input d i a l  t o  read 500. 
Rmove voltmeter and p lace  between TP 20 - TP 14. 
Place short ing s t r a p  between TP 18 - TP 14. 
Adjust R10 Manual N u l l  f o r  Ov ;t 1 mv. 
Place voltmeter between TP 17 - TP 14. 
Turn S2 "off". 
I n s e r t  U2. 
Turn S2 "on". 
Adjust ~4 Rate Null f o r  Ov f 1 mv. 
Remove short ing s t r a p  between TP ' 9  - TP 14. 
Voltage should remain 0 f? mv with Manual Input dial a t  (500) .  
Set Preset  d i a l  t o  read 500. 
Turn on Preset  switch. 
Place voltmeter between TP 7 and TP 14. 
Voltmeter should read Ov 2 1 m. If it does not ,  turc Preset 
Input dia.1 u n t i l  it does and r e s e t  d i a l  f o r  a reading of (500). 
Turn Preset  switch "off". 
Turn S2 "off". 
I n s e r t  ~ 4 .  
aa) Place voltmeter between TP 19 - TP 14. 
bb) Turn S2 "on". 
cc)  Adjust R23 Sum Nul l .  f o r  Ov f 1. mv. 
dd) Turn S2 "off". 
f f  eej  Remove Turn S2 U3e Itontl. 
gg)  Turn Prese t  "on". 
hh) Place voltmeter between TP 7 - TP 14. 
Plo t  a Prese t  d i a l  reading vs vol tage graph. 
i i )  Return Prese t  d i a l  t o  500. 
j j) Turn Prese t  switch "off". 
kk) Turn 52 "offt'. 
11) I n s e r t  U3 and ~ 6 .  
mm) Short TP 1 t o  TP 2. 
nn) Place voltmeter from TP 5 - TP 14. 
00) 'krrn ~2 "on1'. 
pp) A d j ~ s t  Core Xu11 ~ 3 8  t o O: 1 1 mv. 
qq) Short TP 3 - TP 4. 
r r )  Turn S2 "off". 
s s )  I n s e r t  U5. 
t t )  Turn S2 "on". 
uu) Place volt mete^ between TP 6 - TP 14. 
w) Adjust R30 Skin N u l l  f o r  Ov + - 1 mv. 
ww) Turn S2 "off1'. 
xx) Remove short ing s t r aps  between TP 1 - TP2, TP 3 - TP 4,  and 
across C1.  
zz)  Replace C2. 
During I n i t i a l  System Tests  at  t h e  Manned Spacecraft  Center a Beckman 
Model 4 9 1 0 ~  d i g i t a l  voltmeter, NASA S e r i a l  No. S-14656, was used. 
Overall System Test 
Before beginning t h e  Overall System Test a l l  items l i s t e d  under 
Preliminary Adjustments mst be accomplished. When t h e  preliminary 
adjustments are completed t h e  following s teps  a r e  accomplished: 
I n s e r t  a 50k trimpot and a 20k r e s i s t o r  i n  s e r i e s  f o r  
thermistor TR1. 
I n s e r t  a 5Ok trimpot and a 25Ok r e s i s t o r  fox thermistor 'R2. 
Place d i g i t a l  voltmeter between TP 1 - TP 2. 
Turn S2 "on". 
Adjust T R l  pot f o r  + 0.0108 3lts. Some noise w i l l  be noted. 
Place voltmeter between TP 3 TP 4. 
Adjust TR2 pot f o r  + C.0108 vo-ts .  Some noise w i l l  be noted. 
Observe TP 5. It should be + 0.114 vo l t s .  If not ,  ad jus t  TR1 
pot  u n t i l  it does. 
Observe TP 6. It should read + -. 108 v o l t s .  If r..at, ad jus t  
TR2 pot u n t i l  it does. 
Observe TP 10. It should be - 0.90 v f 2%. 
Observe TP 17. It should be - 1.539 v 2 3%. 
Turn Sum Gain cont ro l  d i a l  t o  read 301. TP 17 sholrld now read 
- 1.80 v 2 3$. 
Turn Preset  switch t o  "on". 
Turn Preset  d i a l  t o  550. 
TP 17 should now read - 5.62 v 2 3%. 
Turn Preset  switch "off*'. 
Turn Matual d i a l  t o  read 550. 
TP 17 should now read - 0.38 v 2 346. 
Turn S2 "off". This completes preliminary alignment. 
P e r f o r m c e  Ver i f ica t ion  Test 
One Performance Ver i f ica t ion  Test was conducted on the  breadboard 
e lec t ronics  during t h i s  research t o  v e r i f y  operat ional  and long-term 
s t a b i l i t y .  This t e s t  was conducted at t h e  General Electric, Houston 
Programs Laboratory, using t h e  following bench-test equipment: 
a )  Tektronic oscil loscope Model 555 ( 1  ea )  NASA S e r i a l  No. 10162. 
CA type plug i n  (1 ea)  NASA S e r i a l  No. 11854. 
b ) Hewlett-Packard Function Generator. Model No. 3300A, NASA 
S e r i a l  No. P20231. 
c )  Voltmeter ( ~ i g i t a l )  Auto po laz i ty  and ranging. Hewlett-Packard 
Iqudel 4 0 5 ~ ~ .  NASA S e r i a l  No. 1033,1. 
d)  Oscilloscope Camera. NASA S e r i a l  No. 10193. 
e )  Two voltage divider  networks ( ~ i g u r e  9). 
Two voltage d iv ider  nelxorks were f ab r i ca ted  and t h e  con t ro l l e r  
breadboxrd was s e t  up a s  snown by Figure 9. I s o l a t i o n  transformers a r e  
required only i f  power supply re tu rns  a r e  wounded. One-half hour was 
allowed f o r  system warm-up. The t e s t  can be reconducted i n  t h r e e  phases 
as follows: 
Phase I: Drift S t a b i l i t y  Test f o r  ~ 4 ,  U5, and 36 
Adjust breadboard as follows: 
Core gain = 10.0 = core balance 
Skin gain = 10.0 = skin  balance 
Preset  i n  OF!E' pos i t ion  
Sum gain = 1.99 = sum b a l w c e  
Power: + 3.4.4 v o l t s  
R 2 0 C  = 3610 ohms 
R21C = 9020 ohms 
R5OC = R5O + .i5,OOO ohms 
N u l l  t h e  ~ 4 ,  U5 and ~6 amplif iers .  
R e c ~ r d  t h e  da ta  f o r  TP 5, TP 6, and TP 10  i n i t i a l l y  and p r i o r  
t o  concluding overnight t e s t .  
Phase 11: Drift S t a b i l i t y  Test  f o r  U1, U2 and U3 
Adjust breadboard as follows: 
a )  Remove ~4 and short  TP 10 t o  TP 14. 
b) Null t h e  amplif iers  U1, U2, ar,d U3. 
c )  R e c ~ r d  da ta  f o r  TP 10, TP 13, TP 17 and TT 20 i n i t i a l l y  and 
before concluding t e s t .  
F h ~ s e  111, Dynamic Svstem Tesb 
Adjust breadboard as follows: 
Core gain = 10.0 = core balance 
S k i n g a i 2 : - 0 . 0 0  =  ski^ balance 
c )  Preset  i i l  O W  ~ o s i t i o n .  
d )  Sum gain = 0.05. 
e )  Sum.balance = 1.10. 
f )  Rate Uiff = 8.90. 
g) Rate I n t  = 5.87. 
h)  Manual = 5.00. 
Input, d i f f e r e n t i a l l y  a t  ?!P 1 and TP 2, a pos i t ive  and negative 
going ramp of 0 0158 v o l t s  amplitude with a 130 second period. 
This i s  equivalent t o  s + - 0.01586 v/25 second elope. Input,  
d i f f e r e n t i a l l y ,  a t  TP 3 and TP 4, t h e  above mentioned ramp of 
+ 0.015 v o l t  amplitude. 
Photograph TP 13, TP 17 and TT 20. 
a )  Connect t h e  funct ion generator output t o  t h e  csci l loscope 
hor izonta l  a x i s  and c a l i b r a t e  f o r  10 second/cm sweep. 
b)  Place t h e  fimction generator s igna l  or* a l l  p ic tures .  
FIGURE 9. ?'ERFOflMANCE VERIFtCATIOPJ TEST ARRANGEbAENT 
Manned Tests 
Ge%era; k r * c e d w  es and , C ? ~ D F . Q ~ ~  X2 ."1ent  
-.I ci--. -. 
M.1 m e d  teszs were precede& 'I.2- accomp2-iubznent of the Preliminary 
AcljusAme~ts ?revZously described. I n  &&ition, s t r i p  c h a r t  recorders, 
?owe7 s u ~ p l i e s ,  ,freq~:ency-to-DC comert$rs, teletbermometers, the  
arialog zcmputer w.u the Z- recorder were energized at l eas t  one-ha1.C 
hour befare each m - e d  t e s t  t o  all.m for  mx-upo 
A Sanborn 35C Series Eight-Cnawel Recorder, HASA Serial 39. $2679, 
was use? during a l l  manred test5ng to ~eccrd the rcfi~'iJing contrcller  
signals: 
a) TP 5, C ~ r e  t ewera twc ,  
5) TP 6. MMS s k i n  t--erature. 
c)  TP 10. -tion cf TP 5, TP 6 a d  Preset inpat -xith sum 
Gain applieC t o  each signaL. 
d) TP 13, iliffe;.er;tiated output of TP 10. 
e )  TP 20. TI? 10 signal With 3ate Diff gain applies srrd Manual 
Input bigs  ads-d. 
f ) TP 17. Controller output si@pal t o  electropneumatic transducer. 
The transducer output controls diverter  valve pc~ition. 
b) By-Pass Flow Meter Output. Flaw through the heat exchanger i s  
inversely p:-oportional t o  the output voltage. 
c)  Pump 3utpct Flow Meter. Total flow through the ICG is 
proportional t o  output voltage. 
A Bristoi  Dynamaster 24-Channel Recorder, Model 24~12~113~591-51- 
~ 3 7 & ~ - ~ 1 8 & ,  Serial  ?io. 6% 12, 585, NASA Ser ia l  No. 36155, was used 
duricf: the i n i t i z l  Preliminary Manned Tests t o  record l iquid cooling 
garnezt i n l e t  and oxtlet  wzter temperature. This practice was 
discontin?~ed &de to a signai feedback in to  the  controller when the 
recorder printed. Daring th2 Querrter Replicate t e s t s  K G  i n l e t  and out- 
l e t  wter temperatures at the ICG connector vere observed using a manually 
indexed Yellow Springs 'urstnune~t Company Telethemometer, Madel ~ ~ T U C ,  
Serisl 20. 273, 0-40'~ range, X W  SeriaZ. Nc. ~4142. &st priar t o  
beginnin,? these t e s t s  the ~ 4 2  EZate Diff 1 C - t u n  pote~tLoneter fai led md 
ras reolaced by a General Radio Company, Concord, Masnachuse~tts, 0-1OCK 
o b s  Dcm+de Resistor, T39e 1-5324, Serial  No. 37464, NWA Serla l  No. 36704. 
Biae skin temperatures were sensed during selected @&er Replicate 
t e s t s  u s a ~ g  ar, Applied Eiesearch Austin, Austin, Texas, ARA S13-20 scanner, 
?64SA Serial Nos. 62883 and 82881;, i n  csnjunction with an M 6% Scientif ic 
Cmputira System Analog Computer. lrne result ing uoweighted average skin 
temperatcre was recorded at 50 ser-on3 intervals an the Sanborn recarder 
using the channei previously ased t o  record X G  water flaw. 
3eforc- each -ed t e s t  the ICG was connected t o  the f lu id  system 
breadboard and the cooling water loop was purged of air using a portable 
pressurized source of d i s t i l l e d  water. h e  LCG can be disconnected, 
donned and reconnected with negligible loss  of water. hulging is 
accomplished at 5-7 psig with the  water circulating pump i n  operation. 
A Sanborn Company, Waltham, Massachusetts, ECG Recorder, Model 
296, NASA Serial  No. 42871, was used t o  record cardiac ac t iv i ty  for  
c a l c u l a t i ~ n  ot' heart r a t e  during manned tes ts .  
Preliminary Maried Tests 
Ekrly manned t e s t s  were conducted te study system s t a b i l i t y  under 
different  physiological conditions, i .e . ,  subcooled, normal, and 
unccmfortably warm man engaged i n  rest ing and working. Different com- 
binations of gains and procedures were used t o  study the effects  on 
system response, the system i n  t h i s  respect beirg the man, electronics, 
and fLuid subsystems. The resu l t s  of eleven prelimina.ry t e s t s  aze 
presented i n  tho next chapter. In  order t o  pzoperly interpret  fuhese 
resu l t s  the detailed procedures for  each t e s t  must be known. The ~ e t h o d s  
w e  repetitio31s i n  some cases and lengthy and have therefore been placed 
i n  Appendix 6. 
Labcratory Ekperirent Design 
A complete fac tor ia l  experiment, i n  which a l l  possible combinations 
of a l l  levels of the different  factors are investigated, would involve a 
large number of laboratory t e s t s ,  i.e., i n  the thousands. Test set-up time, 
t e s t  subject recovery, i.e., the time required during each t e s t  t o  return 
the t e s t  subject t o  a base-line physiological condition, and data analysis 
time would be prohibitive, and an alternate,  but adequate approach i s  
required. It w i l l  be shown tha t  it i s  possible t o  investigate the main 
effects of the  most significant factors and the i r  more important interactions 
i n  a fraction of the number of t e s t s  required fo r  a corrrplete fac tor ia l  
experiment sequence. An experimental design due t o  Box, e t  al, (1960) i s  
described,with examples showing the method of analysis included i n  Chapter V I I ,  
Results. 
Introduction 
A complete fac tor ia l  design 
( i )  permits the main effects  of every fzctor  t o  be estimated 
independently of one another, 
( i i )  permits the dependence cf the effect of every factor upon 
the levels of the others, i.e., the interactions, t o  be 
determined, 
( i i i )  permits the effects  t o  be determined with m a x i m u m  precision, and, 
( iv) supplies an estimate of the experimental error  f o r  the purpose 
of assessing the significance of the effects,  and permits con- 
fidence limits t o  be established. 
When the number of factors i s  as large as i n  t h i s  investigation, the 
number of trials required becomes prohibitive. The term "factor" i s  used 
i n  a general sense t o  denote any feature of the experimental conditions 
which may be assigned a t  w i l l  from one t r i a l  t o  another. A preliminary 
l i s t  of factors related t o  t h i s  research i s  given by Table 2. The high 
degree of accuracy i n  the estimates of the e f fec ts  which i s  possible with 
a complete fac tor ia l  design i s  not required, and previous tes t ing  has 
indicated tha t  cer ta ic  reactions probably trre not appreci&ble. Thus, 
the factors l i s t e d  i n  Table 2 have been reduced t o  f ive,  but even an investi- 
t a t ion  of f ive  factors,  each a t  two levels, en ta i l s  25 = 32 observations, 
each with a different se t  of experimental condi t i~ns .  The question is,  can 
the same conclusions be reached using a smaller number of observations t o  
a rel iable degree? To do so involves obtaining information on the main 
effects,  and as  many of the interactions as seems necessary, with a smaller 
number of observations than i s  required by the complete design. 
There are two zpproaches t o  the problem of obtaining a suitable 
design. One can begin with a f u l l  fac tor ia l  design f o r  the number of 
factors involved, and by confounding interactions which are  l ike ly  t o  be small 
or uniqortant  with one another and with other irtteractions considered worth 
measuring one can arrive a t  a design i n  which a l l  or  almost a l l  of the com- 
parisons are made between effects  l ike ly  t o  be impcrtant. Confounding refers  
t o  a process by which unimportant canparisons m e  deliberately confused fo r  
the  purpose of assessing the more important comparisons with greater precision. 
The number of observations required w i l l  depend on the number of such com- 
parisons, Alternatively, one can begin with the fill fac to r i a l  design 
co r r~qond ing  t o  a number of factors l e s ~ e r  i n  n-r than i s  actually 
under investigation and substi tute the  remaining factors f o r  those compari- 
sons which measure e f fec ts  considered unlj.kely t o  be appreciable. 
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TABU 2 
FACTORS 
- 
- 
Test subject 
Skin sensor quantity and arrangement 
~ o r e / ~ k i n  temperature weighting factors  
Proportional s ignal  gain 
Rate signal  gain 
Preset input voltage 
Power supply voltage 
Manual input voltage 
Test protocol 
K G  2esign 
Environmental conditions 
Test subject clothing 
Work p ro f i l e  
Core signal  gain 
Skin signal  gain 
Test date 
Design of Eight Observations with Two Level Factors 
The type of invest igat ion considered here i s  one i n  which the  
invest igator  requires t o  know system 'jerformance difference a s  a function 
of several fac tors ,  each having a defined range, and beginning with two 
leve l s  only. A s  the  experimnts are conducted the  invest igator  r e t a in s  
the f l e x i b i l i t y  t o  expand the  matrix, or  t o  reduce it, as r e su l t s  become 
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known. Also, once the  major e f f e c t s  a re  known addi t ional  t e s t s  can be 
conducted t o  optimize t h e  major f ac to r  l eve l s .  
Table 3 represents  one quar ter  of a 2' f a c t o r i a l  design, i. e . ,  a 
quar ter - repl ica te ,  the  type conducted during t h i s  research. 
TABLE 3 
MAMeLE OF QUARTER-REPLICATE RESEARCH DESIGN 
FIVE FACTORS AT TWO LEVELS 
The (+) and (-) apply both t o  q u a l i t s t i v e  as well as quan t i t a t ive  fac tors .  
For example, t h e  two t e s t  subjec ts  a r e  denoted (+) and ( 0 )  as wel l  as high 
and low l e v e l s  of proport ional  s igna l  gain. By convention, t h e  "Design 
 omb bin at ion" denotes t h e  (+) l e v e l s  of f a c t o r s  i n  each observaticn. For 
comparison, Table 4 presents  t h e  f u l l  f a c t o r i a l  design. 
t 
Observation 
I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
i? 
u 
b 
(A) 
Test 
Subject 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
(B) 
Skin 
Sensor 
Mode 
- 
I 
+ 
+ 
- 
- 
+ 
+ 
(c) 
~ o r e / ~ k i n  
Tern$. 
Weighting 
II 
- 
- 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
(E 
Proportional 
Signal 
Gain 
+ 
+ 
- 
- 
- 
+ 
+ 
(D) 
Rate 
Signal 
Gain 
I 
+ 
+ 
+ 
I 
I 
+ 
. 
Design 
Combinat ion 
e 
a e d  
b d 
a b  
c d 
a c 
I 
b c e 
I 
a b c d e  
. 
I n  theory,  each quar ter  r e p l i c a t e  block is  equally su i t ab le  and t h e  
se lec t ion  should be made at random, but i n  p rac t i ce  it i s  des i rable  t o  
s e l e c t  c e r t a i n  combinations of l e v e l s  t o  maximize the  in fomut ion  derived. 
The a c t u a l  combinations se lec ted  m e  depicted i n  Chapter V I I ,  Results. 
TABLE 4 
MAMPIIF: OF FACTORIAL DESIGN FOR F N E  FACTORS AT TWO IlFVELS 
J 
Skin ~ o r e / ~ k i n  Proport ional  Rate 
Test  Sensor Temp. Signal Signal  
Subject Mode Weighting Gain Gain Observation 
+ + 1 
+ 9 2 
3 
9 
+ 
+ - 
I + + L 
7 
9 
19 
I 
11 
. 
12 
13 
14 
1 5  I 
16 
17 
18 I 
19 
. 
20 
+ 
L 
I 
C 
9 
+ 
. 
9 
9 
+ 
- 
+ 
I 
+ 
I 
- 
+ 
0 
+ 
9 
+ 
.I 
- 
+ 
I 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
L 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
9 
+ 
L 
0 
+ 
- 
+ 
.. 
+ 
m 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
r 
9 
+ 
9 
+ 
r 
0 
-I- 
- 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 I 
28 
29 
30 
31 a 
32 
Confusion of Effec ts  i n  a Frac t ional  Design and Aliases  
Assuming t h a t  in t e rac t ions  of a l l  orders a r e  r e a l ,  it follows +,hat 
i n  a qumter- repl ica te  the  e f f e c t s ,  o r  t h e  changes i n  response produced 
by changes i n  f ac to r  l eve l s ,  occur i n  s e t s  of four  and each e f f e c t  i s  
confbsed with th ree  o thers  a s  i l l u s t r a t e d  in ( i - i v )  below. The e f f e c t s  
f 1 which a r e  conf'used i n  t h i s  way a r e  tiermed "a l iases .  It i s  necessary t o  
determine the  a l i a s e s  f o r  any proposed f r a c t i o n a l  design t o  avoid con- 
fusion of importa.lt e f fec t s .  These a l i a s e s  may be found from t h e  d-esigrl 
by multiplying t h e  columns of s igns i n  a l l  poss ib le  ways and grouping tile 
e f f e c t s  measured by t h e  same compazison, i . e . ,  which have t h e  same signs 
o r  have a l l  the  s igns reversed. Two comparisons which d i f f e r  i n  sign 
only c l e a r l y  measure the  same e f f e c t s  apa r t  from sign. Applying these 
considerations t o  Table 3 shows t h a t  t h e  following columns and procucts 
of columns have t h e  same signs: 
( i )  A, BCD, ABCE, DE 
( i i )  C ,  ACD, CE, ABDE 
( i i i )  C, ABD, BF: ACDE 
( i v )  AB, CD, ACE, BDE, e tc .  
Analysis of Resul ts  
The desired end r e s u l t  of a f i n a l  s e r i e s  of manned experiments i s  
a recommended s e t  of con t ro l l e r  parameters, preferably  appl icable  t o  a l l  
l i k e l y  t e s t  subjects.  The use of two-way t a b l e s  of in te rac t ions  t o  assist 
i n  ident i fy ing  le7rels of f a c t o r s  f o r  f u r t h e r  inves t iga t ion  i s  demonstrated 
i n  t h e  next chapter. 
quarter Replicate and Final  Manned Tests 
The procedures followed during the  f i n a l  stages of manned t e s t i ng  
evolved from the ea r l i e r  trials. Eleven t e s t s  were conducted during 
t h i s  shase and iden t ica i  procedures were followed with three exceptions. 
Tests number 3, 6 and 8 were the  second of back-to-hack runs, i . e . ,  
Test N c .  2 was coqducted one morning and Test No. 3 was conducted z f t e r  
lunch by the  same t e s t  subject. Test No 5 was conducted one morning 
by a t e s t  subject rnd Test No. 6 was conducted by the  same subject 30 
minutes af'ter the  completion of Test No. 5. The same procedure was 
followed i n  conducting Tests number 7 and 8, It i s  believed tha t  the  
performance evaluation c r i t e r i a  chosen t o  compare the  performance of the  
control ler  with differen5 se t t ings  reduces m y  overal l  undesirable 
effects  of these procedures and the  r e su l t s  of Test 9 and 10 tend t o  
confirm t h i s  conclusion. 
Since the  same detai led procedures were used f o r  each of the l a s t  
eleven manned experiments, they w i l l  be described only once. 
i., s t  Dates: 
-. 
September 4, 9 ( 2 ) ,  10, 11(2), l 5 (2 ) ,  18(2), 1970; 
October 1, 1970, 
Test Location: MSC Environmental Physiology Laboratory 
Test Subjects: C. Pate, G. Scct t ,  K. Dupree 
Test Objectives: 
Obtain physiological temperstwe data t o  be used t o  ident i fy  preferred 
control ler  set t ings.  
Test Procedues:  
1. Completed Preliminary Adjustments at  l e a s t  one hour before 
t e s t .  Turned on Sanborn recorder,  power suppl ies ,  d i g i t a l  voltmeter, 
telethermometers and analog computer f o r  warm-up. 
2. Assured adequate supply of l i q u i d  nitrogen f o r  t , es t  ( a t  l e a s t  
one-half of e, 110 1. dew=). Commenced cool down of mter bath a f t e r  check- 
ing f o r  a t  i e a s t  one inch LN2 - LCG cooling c o i l  clearance i n  the  water 
bath. The US, d e w  shut-off valve was opened u n t i l  f r o s t  j u s t  began t o  
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form i n  t h e  exhaust gas stream. Cool-down continued without in ter rupt ion  
u n t i l  bath tenperature approached t h e  freezing poin t  as indicated by the  
Yellow Springs Instrument Company Model ~ ~ T U C  (0-40°c) Telethermometer. 
A t  t h a t  time t h e  gas was t h r o t t l e d  down t o  hold a steady bath temperature. 
Periodic c i r cu la t ion  of water through t h e  X G  loop precluded i c e  formation 
m d  blockage of t h e  ioop but d id  not  add excessive amounts of heat  t o  the  
water bath, i . e . ,  t h e  bath can be cooled f a s t e r  when LC!G water i s  not 
c i rcula ted  c o n t i n u o ~ s l y  through it. 
3. Performed p re - t e s t  check an6 maintenance of mechanical and 
e l e c t r i c a l  components. Greased pump bearings and checked a l l  connectors. 
Pressurized d i s t i l l e d  water container t c  5-7 p s i g  and purged air from 
l i q u i d  loo?. Attached LCG t o  l i q u i d  loop and r2yea te~ i  as required. 
4. Set A. R. Young Fmer  Transmissiori Engineers t readmil l  at 
grade. Commenced waxm-up of Pac i f i c  Indus t r ia3  Controls Model VT 100 
Motor Speed Control. 
5. Supplied clean,  dry laboratory air a t  100 ps ig  t o  pressure 
regulator .  Opened r rgu la to r  u n t i l  15-20 p s i g  wa3 ava i l ab le  a t  t h e  air valve. 
%ved Xanual Input control on breaciboaxd t o  cause valve t o  shift from 
fill open t o  f 'u l l  closed as revealed by flowmeter data on Sanborn recorder. 
Valve was fu l ly  closed with TP 17 at  2.6 v and W7,;r open with TP 17 
at 6.6 v. 
6. Set all controller vaJues as required by t e s t  ~atrix.  (see Results, 
Chapter VII. ) 
7. Che&ed zeros and calibratioa of Sanborn recorder. 
8. 'hen the t e s t  subject arrived at  the laboratory, his sarmold was 
inserted to  bring it t o  body temperature. A f t e r  the test sukject donne2 
s7Amming trunks 9r gym shorts, controller s K n  sensors were attached with 
tape as r e q ~ i r e d  hy the t e s t  procedure and the  Z G  was donned. Additional 
skin sclrsors whose outputs w-e only monitored and which dfd not interface 
- d t h  the controller m r e  attached t o  the t e s t  subject during selected 
tes ts .  The t e s t  subjects wore a m  shoes a ~ d  some wore an extra pair of wcol 
socks over the cotton socks foming the feet ef the ICG. 
9 Test subjects were then escorted t c  the treadmill where they were 
seaked in a chair placed on the treadmill. Elec-Lrical connectior, was made 
between the ECG sensors and recorder and the e lec t r ica l  harness vas secured 
t o  the t e s t  subject lasing a s t r i p  of f'mee inch tape k~apped completely 
around the man. This served also t o  keep the IXX i n  contact with skin 
i n  an area *ere the f i t  was not aiways adequate. A communication cap was 
donned by the t e s t  subject. 
10. m e  t e s t  s*lbjectts ear sensor and skin t q e r a t u r e  contrcl sensor 
leads yere connected t o  the controller with power off.  The controller was 
thepi energized and the Sanborn recorder s tar ted at  a speed of 1 mn/second. 
11. When t he  t e s t  sxb2ect's temperatures st%bilized, usually i n  
15-20 minutes, the voltage st Tf 10 was rrul.led using the  e e s e t  1,rput;. 
It was accomplished using the Sanborn oatput for  gross adjustment m d  t he  
d ig i t a l  voltmeter attached directkv t o  the t e s t  point for  f ine  adjustme~.t. 
The Manual Input was se t  &t 4.10 f ~ r  each t e s t .   o or Test 90. 8 mt! 9 
the  same Preset was used. ) 
12. The t e s t  subject w a s  then connect& t o  the cc>ling water sr~rrrce 
and the treadmill was started. The work;/rest prof i le  requiz& one hour 
and was the same fo r  each t e s t  subject. Three f ive  minute work ~ e r i o d s  
with the treadmill at & grade and 3.5 mph were followed by five minu%e 
r e s t  periods. A fourth fi-~e minute -mrk period at the same level  was 
followed by a twe~ty-f ive minute period with the treadmill at the sane 
grade but slowed t o  2.0 mph. 
13. A t  the completion of the  final work period, the t e s t  subject was 
discon~ected a f t e r  de-energizing the controller and ECG recorder and 
turning off the circulating p u p .  
CHAPTER VII 
Results which are presented i n  t h i s  section include typical  data 
der2ved f r ~ m  *he Initial System Adjustments, Performance Verification 
Test, Preliminrj Manned 'I'estx, Quarter Replicate Tests, wad Final 
3Bmeci Tests. Discils~ion of thzse %esf results appears i n  Chapter V I l l ,  
i l i s c u s s l s ~ .  
Init ial  Systea Adjustments 
- 
.Step (hh) of the Initial SysLem Adjustments requires the r eeord iq  
of voltage m2asured Setween T P ~  and TP9 as a S'unction of the 3rzset 
Input dial reading. Data T ' rom thls check i s  tabulated below arid &&en 
plotted appears as shown by Figure k3. 
TABU 5 
VOLTAGE INF'UT TO ~4 VERSUS PHESET INPUT DIAL RF,ADING 
I?-eset Input 
Dial Reading Voltage Input t o  ~4 

Performance Verification Test 
The Performance Verification Test was performed from February 1-4, 
1970, a t  General Electric 's  Apollo Systems, Houston Programs, laboratory, 
1530 NASA Boulevard, Houston, Texas. The t e s t  described i n  the preceding 
section, was performed i n  three phases, a D r i f t  S tab i l i ty  Test for ~ 4 ,  
U5, and ~ 6 ,  a D r i f ' t  S tab i l i ty  Test for U1, U2,  and U3, and a Dynamic 
System Test. Results of the t e s t s  are tabulated below as Tables 6 ,  
7, and 8. Figures ll, 12 and 13 shox cketches of the oscilloscope 
traces of voltages a t  TPl3, TP20, and TP17 result ing from the input ramp 
functions shown. 
TABU 6 
MTA FOR ~ 4 ,  U5 AM) u6 STABLWTY TEST 
1. Settings 
a .  Core gain = 10.0 = core balance 
b. Skin gain = 10.0 = skin balance 
c. Pre-set i n  OFF position 
d. Sum gain = 1.99 = 3um balance. 
2. DATA 
Test Point Readings 
Time 5:30 PM 8:44 AM 
Date 2/1/70 2!2/70 
DATA FOR U1, U2 AM) U3 STABILITY TEST 
1. Sett ings : 
Rate I n t  = 5.00 
Rate Diff = 5.00 
Manual Input = 4.99 
2. TP-10 shorted to TP-14 and ~4 i s  relaoved. 
Test Point Readings 
+V +14.4v +14.4v 
-V -14.4~ -14.4~ 
Time 9:15 AM 1:OO PM 
Date 2/4/70 2/4/70 
TABLE 8 
DATA FOR DYNAMIC SYsTFBl TEST 
1. Set t ings  : 
a. Core gain = 10.0 = core balance 
b. Skin gain = 0.00 = skin balance 
c. b e - s e t  i n  OFF pos i t ion  
d.  Sum ga in  = 0.05 
e .  Sum balance = 1.10 
f ,  Rate D i f f  = 8.90 
g. Rate I n t  = 8.99 
h. Manual = 5.00 
2. DATA 
T e s t  Calculated Maximum 
Point Readings Actual Readings $ Error  
TP- 5 - + 0 . 2 3 8 ~  -0.241v, + 0 . 2 4 4 ~  2.5& 
TP-6 - + 0 . 0 7 5 ~  -O.O75v, + 0 . 0 7 7 ~  2.6& 
TP- 10 - + 1 . 5 8 ~  - 1 . 6 5 ~ ~  + 1 . 6 1 ~  4 43% 
TP-13 - + 5 . 3 8 2 ~  - 5 . 4 2 ~ ~  + 5.4% 1.8$ 
*TP- 17 0 t o  - 7 . 1 2 2 ~  0 t o  - 7 . 2 1 ~  1.24% 
TP-20 - + 1 . 7 4 ~  + 1 . 8 2 ~ ,  -1.89 8.6& 
*CONTROLLER OUTKIT TO mGULATOR VALVE 
I 
VOLT 
FUNCTION GENERATOR 
OSCILLOSCOPE SETTING 
0.2 V/CM 
10 SEC/CM 
DIFFERENTIATING CIRCUIT OUTPUT 
OSCILLOSCOPE SETTING 
5 V/CM 
10 SEC/CM 
FIGURE 11. TP-13 DYNAMIC SYSTEM TEST OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE 
VOLT 
0 50 SEC 
FUNCTION GENERATOR 
OSCILLOSCOPE. SETTING 
. 2  V/CM 
10 SECICM 
OSCILLOSCOPE SETTING 
5 V/CM 
10 SEC/CM 
FIGURE 12. T P - 2 0  DYNAMIC SYSTEM T E S T  OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE 
VOLT 
0 50 SEC 
FUNCTION GENERATOR 
OSCILLOSCOPE SETTING 
. 2  V/CM 
10 SEC/CM 
REGULATCR VALVE CONTROL VOLTAGE 
OSCILLOSCOPE SETTING 
5 V/CM 
10 SEC/CM 
FIGURE 13. T P - 1 7  DYNAMIC SYSTEM T E S T  OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE 
Preliminazy Manned Tests 
- 
Preliminary Test Nu. 1 
(I-) The t e s t  subject  was observed i n  a r e s t i n g  con2ition ~ n d  while 
1 walking a t  2 rnph and 3.5 mph. During t h i s  period of time, core , 
2 3 skin , and mean body temperatures varied as  follows: 
Skin, OF Core, OF Mean Body, OF 
Resting - No Cooling 92.4 96.3 95.9 
Resting - Cooling 90.9 96.3 95.3 
2 mph 
One adjustment was made t o  the  breadboard dining t h e  2.0 mph period 
and one a d j ~ s t m e n t  during t h e  3.5 rnph period as described yelow. 
(2) During a r e s t  period, before cooling water was supplied t o  t n e  
I , G ,  core and skir, temperatures leveled off  b t  96.3'~ and 91°~ ,  
respect ively.  The t e s t  area r a s  very cool and the core ternperatwe 
much I ower than expected i .n i t i a l iy .  Af ter  t h e  t e s t  subject  donned 
wool cap and insula ted  und2rwes.r h i s  temperatures rose  t o  t h e  above 
values . 
l-External audi tory meatus. 
2 ~ v e r a g e  of t o m  sensors placed on uppex l e f t  c!lest. ' 
3 ~ a l c u l a t e d  as (0.9) (core temperature3 + (0.1) (skin temperatare). 
(3) When cooling water w a - -  started th ro~gh  the LCG (short sleeves) 
~ X i r i  temperature dropped t o  q0.35OF'. Care rhowed negligible 
change. The t e s t  s ~ b j e c t  sat  quietly. Skin temperature continued 
t o  drop fala ar.other h-314 minutes t o  0 . 9 6 0 ~  =.' stabilized. 
k r i n g  th i s  period, the valve was open 10.55 of the t k e .  Calculated 
mean body temperata-e was 95,769. 
(4) 'Jlxr, temperature s t a b i l i z ~ t i c n  the t e s t  subject begrn walkiag a t  
2.0 mph-011 the treadmill. Skin temperature dropped t o  a . 6 1 0 ~  in. 
'i 4 minutes. Fallowing onset of exercise, core tcmperat-ze rose 
t o  a maximm of 96.98q i n  3.1 minutes, leveled off ,  and dropped 
t c  a steady %.1m 5-3/4 xinutes later .  D u r i n ~ ;  t h i s  l a t t e r  p e r i d  
tke  valve des &-dating open approximately 7.25% o f  tk time . 
Questjoni3g the t e s t  su3,iect a t  t h i s  tbie reveaed that he was 
"confortably warm. " The skin end core t en9ra tme  signals were nulled 
tc~ appr-oxinatel: zero at t h i s  -mint an9 skin temperature was reduced 
to  57.359 over the next 7-1/2 minutes. The t e s t  si?'bject r ep r t ed  
bec~micg " ~ ~ c r t a b l y  cocl" airriost immediately a3er the adjustment. 
Core temperature increased sl~wly anii stabilized at 96.30F givirig a 
Icean body tenperatwe of 35.hio~. 
(5) Treadnil3 speed WGZ increased to 5.5 mph. Skin temperature 
decreased =ad stabilized at 86.72W wid core tamperrture stabi1inz.i 
a t  96.30F. Mew body tenperatwe was 95.3'1%. A t  th i s  yoint the 
heat exchanger circulating pmp dr.;rw motcr muffler came off r,ae 
tc vibration and the =tor became very nosey, Durlng a 40 second 
period while thc cooling pan3 was shut dour1 azd while the t e s t  
subject did not 'mow was happening, h i s  skin temperature 
dropped sharply t o  S6.49°~. His core temperature was steady. As 
soon as the muffler was replaced and the p u p  turned on again h i s  
skin temperature rose t o  the l eve l  it was before the incident. 
After the pump was turned back on the t e s t  subject reported tha t  
he had "over heated" whiie the pump was off and he "did not f e e l  
tha t  he was being cooled down fast enough." Core and skin tempera- 
tures  showed co chmge from before the incident, but 1.6 vol ts  of 
b4-.=r, was applied t o  the valve controller % , c h  was equivalent 
or 3 t o  26.5% of valve range, Skin temperature dropped s-2- t; -. -3 A r 
Core temperature increased slowly and s t ~ b i l i z e d  at 96.570~ by 
the  end of the zest ,  giving a  fir,^, lilean body temperature cf 95.3903'. 
During a ti@-cal cine mir-;se ~eriod at the  end of the test the valve 
bas open I* of the tise at an average se t t ing  of 59.3% of IYC 
flow th~augh the heat nxchanger. 
Preliminary Test NO. 2 
(1) The t e s t  subject was observed i n  a rest ing condition and while 
walking at 2 q h  and 3.5 mph. During t h i s  period of time the 
controller adjustments were nut touched and the t e s t  subject 
reported being "comfortably cool" during the en t i re  run. Extcrnal 
auditory meatus, skin (average of four sensors placed on lower 
left chest) and m e a n  body temperatures varied as follows: 
Restirig - Standing 
2 w h  
3.5 mph 
Resting - Cooling 
Skin, ?F E a r ,  %' Mean Body, %' 
90.7 95 -2 94.7 
87.1 95.6 94.8 
88.8 96.2 95.5 
86.4 95.9 94.9 
Mean body tetqerature i s  caicnlated as follows: 
Tmb = (0.9) (ear temperature) + (0.1) (skin temperature). 
(2) A comparison of typical  t e s t  resu l t s  from the W c h  2 and 23 t e s t s  
are graphically i l l u s ~ r a t e d  by Figure 14. 
The 6otted porticn of the March 2 skin graph represents a region 
where problems were incurred i n  the s t r i p  chart recorder and the 
data i s  not complete. 
During the 3.5 mph portion of the March 23 t e s t  an amplifier 
osci l la t ion occurred which reduced the flow of cooling water t o  the 
t e s t  subject and caused a r i s e  i n  skin temperature, although the 
t e s t  subject reported tha t  he was comfortably cool. The amplifier 
was replaced a f t e r  the t e s t .  
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TIME FROM TEST START, MIN.  3/23/70 
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FIGURE 14. COMPARISON C F  MARCH 2 AND MARCH 23 DATA 
. 
Preliminary Test No. 3 
The wearing of a wool cap brought sensed ear temperature up 4 ' ~  
as shown by Figure 15 and s tabi l ized control ler  output. Water pump 
drive motor coupling slippages and a defective I C  amplifier contributed 
t o  l e s s  than good performance. Cooling was not timely nor suf f ic ien t  
fo r  t h i s  t e s t  subject and following exercise it was not reGuced i n  time 
t o  prevent ch i l l ing  him. 

Preliminary Test No. 4 
The sane con t ro l l e r  s e t t i n g s  a t i l i z e d  f o r  t h e  previous t e s t  were 
used again and a very well  t r a i n e d  t e s t  subject  was employed t h i s  time. 
Resvllts a r e  shown by Figure 16. Oral temperatures were taken t o  compare 
with measured e a r  temperatures and are shown i n  brackets.  The t e s t  
subjzct  f e l t  w a r m  toward t h e  end of the  second work period but  cooling 
was not redl~ced in time a;"- 2r work stopped t o  prevent ck.,illing. 

Preliminary Test No. 5 
Approximately 5 minutes i n to  the  work cycle (es t .  2113 ~ t u / h r ) ,  
the  r a t e  of change of ear temperature i n i t i a t e d  valve modulation. A t  
0 . 4 q  above the  core baseline temperature (95.5403') the  valve was f'ull 
open and remained so fcr about 57 minutes a s  shown by Figure 17. 
Seventeen and one hal f  minutes after the  valve opened f u l l  and f ive  
rxinutes a f t e r  cessation of work; ear  t w e r a t u r e  reached a plateau of 
ap~roximately 9 7 . 1 9  and remained there  fo r  35 minutes while the  skin 
temperature trended downmd. A s  core temperature began t o  drop off ,  
i . e . ,  when the  e m  temperature had dropped 0 . 2 9  from the core plateau 
temperature, valve modulation began and continued for  about 14.5 minutes. 
A t  t ha t  point core temperature had dropped 0.569 below the  plateau aad 
the  valve was f i l l y  closed and remained so u n t i l  the  end of the  t e s t .  
Inspection of the r e l a t i v e  values and trends of core and skin tempera- 
t w e s  suggests a possible undershoot of baseline core temperahre of 
about 0 .39  before skin t m e r a 5 u r e  would have reached i t s  baseline. 
The maximum core temperature r i s e  above baseline was 1 . 6 0 ~  and the  
minimum recorded skin temperature gave a baseline de l t a  f o r  the  skin 
of m.go3'. 
MINUTES AFTER TEST START 
FIGURE 17. PRELIMINARY TEST NO. 5 TEMPERATURE DATA 
Preliminmy Test No. 6 
(1) Graphical r e su l t s  are shown by Figure lf3 wnich shows data from both 
the A p r i l  23 and May 7 tes t s .  A lower setpoint mean body tempera- 
t u r e  was used on May 7 compazed t o  April  23 and the  gains of both 
the  r a t e  c i r cu i t  and proportional s ignal  c i r c u i t  were increased 
fo r  the  May 7 t e s t  compared t o  se t t ings  f o r  Apri l  23. 
(2) There i s  an increase i n  e m  temperature as the  ear  plug approaches 
body temperature before work commencement. During the  same period 
skin temperature r i s e s  due t o  the  insulated garment and ac t iv i ty .  
(3) When water was s ta r ted  c i rcula t ing through the  LCG a steep drop 
i n  skin 'emperature was recorded although the  water was only at 
room temperature. Very l i t t l e  cooling of ZICG water occurred before 
f i f t e e n  minutes of t e s t  time had elapsed. From t h a t  point u n t i l  
work commenced a s l i gh t  amount of LCG water cooling took place, 
and skin temperature showed s drop of 30F from the  peak value. 
(4) Unti l  about ten  minutes a f t e r  work s ta r ted  both skin and ear tempera- 
t - u e  were f a i r l y  steady and the  valve was modulating open s l ight ly .  
There began a r i s e  i n  ear t a p e r a t u r e  and the  valve snapped i'ull 
open. Skin temperature began an immediate drop and continued t o  
do so u n t l l  jus t  before work stoppage. A t  t h a t  point ear  temperature 
began t o  l eve l  cut again and skin temperature s t a r t ed  t o  r i s e  even 
though the  valve was s t i l l  full cpen. Note t h a t  the  same thing 
occurred April  23. It was thought following the  Apri l  23 t e s t  
t ha t  perhaps a skin sensor had come loose and had not u d e  good 
skin contact, 
A t  the completion of work, e s r  temperahre increased and sk in  
temperature contjnued t o  drup although not as low as on April 23. 
The minimum temperature was reached twenty-five minutes ea r l i e r  ~ 5 t h  
a beginning of return t o  normal skin temperature occurring much sooner 
than previously. Extrapolation of data indicated a pcss ib i l i ty  of 25% 
fas te r  recovmy compared t o  the previous t e s t .  

Preliminary Test No. 7 
(1) Results are graphically i l lustrated by Figure 19. Thl? first set  
of data, label .td "Sezi-Clothed" was taken while the t e s t  subject 
was s i t t ing  i n  the treadmill room, shirt off,  and with slacks and 
shces on, The equilibrium eaz and biceps temperatures were 
approximately %OF and gO°F respectively. 
(2) After the IGG and insulated garment werc donned there was slightly 
nore than 0.19 increase i~ ear temperature and about a 1.5- 
increase iL  ski^ temperature, which continued t o  increase sharply 
un t i l  r o o m  temperature water was started circulating in  the KG. 
.A sl ight  r i s e  in skin temperature occurred as the test subject 
stood ug and moved t o  his position on the  .treadmill, A t  that  
point air was sr~ppliei! to the divert- valve which ?raptly opened 
full sJlowing U G  water t o  f l o w  through the heat exchanger which 
had been chilled before the test began. No chilled water was 
circulating though the other siCe of' the beat exchanger at t h i s  
time but the residual water on the cold side was sufficient t o  
drop both skin and core ter;lr?erature. When the t e s t  subject 
reported that he could begin to feel the "heat build up" chilled 
water was started circulatfng tihmugh the cold side of the heat 
exchanger. Note that  both core and &-n temperature are b e l w  
thei r  initial values at t h i s  po$nt (25 minutes). 
The apparently anon&lous rise in skin tmperature is rioted during 
the work period occurring at the S ~ J E  t h e  8s during some previous 
testa. 
- -- 
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FIGURE 19. PkELlMlNARY TEST NO. 7 TEMPERATURE DATA 
Piceliminary Test No. 8 
A long-sleeved ICG and higher capacity I E G  water I;UMP were used 
for th i s  t e s t  and the voltage a.t TPlO was nulled just prior t o  start ing 
the treadmill. Results are sham graphically by Figure ,% which 
includes t e s t  subject comments as a f u c t i o n  >f time. 
A t  point (a) shown sn the abscissa the t e s t  subject reports that  he 
is beginning -to fee l  "heat building up," having f e l t  comfortable t o  this 
point. Four minutes l a t e r  the work period ended and the t e s t  subject 
reported a fast dissipation of "excessive heat." Nine minutes af ter  
the cessation of work he had progressed from a comfortable condition t o  
a "threshold of chill," point (b). Following a period during which a.ll 
temperatures continued t o  drop, a new work cycle was commenced and 
shortly thereaf'ter, at point ( c ) ,  the t e s t  subject reported feeling 
coanfortable again. There was an internal heat buildup unt3.l the subject. 
fel* on the threshoLd of being uncmEortal~ly warm, but he did not report 
actually becoming uncomfortable at a y point during th i s  t e s t  sequence. 
After cessation of work he f e l t  prngr2ssively comfortable, Dn the 
threshold of chi l l ,  and chilly. A tabular presentation and columnar 
comparison of pertinent data helps t o  create an image of the problem a 
contraller has t o  cope with. 
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COKPA~SQI OF OBTECa-.C(NMEXCS WITH 
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Subjective Threshold 
Physiolc,zical mameters 3eat Chill Comfort Chill 
T ~ , O F  ( ~ a r )  95.5 96.3 96.04 55.48 
%,OF (skin) 91.3 90.1 87-89 88.84 
~, ,q  ( ~ e a n  ~ o d y )  94-3 94.6 93 68 94.26 
OF/min. 
-e 9 0. ll 0.02 -0.02 -0.03 
is, */mino -0.04 -0. u -0.08 o 
$m, 0~/min. 0.06 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 
Figure 20 Location b) (b (c) ( f )  
Several factors which do not agpear i n  Table 9 undoubtedly influence 
the subjective feelings of comfort. For example, at approxhately 
point (a), some l ight  perspiration b v e  occurred. Moisture cools 
off quickly af te r  a work cycle and contributes t o  a feeling 
which promotes a feeling of discomfort, even though the subject may 
fee l  cdortable a t  lower skin and core temperatures if he i s  kept 
dry. 
In  swmzy, the resul ts  were quite satisfactory. Points of 
interest  include the following: 
a. The t e s t  subject was never uncomfortably warm or cool t o  the 
point of shivering. 
b. Although the t e s t  subject commented tha t  h i s  skin f e l t  cool, 
he perspired l igh t ly  l a t e  i n  bs5h work cycles. 
c. The t e s t  subject said he thought that the LCG might not be 
making good contact as he walked. The sensation of cooling 
was  only apparzent a t  some body locations when he pres-..?d it 
against his skin. 
dm A s.tudy t o  identify controller set t ings,  which would cause 
termination of cooling sooner following cessation of work, 
was init! ated. 
Preliminarv Test No. 9 
The object of Preliminmy Test No. 9 was to: (a)  increase the 
re la t ive weighting of mean body temperature r a t e  of change signal by 
decreasing the gain of the mean body temperature signal; (b) compaTe 
the responses dwing ident ical  work periods using a greater weighting 
on skin signal during the  second period; and, (c)  r?duce treadmill 
speed t o  1.0 mph following the second work period t o  stxdy the effect  
of l igh t  exercise on t e s t  subject recovery and comfort. 
The resu l t s  a re  i l l u s t r a t ed  by Figure 21. 
(1) In  general, the system provided the most comfortable environment 
for  the t e s t  subject t o  date, both during and a f t e r  work periods. 
Maximum core temperature excursion (1.6O~) above se t  point f o r  
the wmk cycle and mininnlm skin temperature depression below s e t  
point following work (1 .4°~)  was considered satisfactory at tha t  
stage of the investigation. 
(2) A t  the beginning of the  t e s t ,  the t e s t  subject was s l ight ly  
subcooled. The laboratory ambient was comfortably cool i n  normal 
s t r ce t  clothes, but became too cool t o  him when he disrobed. This 
condition was aggravated by his donning of the ICG which contained 
vat= i n  i t s  tubes at lab ambient tempereture. The net effect 
is seen as e depressed average skin temperature at the beginning 
of the  t e s t  ( 8 9 . 5 O ~ ) .  Pretest core temperature was about average 
f a r  thi t e s t  subject (95.6°~). The system was nulled a t  these 
two temperatures '~efore  work was started. 
. .  . .  
(A) 'MI COOL TO THIS POINT. (C) SAME AS (0 ) .  BACK (E) SLIGHTLY UNCOMFORTABLY COOL. (K)  FEELS GOOD. SKIN COOL. 
GETTING COnF0RTABI.E. & UNDERARMS COOL. (F)  INCREASED SKIN GAIH. 
(B) BACK I S  COOL. LITTLE SHIVERS ( L )  COOL BUT COIIFORT;\BLE. POsslBLE ON 'IiESTv (G) BEGINNING TO GET COUFORTABLE. 
INTEWAL HEAT BUILD UP. STOMACH & BACK. 
INCIPIENT SWEATING ( D) GETTING COMFORTABLY (H) COMFORTABLE. FELLS PERFECT. 
WARMER. SKIN STILL (I) BEGINNING OF DISCOHFOHT. 
A LITTLE COOL. (J) LIGHT SWEAT. 
FIGURE 21. PRELIMINARY TEST NO. 9 TEMPERATURE DATA 
(3) I n  less  than few minutes following onset of work, the t e s t  
subject began feeling comfortably cool (F'igure 21), ear temper- 
ature was stable and skin temperature had been stable. A t  t h i s  
point, skin teniperature begal increasing: and within f ive minutes, 
the t e s t  subject began t o  f e e l  some internal  heat build-up, 
although h is  skin f e l t  cool So the extent tha t  he could f e e l  
l i t t l e  shivers i n  the area of  the small of h i s  back. Mean body 
temperature began increasing due t o  the influence of skin temper- 
ature. There was an increase i n  valve ac t iv i ty  almost propor- 
t iona l  t o  the increase i n  mean body temperature during t h i s  
period. A t  approximately 57 minutes in to  the t e s t ,  a t  the end 
of tile f i r s t  work cycle, mean body tempera5ure i s  seen t o  drop 
off,  as does valve command, but not sufficiently t o  prevent a 
sharp skin temperature drup. 
(4) AFter the second work period, the treadmill was slowed t o  1 mph 
t o  simulate w r e  closely probable lunar surface EV ac t iv i t ies ,  
a heavy work load, followed by a l igh t  work load rather than a 
motionless s i t t i n g  condition. The t e s t  subject f e l t  quick 
dissipation of excess heat and remained confortably cool f o r  
the remainder of the t e s t .  
Preliminary Test No. 10 
A control ler  design modification was accomplished pr ior  t o  t h i s  
t e s t  giving the  system more sensi t ivi ty t o  r a t e  of mean body temperature 
change. The r e su l t s  axe sho7m by Figure 22. 
(1) This was the  most succc-ssful t e s t  t o  date from the  standgoint of 
t e s t  subject comfort durizg r e s t  and moderate working conditions. 
The t e s t  subject reported being very comfortable during the  en t i r e  
t e s t  with one exception. After ten  mim~tes of exercise at the 
high work r a t e ,  at which point the  control ler  was providing 
maximum f low through the  heat exchanger, he began t o  f e e l  as i f  
he were about t o  sweat. Reference t o  Figure 22 ~ o u l d  seem %o 
ver i fy  t ha t  at t ha t  point ,  94 minutes i n to  the  t e s t ,  t he  capacity 
of the  system was reached. Prior t o  that ffalve modulation had 
kept mean body temperature within 0.8O~ of the  control  s e t  point 
value, but at t h a t  point a f u l l  flow command was real ized and 
sustained. The treadmill  was stopped a t  the  ?lamed t h e  without 
s ignif icant  sweating having occurred. The I C G  l i n e r  was very 
l ightly moisture-laden at the  end of the  t ea t .  
(2) Immediately f~iLlowing cessation of w o r ~  at the  high r a t e  the  
subject reporttad fee l ing comfortablt and he contimed t o  f e e l  
comfortable u n t i l  the  t e s t  w a s  terminated. Skin t em~era ture  
began approaching the  s e t  point. 
(3) A t  the  ~ o f n t  h a t  macimum valve opening was ordered and sustainea 
(9 minutes) the t e s t  al;.);zct reported t k a t  the tre-11 room 
seemed qaite " sthl:ffyfr .  

Preliminary Test Fo. .- 11 
The object of Preliminary Test No. 11 was t o  (a) identify the 
t e s t  subject's metabolic rates associated ~ 5 t h  specified treadnil1 
speeds and inclinations t o  be used for  the quarter replicate t e s t  
series, (b) verify feasibi l i ty  of using a 9-sensor temperature sensor 
harness for  establishing average skin temperature independently from 
coai;rol system sensors, and, (c) veriFy the tsst protocol expected 
t o  be use3 Wing the f ina l  testing. 
Results are i l lustrated by Figure 23. The t e s t  subject's maximum 
work ra te  was 3464 ~tu/hr. The test subject was comfortable during the 
five minute res t  periods and for  about one-half of each five minutz 
work cycle. Be reported that he would liked t o  have had cclder water 
during the latter part of each f ive  micute work cycle. 
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FIGURE 23. PRELIMINARY TEST NO. 11 TEMPERATURE DATA 
Quarter Replicate and Final Manned Tests 
The f ive factors or experimental conditions which were investigeted 
i n  a f i n a l  t e s t  ser ies  and the i r  descriptions are  i l lus t ra ted  by 
Table 10. Two values of each factor were investigated, each value 
being arb i t ras i ly  assigned an identif ication of (+) or (-), yielding 
a 25 experiment, viz., there a re  25 combinations of factors at two 
levels of value. The values of the factors shown i n  Table 10 were 
chosen based upon preliminary manned t e s t s  conducted i n  the Eaanned 
Spacecraft Center Environmental Physiology Laboratory as pa r t  of t h i s  
research and were k i th in  ranges expected t o  provide satisfactory man- 
machine system performance. b e  objective of t h i s  r e s a r c h  was t o  
identify a combinetion of factor value levels  suitable for  further 
invest.igation plus any significant differences between overall  system 
performances using different  t e s t  subjects. Chapter VI, Methods, 
describes the experimental design approach. 
Eight one-hour manned tests were conducted with the experimental 
conditions shown by Table ll, followed by three additional one-hour 
t e s t s  indicated as t e s t s  number 9, 10, and 11. Tests 1 through 8 
were scored as shown by column 7. Performance graphs are shown by 
Figures 24 through 34 and i l l u s t r a t e  the work prof i le  followed. 
EXPERIMENT FACTORS AND LEWELS 
P 
(- 1 
C. Pate 
1 Sensor on thigh 
0.7 (Ear Temperature) 
+0. 3 (skin Temperature) 
Ircrw Gair,. Potentiometer 
Setting = 10.0 
Moderately low gain. 
Potentiometer setting 
= 5.0 
b 
1 
Factor 
7 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
J 
Description 
Test subdect 
Skin sensor mode 
Ear/Bkin temperature 
Weighting 
Proportional Signal 
Gain 
Rate Signal Gain 
A 
(+> 
E. Scott 
1 Sensor each on arm, 
chest, thigh, back. 
See Figure 6 .  
0.84 (Ear Temperature ) 
+O. 16 (skin Temperature) 
Medim Gain. Potentio- 
meter Setting = 5.0 
Moderately high gain. 
Potentiometer setting 
= 8.0 






T I M E ,  M INUTES 
TEST DATE: 7/11/10 
(RUN #2) 
FIGURE 29. QUARTER REPLICATE TEST DATA 
T I M E ,  M I N U T E S  
FIGURE 30. QUARTER REPLICATE TEST DATA 
TEST DATE: 9/15/70 
(RUN el) 
K 
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T I M E ,  M I N U T E S  
FIGURE 34. FINAL TEST DATA 
TEST DATE: 10/1/10 

Ecch score shown by Table l i s  the standard deviation i n  degrees 
Fahrenheit of mean body temperatures about the arithmetical mean for  
the t e s t  run. The lower the standrtrd deviation, the higher the "score". 
Total ear temperature r i s e  between the beginning of each t e s t  and the 
end of the first five minute r e s t  period and between the end of the 
f i r s t  and second res t  p e r i ~ d s  i s  included i n  Table12 f o r  comparison 
with t t e  scores. Discussion of resu l t s  appears i n  Chapter' VIII. 
Sample calculations are shown i n  Appendix 4. S t a t i s t i c a l  effects are 
tabulated by Table 13 f o r  the  main factors md the two factor interactions. 
TABLE 13 
EFFECTS OF MILIN FACTORS AND TWO-FACTOR ~ C T I O N S  
Ef'fects Factors, Interactions, 
and Aliases 
The r e l a t i ve  standings or contribution o f  the  main e f fec t s  A, B, C ,  D, 
and E a re  of l imited in t e r e s t  and w i l l  not be considered further .  What 
i s  of i n t e r e s t  a r e  the  interact ions having the  greatest  e f fec t  on system 
response. O f  those interact ions not involving the  crewmen di rect ly ,  BC 
and BD a re  the  two with the  greates t  e f fec t s ,  i . e . ,  the smallest absolute 
values, and a r e  used t o  complete the  design matrix. Two-way tab les  of 
in teract ion f o r  BC and BD yie ld  the  combination of levels  for  B, C and D 
which should provide the  bes t  system performance. 
INTEMCTION BC FOR MEAN BODY !EDPERATURE 
CRITERIA OF ANALYSIS 
t 
Factor B 
Skin Sensor Mode 
One sensor over femoral vein (-1 
One sensor each on back, arm, 
chest,  thigh 
(+) 
II 
Factor C 
E a r / ~ k i n  Temperature Weighting 
r 
0.7(Ear Temperature) 
+0.3(~kin ~enpera turda . l6 (Skin  
- 
0.48 
0.25 
r I 
0.84 ( ~ a r  ~emperature)  
~emperature)  
( + 
0.55 
1.13 
TABU 15 
INTEXACTION BD FOR MEXN BODY -URE 
TAB= 16 
INTERACTION SUMhARY FOR BC AM) BD 
Factor B 
Skin Sensor Mode 
One sensor over fenoral  
vein 
(9 1 
One sensor each on back, 
arm, chest, thigh 
(+> 
* 
J 
Fsctor D 
Proportional Signal Gain 
r 
10.0 (4 
0.52 
I 
I 
5.0 
(+> 
0.51 
1 
Table 11 shows two t e s t s  with the  combination of Table 16, i .e., t e s t s  3 
and 8. One had a high value of r a t e  s ignal  gain and oce a low value. 
Test 8 was reconducted using both t e s t  subjects since it represented 
the  Letter  overa l l  performance and the  r e su l t s  of these two t e s t s  are  
given by the  score colulmn f o r  t e s t s  9 and 10. 
An individually high score was also  achieved i n  t e s t  6 m d  t ha t  
t e a t  was rer'un as t e s t  11 using a new t e s t  subject. 
Comparisons of metabolic r a t e s  measured during the  last eleven 
t e s t s  a re  given by Table 17. 
TABLE 17 
COMPARISON OF METABOLIC RATES OF TEST SUBJECTS 
b 
t 
Test Subject 
C 
C. Pate 
L 
E. scott 
K. Dupree 
0 
Metabolic Rate, ~ t u / ~ r  
C 
95 Grade, 3.5 mph 
3002 
3645 
3144 
2956 
2898 
2298 
2226 
2362 
2896 
20 54 
2878 
A 
!?$ Grade, 2.0 mph 
1607 
2131 
1987 
967 
949 
1163 
1193 
1681 
947 
1768 
. 
1100 
VIII 
DISCUSSION 
Performance TJerification Test 
The control ler  was found t o  have negligible drift during 
s t a b i l i t y  t e s t s .  I n  ac tual  space operations a control ler  would be i n  
continuous use f o r  l e s s  than eight hours, and the  amplifier voltage drift 
fo r  t ha t  period of time would not be noticeable. Due t o  the feedback 
design, amplifier drif t  i s  automatically corrected for  and special  crew 
compensation is not required fo r  any drif t  which does occur. 
An error  of 1.24% compared t o  predictsd values wcss detected at the  
control ler  output, TP 17: d u i n g  the  Dynamic System Test. The error  
accumulated through the  control ler  following the  introduction of a. simu- 
l a t ed  temperature function at TP 1, TP2 and TP 3, TP 4. The errors  tend 
t o  cancel as  they pass through the  system and even the 8.62% er ror  at TP 20, 
whose signal  i s  summed with t h a t  of TP 13 t o  yie ld  the  output, TP 17, does 
not great ly  a f f ec t  the  output. 
Causes of the  er ror  at TP 20 a r e  thought t o  be the  Manual Input, 
which introduces a voltage in to  U1 i f  it i s  not calibrated, or  i f  it drifts,  
ar-d czccumulative er ror  cnused by using 1.M accuracy r e r i s t ~ r s .  The drift 
s t a b i l i t y  t e s t  showed thayI the  Manual Input could i n j e c t  a dr i f t  er ror  of 
0.026 v/hr at the  output (TP 17). Use of more accurate 0.1$ r e s i s to r s  
would improve performance a;-though there  have been no indications t h a t  
propagated e r ror  i s  a problem, I n  general, t he  performance observed 
during the  Performance V e ~ ~ v i c a t i o n  Test i s  considered quite  sat isfactory.  
Preliminary Manned Tests 
Preliminary Test No. 1 
The controller settirigs used fo r  t h i s  t e s t  were based upon resul ts  
of prev5crus experiments. Tbe t e s t  was completed i n  a satisfactory 
manner with all electronic equi~ment functioning properly. A l l  mechanical 
cornyorents functioned properly with one exception. The heat exchanger 
circulating pump drive motor muffler ( a i r  driven) -~ibrated off during 
the tes t .  The motor was adjacent t o  the t readni l l  and noisy. Tine 
m e d i a t e  drap i n  skin temperature i s  believed t o  be related t o  the  t e s t  
subject's change in  emotional s ln te  and a direct  r e su l t  of vasoconstric- 
tion. The period of time was so short that an increase i n  core temperature 
was not detectzd although the t e s t  subject f e l t  he had "wer heated" uurm 
the 40 seconds the pump w a s  turned off,  Based upon subjective comments 
an4 analysis of the data it was decided t o  increase controller sensi t ivi ty  
t o  change in mean body temperature s l igh t ly  and decrease sensi t ivi ty  t o  
r a t e  of change during the next tes t .  An excessive mount of oscil lat ion 
i n  controller output w a s  observed and not understood during t h i s  tes t .  
Preliminary Test No. 2 
Test resul ts  f o r  C. Dry looked very much l ike  those for  A. Bekend. 
The run was conducted completely "hands off" re la t ive  t o  cont roser  
settings and the t e s t  subject f e l t  comfortable the en t i re  time even 
though a defective amglifier caused a temporary i n t e m p t i ~ n  of cooling 
water and a r i s e  i n  skin temperature during the 3.5 mph exercise. Analysis 
of raw data suggested very l i t t l e  effect of the small changes i n  
controller settings and it began t o  appear that perhaps one set  of 
parameters could serve different t e s t  subjects. &bend and Dry 
were the same size and build and were both i n  excellent ccndithn. 
This fact, coupled with the relatively nodest levels of work which were 
involved, led t o  the conclusion that the systen had not really been 
tested regarding commonality of requirements. Oscillation of controller 
output was observed. 
Preliminam Test No. 3 
A more rigorous work routine was established for  t h i s  t e s t  compared 
t o  previous ones and a relatively unconditioned t e s t  subject was used t o  
exercise the system. The controller output did nut oscillate as it had 
during previous t e s t s  but the t e s t  subject f e l t  a requirement for  more 
cooling than he received. Moderate sweating took place. Mechanical 
and electr ical  anomalies d fec t ed  system aperation and the provisicn 
of adequate cooling during t h i s  t e s t ,  but the  problem of chilling a 
t e s t  subject during res t  a f ter  rigorous exercise was recoguized as a 
potential problez. 
Preliminasy Test No. 4 
The work routine and controller settings used for an untrained 
subject were repeated for  t h i s  tes t  using a trained subject. 
System response was generally better although the subject f e l t  
warm a t  the end of' the second work period and became chilled after work. 
The t e s t  subject had not worn an earmold with thermistor before and the 
variation i n  ear temperature shown by the t e s t  data i s  thought t o  be due 
i n  part t o  his  mwement and adjustment of the device during the tes t .  
It i s  interesting that  skin temperature rose significantly during bcth 
exercise periods during intervals of time when ear temperature was 
druppiq or was f a i r l y  steady. The t e s t  sabject seemed t o  be very 
efficient i n  removing body heat by opening the peripheral vascular bed. 
Preliminam Test No. 5 
I n  general, the pretest procedures were the most effective used to 
date. The results are graphically illusti-ated by Figure 17. Shortly 
af ter  the comm cap was domed, the recorded ear temperature began t o  
climb exponentially as the ear mold temperature stabilized. Skin 
temperature was stable a t  first, and then dropped af ter  room temperatwe 
water began cilculating through the ICG. 
According t o  t e s t  goals, the Preset was actlusted t o  give zero 
controller error signal when core temperature was 94.59 anti average 
skin temperature -ms 91.5'~. 
An t;rror was made i n  calculating the required Preset value, however, 
aad the system was nulled when the care temperature was 95.54% (35.3'~) 
ard skin temperature wt.s 91.n% (33.17°~). rhis  should have required 
(-0.62) (18) = -11.16 volts f o r  core and (0.1) (2) = 0.2 volts for  skin. 
Sc;mning gives -10.96 volts required at TP 10. From the Preset voltage 
curve t h i s  requires a setting of 7.15. The actual setting applied t o  
the controller was  7.24, a 1.s error From the sett ing calculated. It 
appears that the change i n  Preset was made emly  enough so that  the 
results were nct aPPected, and nulling the system at 95.54O~ and g l e n %  
yielded good results ( ~ i g u r e  17). Nulling a t  lower values would be 
expected t c  shift the t o t a l  re.spanse downward if the c a ~ a e i t y  of the 
LCG and cooling system were not overtaxed. 
The l.6'~ core temperature r i se  above baseline and 1 0 . 9 ~ ~  drop 
in skin temperature are comparable i n  magnitude t o  the values of other 
investigators for  comparable w ~ r k  levels but they are out of phase with 
the peaks reported by Webb. Webb drives skin temperature d m  much 
ear l ier  and experiences a peak rectal  temperature a t  about the time of 
work stoppage. For example   ebb e t  al, 1970), with the t e s t  subject 
working for  1 hour at 2400 Btu/hr., the peak-to-peak delta for  rectal  
temperature was about 2.5'~ with the maximum occurring at the point of 
work stoppage. Minimum skin temperature was achieved a t  the same time, 
0 
with a peak-to-peak difference of 8.1 F. Interestingly enough, af ter  
about twenty minutes of exercise, Webb ' s subject experienced a 1.   OF 
peak-to-peak difference i n  core temperature versils the 1 . 6 O ~  peak-to-peak 
difference during t h i s  test .  
Two anomaly-like trends are nuted i n  the skin temperature curve 
of Figure 17. A t  37.5 minutes into the t e s t ,  corresponding t o  the end 
of the work cycle, skin temperature seems t o  level out for  some 
unexplained reason, and then drops. I n  drawing the curve that  data 
p o i ~ t  was neglected. Again, a t  about 62.5 minutes, the same thing hap- 
pens but th i s  time it extends over a f i f teen  minute period time frame. 
A dotted curve has been added t o  show the expected trend. It i s  possible 
that  a skin thermistor came loose and due t o  t e s t  subject movement was 
intermittently i n  close skin contact. Note that  the anomalies occurred 
during a period when the valve was open full and were not associeted 
with similar variations of LCG water temperature, 
Preliminary Test No. 6 
During the previous t e s t ,  average skin temperature was lowered t o  
a m i n i m u m  value of 80.78'~ and ear temperature rose 0.4% before the 
valve fill open. For t h i s  t e s t  it was desired t o  l i m i t  the m i n i m  
average skin temperature t o  about 84% and t o  have the valve Full open 
a t  the rate  of ear temperature increase which occurred following onset 
of work during Preliminary Test No. 5. New ccre and skir temperature 
- weighting factors fo r  th i s  t e s t  gave a mean body tempel~ture, Tmb - 
0.81 T, + 0.19 T,. 
The t e s t  subject was cornfortable although he perspired l ight ly 
a t  the end of the work period a& a s  slightly cool la ter .  The valve 
did  close intermittently allowing skin temperature t o  r i se  as  the ear 
t enpera t re  peaked and started down. A l l  of the availb~ble rate  sensi- 
t i v i t y  was used, hawever: and it began t o  appear that  a design change 
might be required t o  increase the gain i n  the rate  circuit.  
Further study of skin sensor attachment techniques was ini t ia ted 
and the importance of avoiding overheating or cooling of t es t  subjects 
before a t e s t  began t o  be clear. 
The air-driven circulating pump did not have the capacity of the 
PLSS p q  and steps were ini t ia ted t o  obtain and in s t a l l  an electr ic  
drive. 
The short-sleeved LCG was identified as a potential cause of 
l o w  skin temperatures also. The arms are efficient heat transfer 
surfaces and cooling them would reduce the necessity for  such low body 
temperatures. Steps were therefore taken t o  obtain use of a long- 
sleeved ICG. 
Preliminary Test No. 7 
An i l lus t ra t ion  of i;be time required t o  stabilize earmold tempera- 
ture i s  presented by the results of t h i s  test .  Thirty minutes are 
required with the t e s t  subject wearing a communications cap. 
The si&ficant differences between pretest skin temperatures with 
the t e s t  subject i n  s t reet  clothes versus i n  the LCG and insulated gar- 
ment, could be due t o  the difference between the temperature of the 
biceps where the i n i t i a l  readings were made, and the average temperature 
of the four locatfons measured during the work period, or it could be due 
t o  the t e s t  subject's act2vity i n  the insulated garment. 
For t h i s  t e s t  a preset voltage was used so that  an ear and skin 
temperature of 94.5°~ and 91.5'~ respectively woald be nulled t o  zero. 
The subject had done some running before t h i s  t e s t ,  and, par t ly  because 
of that  and possibly due t o  other factors,  h i s  i n i t i a l ,  non-working ear 
temperature was about 96.49 versus a 94.5'3' ear temperat*zre before the 
previous t e s t .  Consequently, the controller,  from the very beginning, 
sensed an elevated body tenperature and attempted t o  lower it by 
conmanding full cooling as soon as it was activated. Some residual 
chil led x2ter existed i n  the heat exchanger from pretest  checkout, but 
chil led water circulation was not s tar ted through the .heat exchanger 
u n t i l  the t e s t  subject began t o  f e e l  a need for  additional cooling. 
A t  tha t  point circulation was star ted and the t e s t  subject was supplied 
with f u l l  cooling un t i l  the t e s t  was stopped. For the next. t e s t  it was 
proposed tha t  core and skin temperature be nulled while room temperature 
water was circulating through the ICG. 
It began t o  appeaz t h a t  the  r i ses  i n  skin temperature at the end 
of the heavy work periods i n  t h i s  and previous t e s t s  were associated 
with the rather steep r i s e  i n  ear  temperature a t  the same point and l igh t  
secretions of sweat. 
Preliminary Test No. 8 
A long-sleeved LCG and higher capacity water pump were used i n  
t h i s  t e s t .  During the first res t  period skin temperature ccmtinued t o  
drap prompting a reduction i n  proportional c i r cu i t  gain. The net effect  
of the change a t  74-$ minutes was t o  reduce system sensi t ivi ty  t o  the 
deviation of mean body temperature fron i t s  basellne and t o  leave 
unchanged sensitivLty t o  ra te  of mean body temperature change. ( ~ t  the
i n i t i a l  settings the re la t ive weighting of core and skin temperature, 
or mean body temperature, was ( 0 . n  Te + 0.29 T,) . This change appeared 
t o  cause the valve t o  begin modulating and ?kin temperature t o  level  out 
momentarily as shown by Figure 20 at 74* minutes. The drop i n  skin 
temperature a t  the onset of the second work period i s  of interest  since 
there i s  no increase i n  valve conanand. Similar trends can be seen i n  
other t e s t  resul ts  as well. The drop may be due t o  reduction of peri- 
pheral blood flow following onset of work as muscle requirements 
increase. 
The t e s t  subject commented t h a t  the "LCG f e l t  cooler when he 
pressed it from the outside." Poor contact between the t e s t  subject 's 
skin and garment was observed. 
Both the results  a d  t e s t  subjects? comments indicate that  the long- 
sleeved LCG and higher cooling water f l o w  ra te  resulted i n  a more effective 
system for  removing body heat. During previous t e s t s  the subject had 
reported being uncomfortably warm, and the K G  l i ne r  and h i s  skin were 
damp from perspiration following t e s t s  at t h i s  work rate .  During t h i s  
t e s t  the subject reported being "on the borderline of being uncomfortably 
? 
warm" during the second work period only. It i s  of interest  tk3t the 
LCG used had more tubing than the present Apollo garment; and does cot 
have a l i n e r ,  i . e . ,  the  tubes can be d i r e c t l y  i n  contact with skin.  The 
tubing appeared t o  be coated i n t e r n a l l y  with a deposit  of some s o r t  
which may have af fec ted  heat  t r a n s f e r  t o  son2 degree. 
The procedure of nullirig t h e  crewman's e a r  and skin temperature 
s ignals  a f t e r  exposing him t o  c i r cu la t ing  room temperature water (thyough 
the  LCG) j u s t  before beginning t h e  work cycle was sa t i s f sc to ry .  Core 
and sk in  temgerature a t  t h a t  point  were 94. 5OF and 91.60~, very close 
t o  t h e  94 .5 '~  and 9 1 . 5 9  combination which had been used as a p r e t e s t ,  
p rese t  n u l l  i n  previous t e s t s .  
During prc-iious t e s t s  i n  which only one work period was used, 
t h e  continued r i s e  of e a r  temperature a f t e r  t h e  t e s t  subject s a t  down, 
and t h e  continued e levat ion  of e a r  temperature above p r e t e s t  1evel.s f o r  
some time a f t e r  work s t ~ p a g e ,  caused f u l l  cooling t o  t ake  place f o r  
qui te  some time a f t e r  the  t e s t  subject  stoppeSl work and seated himself. 
Usually v i t h i n  f i v e  t o  t e n  minutes a f t e r  work stoppage t h e  t e s t  subjects  
f e l t  t h a t  they w m l d  l i k e  t o  reduce cooling even though e a r  temperature 
was s t i l l  at a peak and not showing any downward t rend.  This suggests 
a sk in  temperature-work r a t e  re la t ionship  f o r  comfort, independent of 
core temperature. 
Inspection of Figure 20 and Table 6 reveals  some f u r t h e r  i n t e r e s t -  
ing points .  It i s  obvious, at l e a s t  regarding t h i s  t e s t  subzect, t h a t  
the re  a re  f a c t o r s  other  than  sk in  temperature, which a f f e c t  comfort. 
Some l i g h t  pe r sp i ra t ion  may have occurred, f o r  example, and t h e  r e s u l t i n g  
"clammy" f e e l i n g  may have promoted a f e e l i n g  of s l i g h t  discomfort more 
than j u s t  temperature depression. 
Preliminary Test No. 9 
A t  t he  beginning of the  second work cycle,  94 minutes i n t o  the  
t e s t ,  there  was a reduc t io~ l  i n  e a r  temperature wit onset of work. 
The t e s t  subject was subcooled a t  t h e  beginning of work. and i+ appears 
t h a t  with the  start of esi:k, blood may have begun flowing through cer- 
t a i n  cold regions. Blood flow t o  t h e  e a r  canal obviously began a r r iv ing  
i n  a cooler s t a t e  than before work onset, and the re  was a f i ve  minute 
time l a g  before sk in  temperature began t o  see t h e  e f f e c t s  of increased 
surface flow. The t e s t  of May 27 (preliminary Test No. 8) reveals  
a similar drop i n  e a r  temperaturt? with onset of t h e  second work period, 
but t o  a much l e s s e r  degree (0 . l O ~  vs 0 . 6 @ ~ ) .  Skin temperature w a s  
88 .3 '~  p r i o r  t o  work onset during the  e a r l i e r  t e s t  vs 8 8 2 ' ~  during t h i s  
t e s t .  Ear temperature was 9 7 9  vs 96.1'3' during the  previous t e s t .  
During the  second work period valve command increases  with mean 
body temperature i n  a generally proport ional  manner. Analysis of r e s u l t s  
indicated a requirement f o r  f a s t e r  valve opening with onset of i n t e r n a l  
heating. A decision w a s  made t o  modify t h e  con t ro l l e r  t o  increase valve 
command s e n s i t i v i t y  t o  r a t e  of change of mean body temperature. 
Preliminary Test No. 10 
Tota l  system performa~ce was acceptable with valve ac t ion  
generally following change i n  mean body temperature and t h e  t e s t  
subject remained comfortable. Rioe i n  skin tenrpcr~5ure during exercise  
was observed, and a decision was made t o  inves t iga te  the  p o s s i b i l i t y  of 
providing lower temperatcre water t o  the  LCG i n l e t  manifold. 
Preliminary Test No. 11 
Temperature responses a r e  i l l u s t r a t e d  graphical ly  by Figure 23, The 
cont ro l le r  performed very well  and, despi te  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  Pate and 
Hansen a r e  very d i f fe ren t  with respect t o  t h e i r  l e v e l s  gf conditioning 
and physiological thermal control  responses, the  system performed I n  
an exceptional manner with t h e  same control  se t t ings  f o r  Pate t h a t  had 
proven successful f o r  Hansen. 
This was the  f i rs t  complete manned run using t h e  LN cooled heat 2 
exchanger with insulated l i n e s ,  and a need f o r  improving operational 
procedures became evident. During unmanned system checkout the  LCG 
water loop w a s  blocked by an i c e  plug at a loca t ion  i n  close proximity 
t o  an LN l i n e .  The water l i n e  was cleared before t h e  msrded run and 2 
start up procedures were changed so  t h a t  water passed through t h e  LCG 
loop during cool-down, and t h e  water bath cool-down r a t e  was slowed by 
t h r o t t l i n g  t h e  LN2. A net r e s u l t  of these procedures was a higher LCG 
i n l e t  water temperature at  the  beginning of the  manned run than was 
desired.  I n  t h e  present t e s t  r i g  design, i n l e t  water temperature i s  a 
function of LCG c u t l e t  water temperature, t h e  thermal capacity of the  
system, metabolic r a t e ,  valve pos i t ion ,  or how much flow i s  by-passed, 
and other  f ac to r s .  The minimum K G  i n l e t  water temperature observed on 
t h i s  manned run was 55 .4 '~  measulbed at t h e  LCG i n l e t  manifold. 
The t e s t  sub2ezt was not i n  good physical  condition f o r  t h i s  t e s t  
as evidenced by ra ther  profuse perspi ra t ion ,  h i s  comments a,nd t n e  ra ther  
high maximum e a r  temperature. He l o s t  1 kg of weight during t h e  60 
minutes of t e s t  time. Six t en ths  of a kilogram would have been con- 
sidered marginally high. H i s  rrmcimum work r a t e  w?s measured a t  3464 
~ t u / h r  f o r  11.2% grade and 3.5 mph. ( ~ u r i n g  6. previous c a l i b r a t j  on ruil, 
he was s t ressed  a t  a l e v e l  of 4229 E%u/hr under s imi lar  conditions.  ) 
Hansen's metabolic r a t e  was 1600 Btu/hr during one run under i d e n t i c a l  
conditions. The 1 .7 '~  spread on mean body temperature, though not 
excessive, was consjaered high. 
The t e s t  subject was comfortable during t h e  f i v e  minute r e s t  periods 
and f o r  about one ha l f  of each f i v e  ninute  work cycle. He reported t h &  
he would l i k e  t c  have had colder water during t h e  l a t t e r  p a r t  of each 
f i v e  minute work cycle. 
The s teep d r ~ p  i n  sk in  temperature during the  last f i v e  minute work 
period i s  of i n t e r e s t .  There i s  nothing t o  indica te  a f a i l u r e  of' sk in  
temperature sensing elemerlts o r  other  components, an5 tile LCG i c l e t  
water temperature was higher ur t he  average than during previous vork 
periods.  A s l i g h t  drop i n  ear temperature is a l s o  noted. It appears 
t h a t  t h e  t e s t  subject may have suffered a mamentary c i r c d a t i o n  problem 
on =ommencement of t h i s  work period. ( ~ e  commented during tne  rrevious 
one 'Lht due t o  f a t igue  he did not know whether he could continue, but 
he recovered adequately during t h e  rest period which followed.) If 
there were some c i rcula t ion d i f f i cu l t i e s ,  it would seem logical  t ha t  
peripheral vasozonst;rlction may have taken place t o  maintain the  blood 
supply t o  the  brain. Without an adequate flow of blood t o  the  skin, 
skin temperature would have dropped ra ther  quj-ckly i n  the presence of 
the cola LCG water. A s l i gh t ly  decreased swp ly  of biocd t o  t h e  head 
would account; f o r  the  drop i n  ear temperature as well,  or  since ear  
canal temperature is  influenced great ly  by skin temperahre, a general 
vasoconstri~otion may have accounted f u r  the  recorded drop i n  ear temper- 
ature.  If there wzre no c i rcula t ion d i f f i cu l t i e s ,  then the  physiological 
mechanism which p roq ted  the  apparent vasoconstriction i s  not understood. 
ECG's were not used oc t h i s  run due t o  the  low metabolic levels  observed 
previously with Hanszn, but they were used on al- t e s t  subjects thereaf ter .  
The 9-sensor skin temperature harness was operational only during the  
last half of the  test, but its trends are comparable t o  those of the  
average skin temperature used as part of the control ler  input signal. 
The displacement of the  two curves is  at l e a s t  pa r t l y  due t o  the f a c t  
that 3@ of the total nuzber of sensors i n  the  harness are  s i tuated on 
non-cooled skin areas, i .e. ,  hand, foot  and forehead. 
Quarter Replicate Tests 
The c r i t e r i a  for evaluating system performance evolved f'rom t e s t  
data analysis and comments f'rom t e s t  subjects. Tests which yielded 
the leas t  t e s t  subject fatigue a d  perspiration and most favorable 
comments were those with the f l a t t e s t  mean body temperature respcnse. 
These and other considerations led t o  tne decision t o  c--aluate t o t a l  
system response for  each quarter replicate and f i n a l  t e s t  according t o  
the variance of mean body temperature. Since comparisons usually are  
more easily made when the meas-e of variation i s  i n  the same units  of 
measurement as the data, the standard deviation, or square root of 
variance, is  presented by Table ll i n  the Results. 
Inspection of Table 11 reveals tha t  of the  first eight t e s t s ,  
vhlch correspond t o  the desired Quarter Replicate Test, Test No. 8 has 
the leas t  variation of mean body temperature and therefore the "highest" 
sccre. Referring t a  the section Quarter Replicate and Final Manned Tests 
i n  Chapter VI reveals tha t  Test Nos. 3, 6, and 8 were each the second 
of tva  t e s t s  cond~cted on the same day, and with the same t e s t  subject, 
i .e . ,  Test Nos. 2 and 3 used C. Pate; Test ~Jos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 used 
G. Scott. Of Pate's four t e s t s ,  Test No. 3 had the highest score. 
Test Nos. 6 and 8 yielded Scott 's highest scores. Pate had f u l l y  
recovered befor2 s t r s t ing  h is  secorrd t e s t ,  Test No. 3, but Scctt had 
not, as evidenced by the Rese-ts curves, Figures 28-31. 
The object i n  conducting the t es t s  i n  t h i s  manner was twofold. 
It was of interest  t o  see how the system wodd respond to  these different 
i n i t i a l  conditions. It w a s  also of interest  t o  see the results of the 
following sequence of actions: 
a, Identify the "best" controller parameters by applying the 
selected evaluation c r i t e r ia  t o  the Quarter Replicate Test 
results, 
b. Conduct a t e s t  with each t e s t  subject using the recommended 
controller parameters, and canpare the two scores with the 
prev20us Quarter Replicate scores. 
The difficulty i n  identifying "best" cambinations of parameters 
by studying the data above is i l lustrated by Table l2. Test No. 6 
yielded the leas t  increase in  ear temperature, i.e., there was a net 
reduction campas'ed t o  the initial ear t-erature, but skin tem.per%ure 
rose during the t es t ,  Other caqmrisons of data shown by Figwes 24-31 
leads t o  similar diff icul t ies  in  in?.erpretation. These diff icul t ies  
were reduced by the following technique (ax, 1960). 
The effects of the fac%ors for  the first eight t e s t s  were fomd 
by applying the signs of each column 02 %ble ll t o  the score column 
of !Fable ll. The results of this procedure are s h ~ n  by Table 13, Sosne 
cf the effects of main factors m e  comsed  with two factor interactions, 
e.g., A and ODE, but the relative effects of the main factors are not 
of interest  a t  t h i s  time. What i s  of interest  are the recommended 
levels of the main factors, exclusive of the t e s t  subjects, viz., the 
object i s  not t o  identify the "best" t e s t  subject, but rather the "best" 
controller settings. 
The two factor interactions shown by Table 13 are obtained by 
multiplyiv! c o 1 - i s  of Table ll together row-by-row in all combinations 
sad thcn applying the results t o  the column of scores as before. Three 
factor and higher interactions are not rea l i s t i c  for  t h i s  t e s t  and are 
neglected. 
Seven factors and interactions use all the degrees of freedm 
available, and subtracting the five main effects leaves two interactions 
capable of being considered. The interactions which include factor A, 
the t e s t  subject, are not of interest  as mentioned. Of the remaining 
interactions which are not corSued with main effects, BC and BD have 
the greatest effects, i.e., the lowest absolute values, corresponding 
t o  the least  variations i n  mean body ttmperature. Two-way tables of 
interactions BC and BD are shown by Tables 14 and 15. 
Table 7 1  shows t h a t  Test Nos. 1 snd 5 havs ( 0 )  values for factors 
B and C. The mean value of the scores lor  Test Nos. 1 and 5 i s  inserted 
i n  the (-)B, (-)C position of i;he two-way table shown by Table ll. 
The other values are obtained i n  the same nranner. The lowest value i n  
the two-way table corresy\onds t o  the combination of factor levels which 
provided the leas t  variation i n  mean body temperature. A summary of 
Tables 14 and 15 !s provided by Table 16 which shows that  the combina- 
t ions of levels of factors B, C, and ') which should provide the l eas t  
variation i n  mean body temperature for  bcth t e s t  subjects i s  (+)B, 
(-)c, and (-)D. There were insufficient  degrees of freedom t o  d r a w  
a similar conclusion about factor E. Inspection of Table ll revealed 
tha t  Test Nos. 3 and 8 used the recommended levels fo r  B, C, and D, 
and of the two ratings, Test No. 8 h ~ i i  'the higher. T e s t  No. 3 used 
(-)E and Test No. 8 use+ (+)E. It was decided t o  use the value i-!f E 
which had yislued the higher previous rat ing and t o  conduct Tests 9 and 
10 I'-.iing both t e s t  subjects as shown by Table ll. 
The score obtained by Scott as a resu l t  of Test No. 9 yielded a 
low v s i a t i o n  i n  mean body temperature, second only t o  Test No. 8. 
Pate's score result ing from Test No.1.O was his best one. Both t e s t  
subjects commented tha t  the combinati~n provided a comfortable t a p e r a t w e  
control. 
Scott's second best t e s t  run, Test No. 6, was repeated using a 
new t e s t  subject. The resul ts  a re  shown as Test No. ll resu l t s  i n  
Table ll. The combinatior did not prove nearly so satisfactory for  the 
new subject, but there were probably other factors at work. The t e s t  
subject ws not trained for the task and previous t e s t  resu l t s  have 
suggested tha t  this influences a test subject's thermal regulation response. 
Table 17 provides data t o  i l l u s t r a t e  =other dimension i n  the 
analysis of t e s t  results .  Metabolic rates measlrre2 c%iiLag each t es t  
showed considerable scat ter  i n  some cases. These differences occur as 
a resu l t  of m i a t i o n s  i n  measurement techniques and equipment and t e s t  
subject actions. For examplz, if  a t e s t  subject holds on t o  the 
treadmill cross-bas while walking, l e s s  ef2ort is  required, and a lower 
r a t e  i s  recorded. Due t o  the m i a t i o n s  in metabolic ra tes  observed 
fo r  single t e s t  subjects, even when all known t e s t  factors were held 
constant, it was decided t o  keep the treadmill grade and speeds fixed 
and l e t  metabolic r a t e  vary instead of trying t o  maintain fixed work 
rat5s by varying ;;readmill grade and speed. The controller was 
designed t o  adjust t o  variations in cooling requirements so it was 
not expected tha t  these differences, if  rea l ,  would affect  the final 
outcome. 
I n  s m a r y ,  t h i s  research f e u d  tha t  mean body t empera~~xe  can be 
sensed i n  a feedback control system, compared t o  a se t  point signal 
representing mean body temperature at re la t ive t h e m 1  neutrali ty,  and 
used as the actuating signal for  control of water temperature entering 
the astronaut's l iquid cooling v e n t .  Skin temperature i s  lowered t o  
a sufficient  degree and with the proper time phasing so tha t  mean body 
temperature, as sensed by the controller, i s  maintained essential ly 
constant. Subjectively, t e s t  subjects prefer t o  maintain a constant or 
s l ight ly  reduced index of s t ress  as yepresented by mean body temperature 
during work. 
Two t e s t  subjects with significantly different  physiological 
responses t o  work preferred the same controller set t ings md achieved 
the i r  best perforrriances wi th  those settings. Results obtaiced on 
repeated t e s t s  with the same and diffczent t e s t  subjects were consistent, 
but mort: tes t ing would be required t o  develop s t a t i s t i c a l  confidence 
i n  a "univexsal" se t  of controller gains. 
One fea twe  which wouli oe welcomed by a l l  t e s t  subjects inter-  
viewed i s  head cooling, and use of cooling hoods, such as those used 
by Webb (1966) and Shvartz (1970)~ should be investigated as  more 
effective temperature control systems become necessary. 
An interest ing fac t  which came t o  l i g h t  during the tes t ing i s  the 
lack of sensi t ivi ty  of the controller, re la t ive t o  i t s  proper operation, 
t o  what the t e s t  silb ject  wears o-~er  the ICG, i f  any-tining. Ek~ly i n  the 
tes t ing an insulated garment was worn over t'ne ICG and concern was 
exercised by controlling the ambient temperature t o  minimize heat loss 
or gain from the  environment., It was observed, however, tha t  the  
system functioned w c l l  without the outer garment. The controller 
senses core and skin temperatures. If there is heat leakage into  the 
system from the environment during a t e s t ,  raising cooling water 
temperature, mean body temperature tends t o  r i s e  causing more water t o  
be shunted through the heat exchanger i n  compensation. If net heat 
transport i s  i n  the other direction, e.g. ,  dsre t o  increased whole b a v  
convective transfer,  mean body temperature tends t o  drop, other factors 
being 'kc same, &nd less  command for  cooling results .  For demonstration 
of conceptual feasi-bilitjr nothing is  gained by using an outer i n s u l ~ t i n g  
gment.  and requiring clgse control 9f ambient temperature, and dispensing 
of these factors g r e a t v  simplifies experimentatior~. 
The experiment design by Box (1960), par t ia l ly  described i n  
Chapter VI, car, be used t o  minimize the amount of tes t ing rea.dred t o  
achieve specific goals, part icularly i n  experiments where large numbers 
of veziables are known t o  affect  systems' responses. Although the f'ull 
power of the technique was neither ne5ded nor involved i n  t h i s  reseaxch, 
it i s  c l e w  that  savings i n  resources can be mace i f  an experimental 
program i s  planned w e l l  i n  advance and uses the principles 2escribed 
by Box. 
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APPEHDrY 1 
MEAN BaDY CoEmICIEarS 
Scppose a test subject i s  required t o  exercise a t  a number crf wo* 
rates. Suppose also that his liquid cooling gsrment in le t  water 
tempersture i s  controlled so that he stores only the amount of heat, or 
less, shown by Waligora (Figme 1, 19678) during his act ivi ty period. 
The questions t o  be addressed w e  what i s  the relationship between core 
and average skin temperature during t h i s  period and can coef'ficients C 
aud D be determined such that  mean body temperature, Tm = C.- Tcore + 
I) ' T s e n ,  where C + D = 1. 
For the ranges t o  be examined a scatter diagram and regression l ine  
similar t o  that i l lustrated below is obtained: 
1) Let, Terne = Y 
( T ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~  = yp = Corresponding point on regression line. 
Tmn = X 
Then, the regressio~l ?ine i s  
2; y p = ? % + A  
3) Error, e = y - yp = y - (A + 
- 
4) Mean square error, = e 2 
Criteria for minimum mean square error: 
- - 
Solution of minimization criteria for B and A yields the following: 
8) then, 
where, 
x,y = Variables 
-- 
x,y = Means of vruriables 
From equat.ion (1) and the preceding discussicn, 
10) ( T ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~  = B0Tskln + A, and 
Tnen, 
b 
Yielding, 
Since, 
C - B'C = 1, and, 
-, 
C and D thus derived provide appropriate weighting of core and 
skin temperatures for determination of  mean body temperature 
during subsequent tests .  
APPEmDlX 2 
AIX;C&U!EIlrl COEFFICIENT IDENTIFICATION 
ALGORITHM CrnICIENT IDrnIFICATION 
Lete ,  T, T represent the  available variables and consider the  
problem of estimating the  variable by mems of a l i nea r  f'unction of the  
other two vasiables. If the  variable used t o  estimate i s  aenoted et , 
the  l inear  estimating f'unction may be expressed as: 
(1) 8' = Co + C1 T + Cg T 
where the C t s  a re  t o  be determined from available data. Geometrically, 
the  problem i s  one of finding the  equation of the  plane which best  f i t s ,  
in the  sense of l e a s t  squares, a s e t  of n pcints  i n  K+1 dimensions, 
where i n  t h i s  case K = 2. 
The problem i s  t o  f ind  the  s e t  of C ' s  t ha t  w i l l  minimize the  sum 
It is  more convenient t o  work with variables measured from t h e i r  
sample means, hence, l e t  
( 2 )  e = e - 8  
- (3) r = ~ - T  
- 
. (4) T = 5 ! - - T  
(5) et= et- @, ths 
(6) 6 - 8' = @ +  8 - ( +  8) = 0-0 '  
Rewriting equation (I-) ,  
r +  ('ii 0' = + % ~ 2 ;  
vhere the  a's could be expressed i n  terms of  6, %kc c t s  and the  Trs and 
- (T) ' s. However, minimizing x( @ - ' l2 i s  equivalent t o  minimizing 
r 2 ( 6 - 6 ) (re equation 6). Thus the  st s can be determined t o  minimize 
the  l a t t e r  which, using ( 7 ) ,  i s  wri t ten 
For the  f'unction t o  have a minimum, i t s  p m t i a l  derivatives must variish, 
hence the  a ' s  nust s a t i s fy  the  equations 
Differentiating (8) yields 
(10) 
Multiplying by 1/2, summing term by term and transposing the f i rs t  terms 
yields 
Since 2 ri =z ( T ~  - = 0, 
.- 
2 ('Ii = C ( T I ~  - (T)i = 0 ,  and? 
a l l  terms i n  ( l la)  except the first vanish; thus, a,= 0 ,  leaving (b) and 
(c) ,  which are reduced t o  
@'is the  conrmandedesired based upon instantanesus values 
of T and +. 
Referring t o  equation (I), 
i ous su'ustitutions Rewriting equations (12a) and (13a) with t he  obv, 
y ie lds  
from which a1 and a are  readi ly  obtained. 2 
APPENDIX 3 
C O N T R O m  BREADBOARD OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The breadboaml, or prototype, model of the 5iqaid Cooling Garnent 
Controller consists of tempera+ure sensjng bric-es, mpl i f iers ,  a 
differentiator, a owren+, %o air transducs. ,9L, amplifiers hove 
null balanci-n( i rcui ts  for stabifiz3tion and a range of gains fo r  
laboratory expGr3nen:,ation. A schr?m8tic i s  presected by Figwe k .  
Tkrmister Bridge Circuits and Power -ply 
Pcwer for  the thermister bridge circui t  is obtained frm negative 
and positive 15 v regulated power supplies and i s  f'urther conditioned 
by ZR1, q, R7 and Rg, unt i l  10 vdc i s  provided t o  each bridge. 
The temperature sensing circui t  i s  composed of two bridgzs, a 
core bridge and a skin bridge. Core b r i a e  output i s  designed t o  go 
positive if the astronaut s body temperature exceeds 93.6% and negative 
if it drops below 98.6°~. Skin bridge output is designed t o  go positive 
i f  the astronaut's skin temperatur~ exceeds 91.29 and negstive if it 
drops below 91-29,  i. e, tke core bridge is  designed t~ balance at 93.69 
and the skin bridge i s  designed t o  balance a t  91.2%. 
Bridge voltage cutput per degree C change is  iesigned io be approxi- 
mately the same for each bridge, ( 0 . ~ 4  v), a p s ~ h g  that  a l l  four of 
the skin thermistors sense the 1°c change. Referring t o  Figure 4, TR1 
(core sensing) i s  a single YSI bb0I.l themistor and % (skin sensing) 
i s  four of the same ti-&stors wired in series. Outputs from the bridges 
are applied t o  the bridge and summing amplifier circuits, 
Bridge and Swming Amplifier C i r c u i t s  
U5 and ~6 are high inpct impedance, stable, operational amplifiers 
used for  amplifyi~g the temperature seasing bridge outputs. Feedback 
controlling pdtentimeters R-35 end R-27 have been provided so t h a t  t5e 
gain of each amplifier can be adjusted between X5 and Xl5. Mdti-turn 
helipots with high resolution dials, O-lOOQ, were pmviCed for t h i s  
purpcse allowing gain selection withhi + - 1s accuracy. 
Potentiometers ~ 3 4  and ~ 4 4  are used t o  bslance the input impedvlce 
of each bridge aznplifier and minimize drift. Resistance values of 
each have been chosen so that the circui t  is balanced when the i r  dial 
readings axe the same as their  respective @n controls, R27 and 335. 
Outputs f h m  the bridge amplifiers are coupled through R20 and 
R21 into s.rmming amplifier ~ 4 .  U4 i s  a stable operational a m p l i f i e r  
whose output is a f h c t i o n  of the inputs through R20, R21, R22, and the 
gain sett ing pot Rl9. R19 has been selected sr? that wheE there is a pre- 
se t  input through R22,  gain may be selected From X6 t o  X9.33. 
2reset Input through R22 is  an offset adjustment t o  pezmit bridge 
outputs t o  be zeroed for each astronaut, assuming a l l  do not have body 
and skin te~~erbtures of 93.6- and 91.2- at ambient conditions. 
Negative and positive inputs are provided for  b o t ' ~  higher and lmr 
temperatures. This i s  accoqlished through a voltage divider consist* 
of R25, R26, ~ 4 5 ,  anil Wi2. Clockwise rotation of 1x26 provides a posi- 
tivz bias and counter clockwhe rotation provides a negative bias. 
Sumring Balance pot R24 minimizes drift and should be adj11ste;i so 
that 
Outputs from the summing amplifier ~4 are fed t o  the circuits of 
U1 and U2. U2 is -AS& as a differentiator. U 1  has the capability of 
X1 - X6 wit,h the present feedback/input resistance ratios. 
The outmt of IP- i s  applied t o  a s u m i n g  driver circuit ,  U3. U3 
sums the rate of temperature signal c-e From U2, and a manual override 
input from U1 plus a temperature proportional signal From U1. The 
manual input prov5des an astronaut override capability. 
U3 provides the drive current t o  power transistor Q,l and has unity 
gain between i t s  input and the enitter  of Q1. ZR4 limits the output of 
U3 t o  -l@irp and Dl clamps it t o  prevent a positive output. 
Q1 provides the power gain necessary t o  drive the current t o  air 
transd~icer TD1 (10 m a  t o  50 ma). Manual input i s  required t o  se t  the 
i n i t i a l  conditions of 10 milliamperes. Diode ZR3 protects the transducer 
from extreme currents by holding a 9 . 1 ~  maximum acrsss the l& co i l  
(170 ohms). 
Table 3-1 
EIXCTRICAL PARTS DATA LIST 
Identification 
Number 
R30 
R39 
R23 
R4 
R10 
m6 
R35 
R44 
=7 
R34 
R39 
~ 4 0  
R31 
R 3 2  
R36 
R29 
a33 
~ 4 3  
R37 
R29 
Pert Name 
Pot. Trim 
Pot. Trim 
ht. Trim 
Fbt. T r i m  
Fbt. Trim 
Pot. Trim 
Pot. 10 Turn 
Pot. 10 Turn 
m t  . 10 Turn 
Pot. 10 Turn 
Resistor 1 / 8 ~  
Resistor l/8w 
Resistor 1/& 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1/& 
Resistor l/%w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1/2w 
2esistor 1/2u 
R a t  ing-Remarks 
lOOK b u r n s  3052P 
100K Bourne 3052P 
lOK Bourns 3052P 
n 
5 W K  IRC ID150 
500K IRC HDl5O 
500K XRC HDl50 
500K IRC HDl5O 
4- 1% RN5SO IRC CEA T-0 
4-K 1$ KN'j50 IRC T-0 
4- I$ m550 IRC CEA T-o 
4- 1s R?1550 IRC CEA T-0 
2 4 9 ~  I$ RNj5D IEtC CEA T-0 
2 4 9 ~  1$ m55D IRC CEA T-0 
255K 1s RN55D IRC CEA-T-O 
255K 1T RIQSP IRC CEA-T-0 
2m 1/4 55 carbon 
27Q 1/4 5% carbon 
Identification Part Name 
C15 Capacitor 
R20 Resistor 1/4w 
R22 Resistor 1/4w 
R25 Resistor 1/4w 
R45 Resistor 1/4w 
VR2 Zener diode 
s1 Switch 
Rig Trim Pbt. 10T 
~ 2 4  Trim fit. 10T 
C17 Capacitor 
C11 Capacitor 
Cl3 Capacitor 
~ 1 4  Capacitor 
C12 Capacitor 
C10 Capacitor 
c3 Capacitor 
~4 Capacitor 
C5 Capacitor 
Table 3-2 
ELECTRICAL PARTS DATA LIST 
Rating-Remarks 
.033 5OV 10$ Aerovor ~ C 6 0 5 ~  102.1K 
-033 50V 10$ Aerovor ~ ~ 6 0 5 ~  1 2RK 
301m ~ ~ 6 0  BID IRC CTEB T-0 
3oioR RN60 B/D IRC-CEB T-o 
75cd2 ~160 BID IRC CEB T-0 
75a ~ ~ 6 0  BID IRC CEB T-0 
IN965B TI 15V 4OOMW 
Toggle C&K Components Inc. 7101 
25K IRC-H.9150 
2.5~ IRC 1311150 
.OM CRe-06 Aerovox MC51C103RK 
. Olmf ~ ~ 0 5 - 0 6  Aerovox MC51C103PK 
. O M  CRm-06 Aerovox MC51C103RK 
. Olmf CR05-06 Aerovox MC51C103RK 
. O M  CR05-06 Aerovox MC51C103RK 
. Olmrf C R O ~  -06 Aerovox MC51C103RK 
.0~CR05-06 Aerovox MC51C103RfC 
. O M  CR-5-06 Aerovox MC51C103FUC 
. O M  CR-5-06 Aerovox MC51C103R.K 
Table 3-3 
ELECTF.ICAL PARTS 3ATA LIST 
Identification 
Number 
Part Name Rating-Remarks 
:-7 
C-8 
c-3 
R-46 
R-49 
R-47 
R-48 
Dial 1 
Dial 2 
Dial 3 
Dial 4 
Integrated Circuit 
Integrated Circuit 
Integrated Circuit 
Integrated Circuit 
Integrated Circuit 
Integrated Circuit 
Capacitor 
Capacitor 
Capacitor 
Capacitor 
Resistor 1 /8w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1 / 8 w  
Resistor 1 / 8 w  
10T Dial 
10T D i a l  
10T D i a l  
10T Dial 
Fairchild ~6~7741393 
Fairchild ~6~7'741393 
Fairchild ~6~7741393 
Fhirchild 66~7741313 
Fairchild U5B7725333 
Fairchild U58T725333 
. O l m f  C~05-06 Aerovox MC51C 103RK 
. Olmf C~05-06 Aerovox MC51C 103RK 
. O l d  ~ ~ 0 5 - 0 6  Aerovox MC51C 103RK 
. O l d  ~ ~ 0 5 - 0 6  Aerovox MC51C lO3RK 
~ O K  1% 1 / 8 ~  IRC CEA- 
~ O K  1% 1 / 8 ~  IRC CEA- 
gO.gK 1% IRC CEA T-0 
9 . 9 K  1% IRC CEA T-0 
Amphenol 1370 
Amphenol 1370 
Amphenol 1370 
Amphenol 1370 
Iden t i f i ca t ion  
Number 
D i a l  5 
D i a l  6 
Dial 7 
D i a l  8 
D i a l  9 
D i a l  10 
ICSl 
ICS2 
1cs3 
I C S ~  
D i a l  11 
R54 
R55 
cig(c20) 
Part Name 
10T D i a l  
10T Dial 
10T D i a l  
10T D i a l  
10T D i a l  
10T D i a l  
Pot. 10T 
Socket I C  
Socket I C  
Socket I C  
Socket I C  
Socket I C  
Socket i C  
Pot. 10T 
Resistor 1 / 4 w  
Zenerdioae 
10T Dial 
Resistor 
Resistor 
Capacitor 
Table 3-4 
ELECTRICAL PARTS DATA LIST 
Rating-Remarks 
&phenol 1370 
Anphenol 1370 
Amphenol 1370 
Amphenol 1370 
Amphenol 1370 
Amphenol 1370 
Dual I n l i ne  Augat 314A61~ 
11 
5K IRC HD150 
40ZQ IRC RN~OB/D 1 / 4 w  
nVq61B 
Amphenol 1370 
270n 114w Carbon 5% 
27m 114w Carbon 55 
.Oolmf 
Table 3-5 
ELECTRICAL PARTS DATA LIST 
Identification Pwt Name 
Number 
Resistor 
Switch 
ResLst~r 
Resistor 
Capacitor 
Resistor 
Pot. 10T 
Resistor l/8w 
Resistor 1/4w 
Resistor 1/4w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1/4w 
Resistor 1/4w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Pot. 10T 
Pot. 10T 
Capacitors 
Capacitors 
Rat ing-Remarks 
- 
301a RN~oB/D IRC 
Toggle DPDT. 28, 1 amp 
10K RN55D IRC CEA-TO 
1K RN55D IRC CEA-TO 
1.hf Component Research Co. 
03FGlOS:'N 
10K IW55D IRC CEA-TO 
10K IRC HD150 
13.3K RN55D IRC CEB-TO 
75OQ RN~OB/D IRC CEB-TO 
75c62 RN~DB/D IRC CEB-TO 
10K RN55D IRC CEA-TO 
10K RN55D IRC CEA-TO 
10K l/l+w Carbon 5% 
2.5K RN~oB/D IRC-CEB-TO 
175K 
lOOK 
lOOK 
500K IRC HD-150 
500K IRC ID-150 
2-lmf 
2-5mf 
2-20d 
2-lmf 
2-5- 
2-20mf 
6 ea. 
6 ea, 
Identification Part Name 
Number 
- -  - - -- 
Dl Diode 
&1 Transistor 
ZP3 Diode 
B53 -%sister 
Tpl-Tpl7 
R2 1A Resistor 118~ 
Z R ~  Diode 
C21 Capacitor 
RSOC Resistor 
R ~ O C  = ~ 4 0  Resistor 
~ 4 1 ~  = ~ 4 1  Resistor 
R51C Resistor 
R52C Resistor 
R53c Resistor 
~ 5 4  Resistor 
Table 3-6 
ELEXTRICAL PARTS DPTA LIST 
Rating-Remarks 
- 
1 ~ 4 ~ 0 1  
~ ~ 4 2 3 4  
IN3788 
10m,1 watt Carbo~ 
Test Points 
604m RN55 IRC CEATO 
1r?15 8il 
. glmf Non-polar ized 
lOOK 
Identification Part Name 
Number 
TRl Thermistor 
TR2 Thermistor 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor l/8w 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 118.. 
Resistor 1/8w 
Resistor 1/2w 
Resistor 1/2w 
Zener Diode 
Zener Diode 
Capacitor 
Table 3-7 
EUCTRICAL PARTS DATA LIST 
Rat ing-Remarks 
4 ea YSI 44011 in series 
ea lOOK @ 250C 
1 ~ 9 6 8 ~  Motorola 
1 ~ 9 6 1 ~  Motorola 
. O W  ~~05-06 Aerovox 
MC51C103RK 
Table 3-8 
EL;ECTRICAL PARTS DATA LIST 
Identification Part Name Rat ing-Remarkg 
Number 
Transducer Model 69TA-2A Current to Air 
Transducer-Foxboro Co. 
Foxboro , Mass . 
Photo Diodes 14RL500 Motorola 

1, Thermistor Bridge Circuit Voltages 
Core Circuit: 
1) Zero output - 98.15"F (Figure 35) 
2) Output - 0.052 v / q  linear 
3) Sign at TP2 - (+) far tenperaturzs above 98.150~ ( ~ i g u r e  4) 
.Skin Circuit: 
1) Zero output - 91.22- (Figure 35) 
2) ~ut;!ut - 0. dl= V/OF linear 
3) Sign st T& - (+) for tenperatures above 91.229 ( F ~ W  4) 
2, Core C i r c u i t  Gain, Gc 
-I 
3. skin Circuit Gain, Gs 
Gs = Gc 
4. Sunming Circuit Gain (core), Gsc 
- R 1 9  + R50 + 15 = R l 9 C  + 18.01 Gsc - 
R20C 3.01 
= x6 - ~ 9 . 3 3 ,  range. 
FIGURE 35. CORE AND SKIN AMPLIFjER OUTPUT VOLTAGES 
VERSUS WATER 8ATH TEMPERATURE 
5. S m i n g  Circuit Gain (skin2 Gss 
= X 2  - X3 I, range. 
6. Rate circuit &in, % (Rate ~ n t )  
1 
c, = (Rl + ~ 4 2 1  (( 1 R51C + WX + 7 - t -  ! ;lo 
CIA C1B 
G~ = ~65.1 - X391, range. elo = volts/sec. GT 
7. Proportional Circuit Gain, G p  (lhte  iff) 
- Xl - ~ 6 ,  range. 
1C + 1w 
8. Core an6 Skin Chin Settings 
Supposcr it is d e ~ i r e d  to have the controller respond to  mean body 
temperature calculated f%m +he relation 
Hhat se+,tings of core and skqn gain are required? 
where, 
Ke10 = voltage measured a t  e10 proportional t o  change in mean 
body temperature 
ec = v ~ l t a g e  change a t  input of core signal amplifier, ~6 
es = voltage change a t  inpl~t of skin signal amplifier, U5 
Iterating, 
Gc = 15, Gs = 5 
Gsc = 6, Gss = 2, 
yields 
9. Core and Skin Ibtentiameter Settings 
The gain ranges  of both core and skin amplifiers are X5-XlS. 
For a desired core gain of X7.5, for example, 
Core win potentismeter setting = (&sired gain-Minimum gain) 
= 7.50 - 5.00 = 2.50. 
LO. Standard Devia+,ion, s 
1- 
i=1 
'iT = Mean value of mean body temperature 
X i =  i t h  value of mean body temperature. 
From Test Number 7, September 15, 1970: 
% Measured at 5.0 minute increments 
-
94.2 Mean Value. 
=IX 5 
TYPICAL SIMULATION F@SULTS 
APPENDIX 5 
TYPICAL SIMULATION RES'JLTS 
A NASA MSC computer program, Transient Metabolic Simulation - 
Program ~ 1 1 6 ,  was modified and used i n  t h i s  research. The basic 
program simulates the  heat t ransfer  within a man and the  t ransfer  between 
an astronaut and h i s  environment. The environmental mode used f o r  t h i s  
research w a s  "skited extravehicu1a.r act ivi ty."  The astronaut 's work 
prof i l e  and environmental data a re  program inputs. The transient-thermal 
properties of the  man and h i s  environment are calculated and the output 
is  printed a t  in tervals  selected by the  program user. The 9utpu-t describes 
the  react ion of the  astrorzadt t o  h i s   environment^'. conditions and the  
response of the  environment t o  the  astronaut. The analysis implemented 
i n  the program uses a 14-node concept t o  simulate the  man. 
One of the  program input pmameters i s  diverter  valve position, i. e. , 
high, medium and low flow through the  sublimator. For t h i s  research the  
program was  changed so t h a t  continuous modulation from the  lowest 
permissible flow t o  f'ull flow was simulated. A given work prof i l e  was 
described and the program was run. Heat storage i n  the  man i s  one program 
output. It was monitored i n  the  program and as it approached a specified 
amount, depending upon the  astronaut 's working lkvel ,  the  valve was 
made t o  open or close. Heat storage was kept within a tolerance band 
whose midpoint was a l inear  f'unction of working ra te .  The relat ionships 
we-e proposed by Waligora (1967a) as levels  of heat storage compatible 
with comfort. 
As  the  simulation progressed through the prescribed work prof i le ,  a 
regression analysis described i n  Appendix 1 was performed t o  ident i fy  
the  relat ionship between core temperature a d  skin temperature for  
comfortable working conditions. The regression l i n e  defined a setpoint 
mean body temperature and coefficients  t o  be applied t o  core tempera- 
tu re  and mean skin temperature fo r  determination of mean body temperature 
at any point i n  time. 
A second regression analysis was performed t o  ident i fy  the  relat ion- 
ships between the  diver ter  valve posi t ion re2uired t o  maintain thermal 
comfort, change i n  mean body temperature *om a setpoint ,  and time r a t e  
of change of mean body temperature from the  setpoint,  Typical values 
of the  coefficients  provided by the  program a r e  given i n  Chapter V. 
The values of the me:m boay temperature and valve command coefficients  
changed depending upm the  work p ro f i i e  used as a program input, but 
fo r  p rof i l es  sim-lar t o  those expected for  lunar surface a c t i v i t i e s ,  there  
was l i t t l e  change. 
Quanti t ies  derived from simulations of lunar surface a c t i v i t y  
were then used t o  verify f e a s i b i l i t y  of tne  proposed control ler  concept. 
The basic t rans ient  metabolic program was modified so t h a t  mean body 
temperature was calculated at prescribed in tervals  of time during the  
simulated extravehicular ac t iv i t i es .  The diver ter  valve was required 
t o  respond t o  changes i n  mean body temperature according t o  the  control 
algorithm given by Chapter V. LCG i n l e t  and ou t le t  water temperatures, 
core and skin temperatures, heat storage and valve posi t ion were program 
autputs. C r i t e r i a  f o r  a successful test run included whether heet s torage 
had stayed within t h e  desired tolerance band f o r  each work r a t e ,  and t h e  
core temperature r i s e .  
S h ~ r l a t i o n  rims were e s s e n t i a l  f o r  t h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of reasonable 
algorithm coefTicient values and demonstrated con t ro l l e r  f e a s i b i l i t y  from 
a t h e o r e t i c a l  point of view. Typical computer p r in tou t s  ar2 i l l u s t r a t e d  
by Figures 36 - 40. 
TIME IN MINUTES 
FIGURE 35. ASTRONAUT WORK PROFILE USED AS INPUT TO 
GARMENT CONTROLLER COMPUTER SlMU LATION 
TIME IN MINUTES 
FIGURE 37. VALVE RESPONSE COMMANDED BY 
SIMULATED GARMENT CONTROLLER 
TIME IN MINUTES 
--- INLET 
OUTLET 
FIGURE 38. LIQUID COOLING GARMENT INLET AKD OUTLET 
WATER TEMPERATURES PRWIDED BY 
CONTROLLER COMPUTER SIMULATION 
TIME IN MINUTES 
F I G G ~ E  39. ASTRONAUT CORE AND MEAN SKIN TEMPERATURES 
PROVIDED Bv CONTROLLER COMPUTER SIMULATION 
TIME IN MINUTES 
FIGURE 40. ASTRONAUT HEAT STORAGE PROVIDED 
BY CONTROLLER COMPUTER SIMULATION 
A P P E H D ~ ~  6 
PROCEDURES FOR PRELmmm l4Amm TESTS 
Preliminary Test No. 1 
Test h%e :  2, 1970 
LocatLon: MSC Environmental Physiology Laboratory 
Test Subject: A. Behren 
Pest Objectives: 
1. VeriQ t e s t  procedures. 
2. Provide well-trained t e s t  subject temperature data as measure 
of controller performance. 
Tes t  Procedures: 
1. Power supplies, recorders, and c o n t r ~ l l e r  were energized 
subsequent t o  Preliminary Adjustments. 
2. Test subject inserted ear probe. The four controller skin 
sensors were attached t o  his upper lef t  chest. ECG electrodes were 
attached. 
3. Test subject domed short sleeved LCG, insulated garment, 
and gym shoes. 
4. Test subject was seated i n  chair on treadmill. 
5. Initial System Tests were c q l e t e d .  The following controller 
settings were made: 
Rate I&: 5.52 
Rate D i f f :  9.40 
Core : 10.00 
Skin: 0.00 
6.  Turned on cooling water circulation pumps. 
7. Connected skin and core temperature sensor leads t o  controller, 
Test subject donned wool cap. 
8. Preset Input was adjusted t o  zero voltage a t  TP 10. 
9. Manual Input w a s  adjusted t o  yield an incipient valve opening 
condition. 
10. Recorder was started, 
11. LCG was  connected t o  f luid system breadboard. 
12. Preset Input was adjusted t o  zero TP 10 voltage. Manual Input 
was adjusted t o  y5eld an incipient valve opening cmdition. 
13. Test subject stood up and t rea&ll  was started. Treadmill 
speed was 2.0 mph with zero grade. 
14, Treadmill speed was increased t o  3.5 aph. 
15. Treadmill was stopped. Test subject sat  down on chair placed 
on treadmill. 
1 6  Test subject was disconnected from cooling water. Controller 
was deenergized and t e s t  subject Zisconnected. 
Preliminary Test No. 2 
Test Date: March 23, 1970 
Locetion: MSC Environmental Physiology Laboratory 
Test Subject: C. Dry 
Test 0b.iectives: 
1. Verify t e s t  procedures. 
2. Prcvide well-trained t e s t  subject tenperatwe data as measure 
of controller performance, 
3. Study valve response t o  changes i n  controller settings. 
Test Procedures: 
Procedures were the same as Preliminary Test No, 1 through Step 
No. 13 with one exception. Controller settingswere as follows: 
Rate In t  : 3-68 
RateDiff: 8.91 
Core : 10.00 
Skin: 0.00 
14, Treadmill speed was increased t o  3.5 mph, 
15. Treadmill was stupped. Test subject sat  down on chair placed 
on treadmill. 
16. Changing of breadboard controls at intervals was ini t ia ted 
and valve action was observed, 
17. Test subject was disconnected. Zrom cooling water. Controller 
was deenergized and t e s t  subject discoimected. 
Preliminary Test No. 3 
Test Date : Apri l  16, 1970 
Location: MSC Environment &l Physiology Laboratory 
Test Subject: J. Waligora 
Test Object' ~ves: 
1. Verify test procedures. 
2. Provide t e s t  subject temperature data from reli2tive1,.y' untrained 
t e s t  subject for  study of controller performance. 
Test "Yrocedures: 
1. Power supplies, recorders, and controller were energized 
subsequent t o  Preliminary Adjustments. I n i t i a l  Systems Test was conducted. 
2. The four c ~ n t r o l l e r  skin sensors were attached t o  t e s t  subject's 
r ight  biceps, upper chest, thigh, and shoulder. ECG electrodes were 
attached. Ear probe was inserted. 
3. Test subject donned short sleeveC LCG, insulated garment and 
gim shoes. 
4. Test subject was seated i n  chair on treadmill. Wool cap was 
donned. 
5. Recorder zeros and sens i t iv i t ies  were zhecked. The following 
controller set t ings were used: 
Rate In t :  7.57 
Rate D i f  f : 6.80 
Core : 10.0 
Skin: 0.0 
6. Test subject stood and treadmill tras started: 3.5 mph, zero 
grade. 
7. Began experiencing cooling water control problem. 
8. Stopped treadmill. Test subject sa t  dovn on chair placed on 
treadmill. 
9. Test subject stood and treadmill was started: 3.7 mph, 
14' incline. 
10. Water circulating pump was shut off fo r  three minutes t o  
tighten se t  screws on motor drive shoft, 
11. Treadmill was stopped. Test subject sa t  down on chair placed 
on treadrcill. 
12. Test subject was disconnected from cooling water. Controller 
was deenergized and t e s t  subject disconnected. 
Preliminary Test No. 4 
Test Date: April 21, 1970 
Location: MSC Envi~*onmental Physiology Laboratory 
Test Subject: J. Hansen 
Test Objectives: 
1. Verify t e s t  procedures. 
2. Provide well-trained t e s t  subject temperature data for  study 
of controller performance. 
3. Collect oral  temperature data fo r  comparison t o  ear temperature 
data. 
Test Procedures : 
1. Power supplies, recorders, and co~ i t ro l l e r  were energized 
subsequent t o  Preliminary Adjustments . 
2. The four controller skin sensoys were attached t o  the t e s t  
subject's r ight  biceps, upper chest, thigh, md shoulder. ECG electrodes 
were attached. 
3. Test subject donned short sleeved LCG, insulated garment 
trousers, and gym shoes. 
4. Test subject was seated i n  c k i r  on treadmill. 
5. Ear probe was inserted. 
6. Test scbject donned cap. 
7. Test subject donned insulated j a r h i .  
8. Began circulating cooling water. 
9. I n i t i a l  System Tests were completed. Reccrder zeros and 
sensi t ivi t ies  were checked. The fol lming controller settings were 
1 
used: 
Rate In t  : 7.57 
Rate Diff: 6.80 
Core : 10.00 
Skin : 0.00 
Pre- set  : 4.065 
10. Test subject stood and treadmill was started: 3.5 mph, 
o0 incline. 
11. Stopped treadmill. Test subject was seated on chair placed 
on treadmill. 
12. Test su'oject stood and treadmill was started: 3.98 mph, 
14% grade. 
13. Treadmill was stopped. Test s u b j e t  sa t  d(\.nn on chair placed 
on treadmill. 
14. Test subject was disconnected from cooling water. Contrcller 
was deenergized and t e s t  subject disconnected. 
Preliminary Test No. 5 
Test Date : ~?rii 23, 1 9 0  
Locatio. : 
- - 
MSC Envir@nmental Physiology Laboratory 
Y e s t  Subject: 
- 
J. Haasen 
Test Objectives: 
I. Irivestigate new controller se3tings derised t o  bring t e s t  
sub jx t  skin temperatum back t o  pre-test level sooner. 
2 .  Investigate -zse of astrowcl-i; comm.lication cap instead of 
wool knit cap. 
3. Determine effects on systzn response of presetting controller 
t o  have a setpoint mean body t e ~ r a t u r e  eqvivalent t o  an ear temperature 
of 94-59 and average ek2s te-irature of 91.5%. 
4. Collect ora? t e ~ t r a t w e s   an^ ear temperatures zezswed with 
c Barnes Engineering Co. ,%!3 Infrared Thermometer ?or ccmparison w i t h  
ear zsnal control temperatures ~ a s u r e d  by themistors. 
Test Procedures: 
1, Powes suppliza, recorders, and controller we,= e~ergized 
subseqi~~ilt  t o  Preliminax-J A3 justments, 
2. Th-2 four controller skin sex.sors were ~ttached as stawn by 
Figure 6. ECG electrodes were a$tache3. 
3. Test subject domed short sleeve",G, instilated garment, end 
gym shoes. 
4. Test subject was seated i n  chair placed on treadmill. He 
inserted the ear probe and 2onned a comm cap. Core and  ski^ sensor 
leads were attached t o  controller. 
5. Room temperature water was started circulating thro*@ the 
5. Water was started circulating through the heat exchgnger loop. 
7. Controller settings were as follows: 
Rate Int: 3 . a  
Core : 10 .0  
Skin: 0.00 
Preset 111put: 5.58 
Iknual Input: 4.065 
8. The t e r t  sub,ject stood up and the treadmill was  started: 
3-85 mph, 14s grade. 
9. Preset Input was changed t o  null  voltage at !IT 10. Dial 
reading was 7.24. 
10. T r e a w l l  was stap3ed. Test subfect sat d c m  on chair placed 
11. Test subject was discom~ctee  frm cooling water. Ccntrcller 
was deenergized and t e s t  subject disconnected. 
Prelimimy Test NO, 6 
Test Date: WY 7, 19'70 
Location: MSC Environmental Physiology 1-aboratory 
Test Subject: J. Hansen 
Test Okjectives: 
I. Gbtain temperature data using new proportionsl  an^ rate gains 
and core/temperature weighting factors. 
2, Study effects of presetting controller t o  have a null  signal 
equivalent t o  an ear temperature of 94.5% and average skin temperature 
of 91,5°~. 
Test Procedures: 
Steps 1 through 5 were identical t o  those of Preliminary Test No, 5. 
6. Room temperature water wrr, started circulating through the LCG, 
7. Water was started circulating through the heat exchanger loop. 
8. Controller settirigs were as fol ims:  
Rate Inti : 10.0 
Rate Diff: 0.0 
Core : 4.05 
Skin: 6.45 
Preset f ~ u t :  6.97 
m u d  Input: 4.065 
9. The test  subject stood up and the treadmill was s t a r t e d :  
3-75 q h ,  14% grade 
10. Treadmill was stopped. Test subject sat down in  chair placed 
on treadmill. 
11. Tesi; subject was disconnected fran cooling water. Controller 
was deenergized and test  subject disconnected. 
Preliminary Test Ro. 7 
Test Date: 21, 1970 
Locat ion: MSC Environmental Physiology Laboratory 
Test Subject: J. Hmsen 
-
Test Objectives: 
1, Collect temperature data with core and skin gains se t  so that  mean 
body temperature, !I* = 0.81 Te + 0.19 T,. Other controller set%ings were 
- 
the sane as Preliminary Test No. 6. 
2. Collect core and skin temperatwe data from t e s t  subject before 
donning cml i rg  and insulating gazents. 
T e s t  Procedures: 
1. Power supplies, recorders, and controller were energized subsequent 
t o  Preliminary Adjustments . 
2. The t e s t  subject entered the treadmill mom, sa t  dom, inserted 
his  ear probe, donned a corm cap, took off his shirt and had the four skin 
sensors attached t o  his l e f t  biceps with tape, He sat q d e t l y  for t h i r t y  
-r;ltes while ear and skin temperature data were collected. The t e s t  subject 
covered the skin sensars with his f'ree hand twice and pressed them firmly 
into h i s  skin. Tenperatwe spikes which resulted can be seen in Figure 13. 
3. Controller was de-energized and sensor leads disconnected. Test 
subject went t o  dressing room, removed skin sensors, replaced them on right 
biceps, upper chest, thigh and shoulder, donned ICd and hmrlated garment, 
and returned t o  the treadmill room where he was allowed t o  s i t  down. 
4. Room temperature water was started circulating through the LCG. 
In  compliance with  t e s t  goals the Preset voltage xas set  t o  nul l  a 94.5'~ 
ear temperature and a 91.5' skin temperature. The Preset an3 other 
potentiometer set t ings were as follows: 
Core: 4.05 
Skin: 1.45 
sum: 0.0 
Rate Int: 10.0 
Rate D i f f :  0.0 
Manual: 4.065 
Beset :  6.97 
5. The t e s t  subject stood u:) it2d the treadmiil was star ted (3.75 
rqph, 14% grade). Chilled w a t ~ ~  circulation through the heat exchanger was 
in i t ia ted  four minutes after the treadmill was started. Comments were 
requested f'rom the t e s t  subject periodically re la t ive  t o  his comfort and 
were recorded. 
6. Treadmill was stopped and t e s t  subject was allowed t o  s i t  down. 
7. Test subject was disconnected from cocling water. Controller was 
Je-energized and t e s t  subject disconnected. 
Preliminary Test Nu. 
Test Date: May 27, 19'70 
Location: MX Environmental Physiology Iaboratory 
Test Subject: J. Htt+:sen 
Test Objectives: 
1. Use long-sleeved K G  and new hi:.:?.er capacity U G  water pump 
drive and compare system performance ar,d t e s t  subject comfort t o  previous 
t e s t  results .  
2. Null system just prior t o  s tar t ing treadmill and campaxe system 
a d  t e s t  subject response t o  previous tes t s .  
Test Procedures: 
1. Power supplies, recorders, and controller were energized sub- 
sequent t o  Preliminary Adjustments. 
2. The t e s t  subject inserted h i s  ear probe with the sensor extended 
fasther than it had been during previous t e s t s ,  the  object being t o  sense a 
higher core temperature, possibly l e s s  affe2ted by skin temperature. He 
removed h i s  s h i r t ,  had the four skin sensors attazhed with tape t o  h i s  
r ight  biceps, upper chest, thigh and shoulder, and walked t o  the treadmill 
room and sat down. The extended ear probe was causing some pain clr:d was 
withdrawn t o  the same position used during previous tes t s .  The subject 
sat  s t i l l  for f ive  minutes and then was instructed t o  don the EG, insulated 
gamient and f inal ly  the comm cap. Data collected during t h i s  period is  
i l lus t ra ted  by the first 10-$ minutes of t e s t  time plotted on Figure 20. 
3. A t  t h i s  point i n  time, 10$ minutes into the t e s t ,  room tempera- 
ture  water circulation was started through the LCG. This was continued, 
with the subject remaining seated, for about 8$ minutes at which time air 
was supplied t o  the control valve. Just  prior t o  activating the valve 
the  ear and skin temperature signals were nulled out. Temperature a t  tha t  
time 94.46'~ (ear) and 91.6°~ (skin). 
4. A t  24 minutes Lnto the t e s t  the treadmill was started. Grade 
was 14% and treadmill speed was 3.7 mph. The controller operated "hands 
off1' and exercise continued for  21$ minutes. A t  the end of tha t  period the 
treadmill was stopped and the t e s t  subject sat down. 
5. I n i t i a l  controller set t ings were as follows: 
Core: 4.05 
Skin: 6.45 
Sum: 0.0 
Rate Int: 10.0 
Rate Diff: 0.0 
Manual: 4 - 6 5  
Reset :  6.97 
6. A t  74s minutes into  the t e s t  the Rate D i f f  se t t ing was changed 
from 0.0 t o  5.0 reducing the proportional signal gain. 
7. Exercise was continued fo r  23 minutes, the treadmill was stopped, 
and the t e s t  subject was instructed t~ s i t  down u n t i l  the end of the t e s t ,  
33 minutes la ter .  
Preliminary Test No. 9 
Test Date: June 2,  1970 
Locat ion: MSC Environmental Physiology Laboratory 
Test Subject: J. Hansen 
Test Objectives: 
1. Study the e f fec t s  of increasing the  r e l a t i ve  weighting of mean 
body temperature r a t e  of change signal  by decreasing the  gain of the  mean 
body temperature signal. Compare r e su l t s  t o  t e s t  o f  May 27. 
2. Study effects  of increasing skin temperature s ignal  gain follow- 
ing the  f i rs t  work period. After the  second moderately heavy work period, 
reduce treadmill  speed t o  1.0 mph and study the  ef fect  on t e s t  subject 
recovery and comfort. 
Test Procedmes: 
1. Power supplies, recorders and control ler  were energized sub- 
sequent t o  the  Preliminmy Adjt.stments. 
2. The test subject inserted h i s  ear probe, removed h i s  s h i r t ,  had 
the  four skin sensors attached with tape t o  h i s  r i g h t  biceps, upper chest, 
thigh, and shoulder and sat down i n  the  treadmill  room. Data collected 
during t h i s  period i s  i l l u s t r a t ed  by the  first  15 minutes of t e s t  time 
plot ted  on Figure 21. 
3. Fif teen minutes i n to  the t e s t ,  the  t e s t  subject removed h i s  
t rousers  and donned the  lXG. A dip i n  skin temperature due t o  his disrobing 
and Conping -che LCG containing l ab  ambient water r'.! i t s  tubing i s  revealed 
by Figure 21. Room temperature m t e ~  was c i r cu la ted  through t h e  KC; f o r  
about 14 m i m t e s  u n t i l  core and skin temperature had s tab i l ized  f a i r l j  
well. A t  t h i s  point ,  core and skin s i g n ~ t l s  were nulled,  t h e  v d v e  con- 
t r o l l e r  was ac t iva te3 ,  t h e  t e s t  subject  rose and took h i s  pos i t ion  on t h e  
t readmil l ,  and the  t r e a a i l l  was s t a r t e d  (3.7 mph, 14%). The con t ro l l e r  
was op-rated "hands off" and exercise  continued f o r  22-314 minutes. A t  t he  
end of t h a t  period, the  t r eadmi l l  was stopped and t h e  t e s t  subject  sat down. 
\ 
4. I n i t i a l  con t ro l l e r  s e t t i n g s  were as follows: 
Core: 4.05 
Skin: 6.45 
sum: 0.0 
Rate In t :  10.0 
Rate D i f f :  10.0 
Manual : 4.66 
B e s e t :  6.70 
Just p r i o r  t o  t h e  second work period, the  con t ro l l e r  s e t t i n g  f o r  skin gain 
was changed t o  10.0 (X 15.0). All other  se t t ings  were l e f t  unchanged. 
5. Eighty-eight minutes i n t o  t h e  t e s t ,  t he  con t ro l l e r  s e t t i n g  f o r  
skin gain was ra i sed  t o  10.0 (X 15.0). Tnis changed t h e  r e l a t i v e  weighting 
of core and skin temperature, or mcnn body temperature, f'rom 0.70 Tc + 
0.30 Ts t o  0.64 Tc + 0.36 Ts. The e f f e c t  of the  change upon con t ro l l e r  
input can be seen as a reduction i n  command f o r  cooling i n  Figare 21. 
(see s tep  reduction i n  mean body temperature.) 
Preliminmy Test No. 10 
Test Date: 
Location: MSC Environmental Physiology Laboratory 
Test Subject: J. Hansen 
Test Objectives: 
Verify the  changes i n  controi ler  response due t o  a design modification. 
Controller design was changed t o  allow greater sens i t iv i ty  t o  variat ions 
i n  mean body temperature. (capacitors C1A and C1B were added i n  pa ra l l e l  
t o  Capacitor C 1 ,  Figure 4. ' 
Test Bocedures: 
- 
1, The t e s t  subject inserted h i s  ear  probe, d iu rob~d  and donned a 
bathing s u i t  and had four skin temperature sensors attached t o  h i s  r igh t  
thigh, abdomen, biceps and shoulder. He then donned a new A ~ L  CG and 
sat down i n  the  treadmill  room. Ear and skin sensor connections were made 
t o  the control ler ,  the  t e s t  subject donned a comm cap and at 9.67 minutes 
i n to  the t e s t ,  cooling water circulat ion was commenced and the voltage a t  
TP 10 was nulled. Sensi t iv i ty  t o  changes i n  mean body temperaJbure was 
s e t  1-112 times higher than was possible with the  previous design. The t e s t  
subject rose from h i s  s i t t i n g  positfon 23.6 minutes irito the  t e s t  and the  
treadmill  was s tar ted  (3.7 mph, 0'). Exercise: continued for  14-112 minutes. 
The control ler  was operated "hands off" a t  these values fo r  67.4 minutes 
u n t i l  the t e s t  ended. 
2. I n i t i a l  con t ro l l e r  s e t t i n g s  were as follows: 
Core: 4.05 
Skin: 6.46 
Sum: 0.0 
R a t e I n t :  4.0 
Rate D i f f :  10.0 
Manual : 4.1 
Preset:  6.75 
Prior  t o  the  second work period, t h e  cont ro l le r  s e t t i n g  f o r  r a t e  serisi t i-  
v i t y   ate 1nt )  was changed t o  5.0. A l l  other s e t t i n g s  were left 
unchanged. 
?relidnary Test NO. 11 
Test Date: Acgust 20, 1970 
Location: MSC Environmental Pfqrsiology Laboratory 
Test Subject : Charles Pate 
Test Objectives: 
I ,  Ver i e  test subject's metabolic rates associated with speci- 
f i ed  treadmill speeds inclinction angles. 
2. Verify feasibil i ty of us- +sensor temperature sensor harness 
for establisPihg average skic tcmperstlne independently f ram control 
system sensors. 
3 .  Perfcrm work profile proposed for  s t a t i s t i ca l  series t o  veriFy 
proto-01 and ide,?tify pote&ial problem areas. 
Test Procedures: 
. Test subject inserted ear probe upan arrival at laboratory t o  
redwe wait ing time required for  thermal stabili-ation. 
2. Water zirculs;tion was started through the heat exchanger t o  
keep water loop from freezing during cool-awl, A i r  circulation was 
s ta r ted  i n  the treadmill room t o  meintain labL .-at04 ambient cmditions. 
3. Controller skin .r?nsors (4) were attached t c  the t e s t  subject 
as ;ham by Figure 6.  
4, Harness ;.in sensors (9) were attached t c  the t e s t  subject at 
the following locations: 
A. Back 
b. Groin 
c. Right Lzper chest 
d. Over right femcral artery 
e. Calf 
f. Forehead 
g. Right biceps 
h. Right instep 
i. Hand 
5, The t e s t  subject donxied the I C G  taking care t o  leave the 
temperature senscrs undisturbed, entered the treadmill rom and sat  
6am. 
f 
o. Ear and skin sensor leads werz connec+,ed t o  the controller 
and recorder. 
7. Tlx test subject domed his cam cag and he stood and the 
treadmill w a s  started when his ear temperature began t o  stabilize. 
8. All controller settings were identical. t o  those used erring 
the previous Jens Fsnsen tes t .  Settings were as fo2low~;: 
Core : 4.05 
WCn: 6-46 
Sum: 0.0 
Rate Int: 5-0 
Rate D i f f :  10.0 
Manual: 4.1. 
Freset: 5-75 
APPEBDIX ? 
IABORATORY EQTXMENT LISTING 
Liquid Cooling Garment Assembly. Model No. A~L~OOOOO-~OO~A. 
Serial No. 062. 
Sanborn 350 Series Eight-Channel Recorder. NASA No. 42876. 
ARA SC-20 Scamer. Applied Research Austin, Austin, Texas. PlASA 
NOS. 82883, 32884. 
Power Supply, Constant ~oltage/~onstant Current, 0-40 v. , 0-500 ma. 
rsAsA No. 483%. 
Pager Supply, Constaut voltage/~onstant Current, 0-40 v. , 0-500 m. 
NASA No. 46397. 
Tele-Thermometer , Yodel ~ ~ T U C ,  Serial No. 273, 0-4o0c, Yellow Spr.ings 
Instrument Company, UC., Yellow Springs, ~hio. NASA NO. &148. 
Tele-Thermomet~x . Model 46m, Serial No. 1149, o-'+o~c, Yellow Springs 
Iustrument Coq3any, Inc . , Yellow Springs, Ohio. NASA No. 76091. 
Decade Resistor, 0-1210 ohms. General Radio Company, Concord, Mass. 
!L'ype 1432-Y. Serial No. 37464. U S A  36?&. 
Briato?. Dynamaster 24-Channel Xecorder. Model 24~IZHl3~591-51-~374~- 
TI&&. Serial NO. 6% 12,585. NAW NO. 36155. 
Power Supply, 0-36 v. , 0-5 m s .  Model 808A. Harrison Iab~i-atories, 
Inc. , 6erkeley Heights, N. J. NASA No. 12017. ' (converter) 
3CG Recorder. Model 296. Sanborn Company, WalLham, Mass. l?ASll No. 42871. 
Power Supply, 0-36 v. , 0-10 amps. Model 6267~, arrison Laboratories, 
Berkeley Heights, N. J. BRN 30. 648. (circulating Water pump) 
Digital Voltmeter. Model 4910~. Beckman. NASA Ma. S-14656. 
Frequency ta DC Converter. Input: l0&00 CPS, 20 MV P/P to 3 Volts 
Adjutable. Output: 0-5 VM;r. Parer 28 VDC, 75 ma max. Kodel P.-320-3-5. 
Serial No. 37290. Foxboro, Van Nuys, California. 
Frequency to DC Converter. Input: 10-4000 CPS, 20 MV PP to 3 Volts 
Adjustable. Output: D-5 VM=. PaKer 23 YDC, 75 ma max. Modcl. F'R-320-3-5. 
Serial No. 37293. Foxboro, Van Buys, Calif'or~ia. 
ECU: 680 Scientific Computing system Analog Computer. W- Xo. 65086. 
Digital Flowmeter. Model U6-1. Serial No. 9732. Cox Instrument 
Division, Detroit, Michigan. 
Digital Flawmeter. Hodel LF6-1. Serial No. 9734. Cox Instrment 
Division, Detroit, Michigan. 
Motor Speed Control. Model VT-100. Naminal HP1, 230 v. , 1 phase, 6.0 
amps max. Pacific Industrial Controls, Inc., Berkeley, California. 
Vacuum -be Voltmeter. Model 400~. Hewlett-Packard. NASA No. 32394. 
Treadmill. A. R. Young Power Transmission Engineens, Indiampolis , Ind. 
NASA NO. 25816. 
